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Preface and Acknowledgement

I have to admit that my fascination for the molecules and atoms did
not start in the physics but probably in the chemistry class of my high
school. At that time, being unaware that Heinrich and Rohrer made atoms
and molecules visible only ten years back by their scanning tunnelling
microscopy, I was fascinated and overwhelmed by the uncountable possi-
bilities of combining atoms. From a few of kinds of them and a small set of
rules one is able to build everything we know and more. Obviously, there
was hard evidence for atoms and molecules before that, but one could not
see them nor touch or smell them. Instead, we can only observe their cu-
mulative and coherent behaviour and can take hint of their presence when
our rationally developed theory fits the empirical result. at leaves a lot
of room how to imagine them. e beauty of the microscopy technique
demonstrated by Heinrich and Rohrer is that it quasi confirms the stick
and balls model which at least I liked to imagine.

In my second year of my undergraduate education things got somewhat
more complicated. Aer the introduction of quantum mechanics our 3d
imagination of atoms and molecules fails along with more basic and clas-
sical concepts of matter and reality. At the start the quantum world had
its charm with all its counter-intuitive effects and it was not until the end
of my Ph.D. that I realized the full extent of the issue. Reality as we know
it from the physical supporting reality of the chair we sit on, is easily lost.
ese philosophical implications of quantum mechanics were already dis-
cussed by its founders soon aer they devised the theory. Since I feel like
it marks the last step of my scientific education and accounts for ph in its
name, I wanted to write a few words about it, which have rather become an
essay or a second introduction.

So I started to manipulate these quantum objects trying to see the cu-
rious effects for myself. In this case the object was a quantum dot which
consist of a several atoms packed together. However, it is easier to add
an remove electrons from a quantum dot at least from an energetic point
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of view. So one can directly observe superposition effects of an electrons
being on the quantum and not being there. e quantum mechanical de-
scription of the dot is very similar to that of an atom so the border to which
quantum mechanics is a good description of things becomes blurred. How
many atoms can we pack into the quantum dot until it loses its superposi-
tion capabilities and becomes an everyday object? e question is le open
in the original Copenhagen interpretation, where the classical massive and
macrosized object, i.e. measurement apparatus, causes the collapse of the
wave function and with it the superposition. With recent experiments in
mindwhich have pushed this border towards larger and heavier object even
visible by eye, one might want reconsider this widely spread interpretation
of quantum mechanics. And I think there a few more good reasons for it.

e following gedankenexperiment illuminates the key ingredient of the
Copenhagen interpretation and originates from the German physicist Mau-
ritius Renninger. Here, I will discuss it in the slightly modified form as
found in the very readable book ’Schrodinger’s Kittens and the Search for
Reality’ by John Gribbin. It starts out like Schrödinger’s cat with atom or
any other source that emits a quantum particle in an arbitrary direction.
A sphere made up of material that flashes at the impact point of the emit-
ted particle is placed around it concentrically. Aer emission, according to
the quantum mechanical description, the wave function extends equally in
all directions with time, meaning that there is an equal probability for ev-
ery direction of emission. According to the conventional notion the wave
function collapses then at point on the sphere where the particle hits and
we observe the flash from that point. So far so good, but what causes the
collapse exactly remains unanswered.

It is not explained how exactly that works. Although the later developed
decoherence theory provides an answer to this questions in some way, it
is generally considered a separate interpretation of quantum mechanics
in itself. One of the main problems with the Copenhagen interpretation
arises when the classical object causing the collapse is analysed for its con-
stituents. Beyondmolecules and atomswe reach subatomic particles where
on all levels a quantum mechanical description is needed at least for the se-
rious scientist. In order to explain the behaviour of these particles we need
again themacroscopic object. So following this reductionist’s approach, we
jump right back where we started. e interpretation cannot be grounded
in more fundamental objects leaving us with a first loop described here.
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However, the rules of the Copenhagen interpretation generally work as
a quantum recipe book; following its procedure the correct experimental
outcome is predicted.

Nowwe take our gedankenexperiment one step further. A hemispherical
shield is inserted between the source and the sphere blocking half of source.
e hemisphere is made from the same material, so it will emit a light flash
when the quantum particle hits it. e inner hemisphere and the outer
sphere have now the same probability of 50% to flash. We induce the source
again to emit a particle and wait a bit longer than the time it would need
to fly to the distance of the inner hemisphere but not as long that it reaches
the outer sphere. If we observed a flash on the inner hemisphere everything
is the same old as above. However, if we do not observe a flash, we know
that the particle will hit the outer sphere and the experiment will end with a
point lighting up from it. e propagating wave function indeed collapses
from a fiy-fiy chance of hitting either sphere, to a 100% certainty that it
hits the outer sphere, although we did not observe anything. It follows that
we collapsed the wave function only by our logical conclusion.

eobserver lying at core of theCopenhagen interpretation receives thus
the attribute intelligent. As the reader will probably agree that a cat is not
clever enough to draw the conclusion and therefore neither to collapse the
wave function. So it was suggested that the consciousness causes the wave
function to collapse. e usual argument for this interpretation follows
what is called the von Neumann chain.

For this, a camera is pointed to a quantum experiment like the one de-
scribed above. e camera records the experiment and registers the light
flashes. e data is transferred to a computer where physicists looks at the
outcome. Alternatively, an arbitrary number of intermediate stages are in-
troduced like a satellite link. e experiment is now run and aer the quan-
tum particle hit the sphere, the particle interacts with other atoms which
constitute the sphere. ey are also described by a probabilistic wave func-
tion and so is the light emitted from the sphere. So why should the collapse
happen at this place? e superposition state can just be expanded to all
atoms of the sphere. e light is then absorbed in the camera where its
information is transferred to electrons, also exhibiting wave-particle du-
ality. Finally, the information is light again arriving at the physicist from
the computer screen. In principle the is a quantum mechanical descrip-
tion for the whole system although rather complicated. So where should
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the chain be cut and the wave function collapsed? Eugene Wigner brought
forward that the first link in the chain, which is not made up of matter in a
straightforward sense, is the human consciousness.

A similar loop as the first one described above arises here from an at-
tempt to unify psychology, biology and physics. ought is generated by
neural activity in the brainwhich is based electrochemical processes in cells
of the network. ese involve all kinds of reactions between molecules and
atoms which are nothing else than the exchange of electrons and protons.
And we are back at the particles for which we need the conciousness to ex-
plain their behaviour. Even theories that describe the particles, i.e. matter,
as pure information need to have the final mathematical objects as mental
or platonic entities.

Taking the minds away, i.e. asking what is apocalyptically real, we end
up with rather curious consequences. Our experiment, if not observed by
a consciousness, will pretty soon incorporate the whole world in its su-
perposition state. From a closer look at the quantum mechanical theory,
it follows that all dynamical attributes such as momentum, position and
spin-orientation are mind-dependent opposed to static attributes as mass
charge and spinmagnitude. So how does a world look where things are not
at any particular place and move in any direction? I do not dare to say but
this problem has been around since the beginning of quantum mechanics
and has been put in many ways. Most famous is probably:

Atoms are not things.

by Werner Heisenberg and

ere is no quantum world, there is only an abstract quantum
physical description.

by Niels Bohr.
Bohr andHeisenbergwent from the denial of being able to saywhat is be-

fore themeasurement, to the pointwhere thewave function and the particle
before the measurement would have no reality. So imagining the particle
to be spread out across the span of the macroscopic sphere has no meaning
and usually fails here with a vast part of reality. at caused Einstein to ask
Bohr his famous question, if the moon would still be there when nobody is
looking. He his worried that there is no reality in the microscopic (quan-
tum) world independent of an observer. Unfortunately, questioning why
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the particle should come into the existence at the moment of the collapse
gets us deeper into trouble. If our consciousness causes the collapse, then
the particle just appears to us in that moment. From there it is small step
to arguing that all we ever get is our sensory experience. All there is, is my
mindwith its everlasting dream. is radical step to solipsism is sometimes
taken and denies the existence of an outside world completely.

e strawberry cake that you are looking forward to aer work is a lie,
a misguided belief you make up. Nevertheless you will still experience its
sweet taste and the satisfaction when you eat it. Solipsism is considered
the femme fatale of philosophy: easy to fall for its beautiful simplicity, but
lonely to wake up with. Any moral behaviour falls away since your friends
are as imagined as the prison you would end up in. Maybe one can even
argue that it is this social trait, the need for friends and interaction with
other human beings that hinders us from accepting a solipsistic view. Even
if solipsism is more considered among philosophers I would say it is latent
in the Copenhagen interpretation. On the other hand, I doubt any physicist
would deny the reality that he is so desperately trying to explore.

e all-encompassing doubt about theworld around is not new, it started
out with René Descartes, the western 17th century philosopher and math-
ematician. Aer he established the self with his famous cogito ergo sum ar-
gument, he admits sensory experience which comes unwilling to the mind
and the reality of objects. But he says that they might not seem what they
are. Only by logical deduction and by setting aside the unreliable percep-
tions, we arrive at the true nature of things. By this decoupling of the
observer from the outside world, the objective analysis becomes possible
which drove science forward. It is interesting that this scientific objectivity
has questioned itself with development of the quantum mechanical theory
and its interpretation. As stated above, the observer is the core and cannot
be neglected. Every measurement disturbs the investigated system.

For Descartes the description we arrive at is deterministic and mecha-
nistic, with clear cause and consequence. It is based on Galileo’s original
Pythagorean hypothesis, that there is a complete mathematical description
of theworld. An idea in principle abandoned by everybodywho accepts the
Copenhagen interpretation. At this point another text sets in that I came
across during my ph.D. In ’Mind and Matter’, D.M. Appleby suggest that
the philosophy was build the other way around than I very briefly outlined.
e consciousness and the misleading sensory experience are added con-
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cepts to validate the fundamentally mathematical character of the world.
He votes for abandoning the Pythagorean hypothesis. A description (of
the world) is human whether we say is something is red or it emits electro-
magnetic radiation with 639 nm wavelength. e mathematical descrip-
tion is undeniably more precise and contains more information. Nonethe-
less, it is constructed by us humans and should not be identified with the
physical reality. Unfortunately, D.M Appleby constricts himself to a critic
on Descartes, his concept of consciousness and the Phytagorean hypothe-
sis. He does not envisage any alternative. Nevertheless, he suggest that we
should keep searching for different conception of the world

[...] so thatwewould, perhaps, no longerwant to use thewords
”consciousness” and ”matter”.

I think this could be along the line like Einstein already lied the clear
distinction between space and time with his theory of general relativity.
Interestingly, in the question of reality and matter he defended the old de-
terministic world. His most pronounced argument against quantum me-
chanics is probably the EPR paradox. In this gedankenexperiment two par-
ticles are entangled inway that they behave as one entity even over arbitrary
large distance. Although it is not possible to transmit information with the
two entangled particles, the change in the second particle is instantaneous
when we disturb and measure the first one, respectively. Einstein and his
co-authors argued that world cannot be non-local and there has to be a
hidden variable determining the outcome.

e suggested experiment has been tested with photons and even con-
firmed in a way that there cannot be any hidden local entity completing
quantum mechanics. According to special relativity time is actually not
passing for the photon while it travels at the speed of light. Or the whole
size experiment is contracted to zero length if we look at it in the coor-
dinate system of the photon. is is a view that has probably not been
appreciated much among physicists. e moment of the measurement of
photonic EPR-pair is the moment of pair generation in the relativistic rev-
erence frames of the photons. In this case one might be tempted to say that
the non-locality emerging in these experiments is merely apparent due to
the relativity of the photons. So did Einstein give us a way out of it without
knowing it? e experiment could also be done by replacing the photons
with electrons who are massive and never reach the speed of light. No seri-
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ous physicist doubts that the outcome will be different. So doing this EPR-
experiment with massive particles may provide only a small addition and
yet another confirmation of quantum mechanics. But it may also give the
non-locality discussion another quality. Nevertheless, that is what I set out
to do at the beginning of my Ph.D., hoping it keeps the discussion about
reality and non-locality topical and leads finally to a new conception of the
world.

Aer thismotivational digression, I hope you followedmy point therein,
so you still believe in the external reality. A faith that I very welcome as you
then also can believe in the reality of my gratitude towards all the people
who I still believe exist and helped me succeed at the thesis being on hand
here. First and foremost, I thank Christian Schönenberger for giving me
the opportunity to do thesis in his group and advising me throughout the
period. Apart from a lot of science he taught me that good leaders are not
only competent but also inspirational. His interest in science, his drive to
try new things motivated me. I was astonished that by this he could keep
together a group of 20 ormore people by very little effort. I am truly grateful
for the time I could spend in this research group. Upfront, I also thank
two senior scientist: Andreas Baumgartner, who gaveme frequent and well
appreciated input and corrected much of my work and Szabolcs Csonka
who introducedme to the topic inmymaster thesis and gavememy believe
in the nanowires. I also want to thank him for the time I could spend in
Budapest where we paved the way to good results. My gratitude is also
extended to Prof. Vittorio Pellegrini and Dr. Renault Leturcq for taking
the time to read and judge my thesis.

A big thank you goes to the whole nanowire team. Most of all to Gergő
Fülöp who I thank for the great collaboration, the social inclusion in Bu-
dapest and ever funny videos and cartoons he had always present to lighten
the mood. Special thanks also to Lukas Hofstetter and Gabor Fabian for
collaborating and sharing same fate of blown-up nanowires. I would like
to thank Peter Makk for reading and commenting first version of my the-
sis and all the Hungarian ’Mafia’ for taking me as a half Hungarian al-
though my family roots date back only to the 18th century. Name aksents
leturqc checkMany thanks to all the officemembers giving ame gemütliche
Zeit. Andreas Kleine, Alex Eichler, Frank Freitag, Jens Schindele, Stefan
Nau,Matthias Bräuninger, Julia Samm, JörgGramich, Peter Rickhaus, Gül-
bostan Abulizi, Clevin Handschin and Simon Zihlmann and all the people
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from the rest of the group, unfortunately located in other offices: Jon Au-
gustsson, Jan Brunner, Toni Fröhlich, Cornelia Nef, Alexey Tarasov, Oren
Knopfmacher, Mathias Wipf, Ralph Stoop, Vishal Ranjan, Kishan od-
kar, omas Hasler, Anton Vladyka, Jan Overbeck, Mihai-Cezar Harab-
ula, Maria El Abbassi; the group would have not been the same without
you. Also all the other senior scientists need to be mentioned as their ad-
vice was well appreciated: Claire Barrett, Romain Maurand, Markus Weiss,
Michel Calame and especially 정민경 for great work on the charge pump.

I acknowledge as well the great work Alfredo Levi-Yeyati, Fernando
Dominguez on the modelling which helped understanding our data much
better. And I do not want to forget to thank the ’collaborators’ in Basel
from the electronic and mechanical workshop, where I like to especially
mentioned Michael Steinacher, Patrick Stöcklin, Daniel Sacker and Do-
minik Sifrig. e secretaries Astrid Kalt und Barabara Kammermann gave
me always a warm welcome although one could feel the stress levelling in
their office.

A thank you to my friends who took the thoughts off the lab and let me
know there is whole other world out there. I am also very thankful to my
close family, who supported me throughout the years and whose never-
ending believe in me made this work also possible. Finally, I would like to
express my dearest thanks to my loving girlfriend 윤슬기, who knew to
push me gently in the right moment.
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1. Introduction

Quantum mechanics is probably one of the most successful theories in
physics because it keeps predictingmeasurement results andmaterial prop-
erties with surprising precision until today [1]. Quantummechanics (QM)
is also disturbing as it questions everyday commonsense notions of a phys-
ical reality where objects always have a defined state and qualities by intro-
ducing e.g. the concepts of quantum superposition or wave-particle dual-
ity. Probably the most bizarre aspect of quantum mechanics was presented
by famousAlbert Einstein together with his co-workers Boris Podolsky and
Nathan Rosen in 1935 and is now commonly know as EPR paradox [2].
ey considered two identical particles in a special quantum superposition
state. According to the Copenhagen interpretation of QM the wave func-
tion describing the two particles collapses uponmeasurement of a property
of one particle, thus determining the same property of the second particle
instantaneously no matter how far apart they are. However, the measure-
ment outcome is still random but follows a statistical distribution given by
themathematical framework ofQM.epublication of the EPRpaper gave
rise to quite some commotion in the community [3] and soon the term en-
tanglement was coined to describe two particles in this special state.

In 1964 John S. Bell took the EPR paradox one step further formulating
an inequality out of correlations between measurements outcomes. If in-
equality is violated in the experiment, it rules out the whole class of local
hidden variable theories which could generate an apparent entanglement
[4]. It took nearly another 20 years until Alain Aspect and co-workers vio-
lated the inequality in an experiment with polarized photons and le little
doubt on the validity of entanglement. roughout the years other Bell-
test experiments followed for example with massive Beryllium ions [5] and
in a solid state system with superconducting phase qubits [6]. Quantum
entanglement has even found its way to potential applications in quantum
cryptography [7], quantum teleportation [8] and quantum computing [9]
where entanglement is the key ingredient that speeds up quantum algo-
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rithms over classical ones.
e electron spin is the promising candidate to represent quantum infor-

mation as a qubit in a quantum computer [10]. An implementation into a
solid state system would make the qubits scalable comparable to the classi-
cal transistors. On demand generation of spin entangled electrons is there-
fore highly desirable. A possible route is to extract electron pairs from a
superconductor [11] where the pairwise entanglement naturally occurs in
form of Cooper pairs. In influential work, Recher et al. proposed to use
two quantum dots to enhance the extraction process of the Cooper pairs.
Quantum dots (QDs) are man-made artificial atoms that can only take up
or release one electron at the time. e beauty of these ’atoms’ is that they
can be tuned by electrical gate voltages and connected to electrodes. Once
the electrons are extracted to the quantum dots, they can be investigated
with the spin manipulation tool-kit [12] or put into a stream of entangled
electrons that could be probed with ferromagnetic contacts [13, 14, 15].
e tunability of the quantum dots helps to boost the efficiency to the high
values needed for the detection of the entanglement.

Unfortunately, it is not easy to connect quantum dots and superconduc-
tors together. Nevertheless, fabrication succeeded with InAs nanowires
and carbon nanotubes and current correlation in two different leads of such
Cooper pair splitting devices have been shown [16, 17, 18]. Even though
high efficiency were achieved [19] the devices have been largely lacking the
usual control and tunability of sophisticated quantum dot systems. Hence,
this thesis aimed predominantly at integrating advanced local gate struc-
tures that have already been used to control QDs in two-dimensional elec-
tron gases [20], nanowires [21] and carbon nanotubes [22] or for the de-
tection of Majorana Fermions [23] into Cooper pair splitting devices. At
the same time we hope for a better understanding of the involved transport
processes in such devices.

e thesis is organized the followingway. e second and the third chap-
ter introduce some background and physical concepts related to the later
experiments. In particular chapter 2 presents the used material system,
InAs nanowires, more closely and reviews some of its important properties.
Chapter 3 discusses themore general concepts ofQDs connected to normal
and superconducting leads. In chapter 4 details on the device fabrication
are given and the measurement set-ups are introduced. e fih chapter
discusses to the different approaches tomake tunable quantumdots in InAs
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nanowires and contains first results of the thesis. e main results are then
presented in chapters 6, 7 and 8 which are structured in way that they can
be read independently. We investigate the g-factor in the InAs nanowire
QD and map its anisotropy in chapter 6. e control and tunability of the
g value is key concept of quantum computation and possibly useful for en-
tanglement detection [24]. e next two chapter are dedicated to Cooper
pair splitting devices and present ways to improve the splitting efficiency
by using the tunable QDs from chapter 5. e results in chapter 8 are pre-
liminary but provide indications that Cooper pair splitting is possible at
bias voltages larger than the superconducting gap.
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2. Indium Arsenide Nanowires

On the nanometer scale novel or modified material properties come into
play because the particle size starts to be similar to the wave length. Op-
portunities are opened up for new physics ormodified device functionality.
is is also the case for the indium arsenide (InAs) nanowires investigated
here with a diameter below 100 nm. In this chapter the material indium ar-
senide is discussed with its bulk andmesoscopic properties and advantages
for nanoelectronic devices.

2.1. Versatility of Nanowires

Nanowires are single crystalline highly anisotropic whiskers. ey can be
made of metallic, semiconducting or insulating material. e properties of
the nanowires can be controlled to a large degree in their synthesis (see sec.
2.2). Apart from being interesting building blocks for quantum electronic
devices, nanowires have gained much attention in various other fields. A
standard review of nanowires is given by Lieber et al. [25] or more recently
by Hyun et al. [26]. Starting out as platform for sensors [27] because of
their high surface to volume ratio, nanowires were integrated in optical
applications like solar cells [28], LEDs [29], photo detectors [30] and even
nano lasers [31]. eywere also proposed as building blocks for novel com-
puter architecture, e.g. as high mobility field effect transistors (FETs) [32]
or wrapgate FETs [33].

e InAs nanowire system presents us a few advantages compared to
traditional lithography defined mesoscopic devices. e main advantage
is the nearly free choice of contact material which is rather limited in the
2-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) systems. e reason lies in the low-
ohmic contact formation due to special band structure and surface states
of InAs as discussed in more detail in sections 2.3 and 2.4. In particular,
direct electrical contact to ferromagnetic and superconducting materials
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are possible which allows to observe novel physical effects from the inter-
action with these materials. In addition, the nanowires can be transferred
from the growth substrate to substrate best suitable for device fabrication.
Since the electronic properties are linked to the crystal structure and ge-
ometry, they can be engineered during the growth process as discussed in
more the detail in the next section.

2.2. Nanowire Growth and Crystal Structure

Already in the 1960ies the growth of InAs nanowires was reported [34],
where the growth mechanism was discussed intensely and concluded to be
of the vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) type. In this type of process, atomic or
metal-organic precursors from the gas phase accumulate inside a metallic
catalyst particle, usually made of gold. When the precursor concentration
in the gold gets supersaturated growth of a nanopillar starts with the cata-
lyst staying at the top of the pillar (see fig. 2.1a). Different methods for cat-
alyst deposition on the substrate exist. Particles are either deposited from
a colloidal suspension or by aerosol techniques or they are formed directly
on the substrate by metal evaporation and subsequent thermal annealing.
ese techniques all lead to random distribution of the nanowires on the
substrate. Ordered arrays can be obtained by patterning the substrate, e.g.
by lithography. By now, growth of all common group IV, III-V, and II-VI
semiconductors was demonstrated [35].

As
In

In

In

As

As

Au

Substrate

a b

Figure 2.1.: a | Illustration of the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth mechanism for
nanowires. Gold catalyst particles are spread onto a substrate. Precursors in the gas
phase are incorporated into the catalyst particles and crystallize below the particles
giving rise to nanowire growth. b | Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
InAs nanowires grown by the VLS technique on a InAs(111)B substrate. e scale
bar is 2µm. Source: UC San Diego.
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Feeding the semiconductor to the catalyst particle can be achieved by
various methods. Nanowire growth has been shown using laser ablation,
chemical vapour deposition (CVD), metal-organic vapour phase epitaxy
(MOVPE), chemical beam epitaxy (CBE) and molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE). e group of Jesper Nygård1 employed the latter method for the
synthesis of nanowires and kindly provided them to our group. e advan-
tage of the MBE method is the minimization of carbon incorporation into
the nanowires compared to methods with metal-organic precursors like
MOVPE or CBE. In MBE the semiconductor constituents are sublimated
from the elemental targets in ultra high vacuum (UHV), which results in
most pure chemical compounds. e growth temperature is 400°C. More
details on the growth method can be found in references [36, 37]. We will
turn the discussion to the size and crystal structure of the InAs nanowires
and the linked electronic properties.

Control over the diameter is given by catalyst particle size which can be
adjusted by the chosen deposition method. e length of the nanowire is
primarily determined by the growth time, which can be substantial using
the MBE method for lengths of a few micrometers. Control of the growth
direction and the crystal structure is more difficult. e bulk crystal struc-
ture of InAs is zinc blende (zb), however the hexagonal wurtzite crystal
structure (wz) is observed in InAs nanowires under the right growth con-
ditions. InAs nanowires in the zinc blende (zb) crystal structure preferen-
tially grow in the <111> direction with a hexagonal cross-section whereas
the (wz) structure grows along the c-axis.

Fig. 2.2b shows a transmission electron micrograph of smaller diameter
nanowire (40nm) in the wz structure with planar lattice defects known as
stacking faults. Different types of these stacking faults can occur in both
crystal phases and are nicely summarized in reference [41]. In the extreme
case polytypic wires are observed with both crystal phases present. (fig.
2.2c). It was found that in these polytypic nanowires the electron mobil-
ity is largely reduced due bandgap mismatch (see sec. 2.5), however single
stacking faults do not have significant influence on the mobility[42]. A di-
ameter dependence of the crystal phase is found [39, 43]: in wires grow
preferentially in the wz phase, while thick ones grow in the zb phase. e
nanowires used in this work are of the pure wz type. ey are grown as

1Nils Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen.
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a b c d

e

Figure 2.2.: a | Surface oxide on a InAS nanowire (NW) in a transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) image [38]. b | TEM image of a nanowire with low lat-
tice defect density. e arrows mark stacking faults in the wz crystal structure
[39]. c | Nanowire with mixed zb/wz crystal structure [39]. d | Example of an ax-
ial heterostructure. e red colored areas are InP sections in the InAs NW [40].
e |Multiple TEM images of a typical nanowire used in the thesis. No stacking faults
are found in the central part of nanowire. Black regions can stem from strain.

thin pillar in the wz phase with an additional radial overgrowth making
them slightly tapered. e diameters are in the range of 60 nm to 90 nm.
e TEM investigation (fig. 2.2e) by our collaborators shows that the cen-
tral part of the nanowire is defect free and that stacking faults mainly occur
at the ends of the nanowire. An important point for device fabrication is
that the amorphous oxide (. 5 nm) forms as soon as the nanowires are
exposed to air, which makes a surface treatment necessary to achieve elec-
trical contacts (see fig. 2.2a).

Other reasons for the generally low mobilities in InAs nanowires can
be related to inhomogeneities during growth like the incorporation of Au
from the catalyst particle or C from the metal organic precursors. While
the latter can be minimised by the use of MBE as mentioned, the former
is circumvented by using a self catalysed process which was introduced re-
cently [44, 45].

Finally, it is worth mentioning that nanowire heterostructures were re-
alized early on. In nanowires new material combinations can be realized,
forbidden in bulk systems, because the strain due to lattice mismatch can
relax on the surface. If the precursor material is varied during the nano-
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wire growth an axial heterostructure is obtained. An example is shown in
fig. 2.2d, where InP (coloured red) is switched with InAs (coloured green)
[40]. Most commonly, another semiconductor is radially overgrown (core-
shell nanowires) [46, 47]. is is an important development for quantum
devices since most of the electron density is largest at the surface as dis-
cussed next.

2.3. Electron conduction

Regarding electron conduction in InAs nanowires we not only have to dis-
cuss the crystal arrangement as in the previous section but as well the elec-
tronic band structure. InAs is a III-V semiconductor with considerable co-
valent bonding character between the indium and the arsenic atoms. InAs
is small gap semiconductor with a direct band gap at the Γ-point. Since
electron transport happens only near the Fermi energy, we only consider
the band structure around the Γ-point as depicted in fig. 2.3.

Figure 2.3.: Band structure sketch around the
Γ-point of InAs, with Eg being the band gap,
∆SO the energy of the spin-orbit split-off band
below the conduction band edge. Γ

E

Eg

ΔSO

conduction band

split-off band

heavy hole band

light hole band

As we will see, only the conduction band is important which is parabolic
to good approximation with an effective electron mass of m⋆ = 0.023me

andme being the mass of the free electron. Due to the 2-dimensional con-
finement in radial direction the electron states are quantized normal to the
wire axis forming so called transverse modes. We assume that the bulk en-
ergy dispersion relation stays parabolic around theΓ-point in the nanowire
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μb

EC

EV

EC

EV

+

- +

-

μb

μCNL

μCNL
accumulation layer

Figure 2.4.: a | Band edges of typical semiconductors likeGaAs as function of space.
e bands are bent upwards in energy towards the surface (right side) due to
acceptor-like surface states forming a negative surface charge depicted below the
band diagram. b |e same diagram as in (a) but for case of InAs. Donor-like sur-
face states create a downward band bending leading to an electron accumulation
layer below the surface.

and find the subband dispersion

En(kx) = En,0 +
~2k2x
2m⋆

(2.1)

where En,0 denotes the energy minimum of the subband due to mode
quantization. Calculation of the current through such a channel connected
to two reservoirs, leads to the remarkable result that the current I only
depends on the number of occupied modes N

I =
2e2

h
NVsd (2.2)

at zero temperature [48]. Whenever a new subband becomes occupied
by either varying the bias voltage Vsd or the electron density via a gate volt-
age, quantized conductance steps arise . Indications of such steps were ob-
served in earlymeasurements [49] while clear conductance quantization in
InAsNWs could be confirmed only recently [50, 51]. e simplemodel has
a few assumptions necessary to observe conductance quantization. Obvi-
ously, the temperature should be smaller then the subband spacing which
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is determined mainly by the nanowire diameter. Eq. 2.2 requires also that
the transport is ballistic over the length of the wire. If scattering is present
the conductance is reduced by a factor T denoted as transmission. It is
believed that the surface scattering is the main cause for the diminished
transmission in InAs nanowires. Surface passivation [52] has been shown
to reduce interface traps and the surface scattering.

e discussion about the surface scattering in InAs nanowires becomes
even more important when the surface chemistry of InAs is considered. At
the boundary of a crystal some atoms are without a partner. ese dangling
bonds can sometimes mutually saturate each other when the atoms are re-
arranged and thereby reducing the energy (surface reconstruction). ese
surface states can overlap and form surface bands with a Fermi level which
we denote as charge neutrality level µCNL. Its value is generally not the
same as the bulk Fermi level µB. e two electrochemical potentials align
by exchanging electrons between bulk and surface giving rise to an electri-
cal surface dipole. e direction of the charge flow is determined by the
properties of the surface states which can either be donor- or acceptor-like.
In the case of acceptor-like surface states, a negative surface charge builds
up leading to upward band bending in the bulk (fig. 2.4a). e resulting
depletion region can span several Fermi wavelengths due the small density
of states in the bulk. In contrast, the density of states of the surface band is
large and the chemical potential changes only little. is situation is oen
called Fermi level pinning by the surface states.

Usually, one finds the acceptor like picture in textbooks as it is the case
for GaAs and other semiconductors. In contrast, the case of InAs is quite
unique as the surface states are donor-like and the bands bend to lower en-
ergies at the surface (fig. 2.4b) and electrons accumulate in a layer beneath
the surface. e energy at which the Fermi level is pinned above the con-
duction band minimum EC is between 130meV and 300meV [53] and
depends on the surface orientation and on the chemical compostition. For
sulphur passivated surfaces it can be as large as 600meV [54]. With these
energies the depth of the surface accumulation layer can be estimated. Es-
tévez Hernández and coworkers [55] found the maximum electron density
8 nm below the surface but extending up to 50nm into the crystal in the
case of InAs nanowires. e size of the accumulation layer is of the order
of the Fermi wavelength. erefore quantization effects and the formation
of a surface 2DEG is expected which has been confirmed by STM inves-
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tigation [56]. We conclude that the electron transport in the nanowires
takes place mainly below the surface in particular for the nanowires with a
diameter of 60 nm or more used throughout the experiments in this thesis.

2.4. Metallic Contacts to InAs

Two different kinds of metallic contacts to a semiconductor can be distin-
guished. In Schottky barriers the current flow is hindered by an induced
tunnel barrier while ohmic contacts behave resistive according to Ohm’s
law. In a simple picture the tunnel barrier height is given by the Schottky-
Mott rule ΦS = Φm − χe where Φm is the metal work function and χe is
the electron affinity of the semiconductor, i.e. the energy difference of the
bottom of the conduction bandEC and the vacuum level. Negative barrier
heights result for some of the low work function metals like Al (Φm,Al ≈
4.28 eV) or Ti(Φm,Ti = 4.33 eV) [57], because the electron affinity of InAs
is relatively largewith a value ofχe, InAs ≈ 4.9 eV [58]. On the other hand,
noble metals with large work function like Au (Φm,Au = 5.1 eV) should
induce a barrier. is is clearly not the case. Measuring the barrier height
with a voltage bias at the junction, gives only aweak dependence on theme-
tallic material for most semiconductors. Moreover InAs, is found to make
ohmic contact to bascially anymetal. One can argue that the work function
is only a theoretical quantity, which depends on surface orientation and re-
combination, but it is better to consider the metal-semiconductor interface
more closely.

When ametal is brought into contact with a semiconductor the local lat-
tice structure at the interface is changed forming induced gap states (IGS).
ey arise because the wave function matching induces them usually in-
side the bang gap of the semiconductor. e density of states of the metal
remains basically unchanged and the IGS are found in the first atomic lay-
ers of the semiconductor. As in the free surface case, the Fermi levels of
the bulk semiconductor µb, the IGS µCNL and of the metal µm will align
as charges flow across the interface. e IGS have usually similar quality
as the surface states, thus are donor-like in InAs. eir density of states is
large enough to equilibrate the Fermi energies of metal and semiconductor
without a big energy shi. Only in the semiconductor the bands are bent
downwards and the charges accumulate in the conduction band. As long
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Figure 2.5.: a | Band edges of InAs when brought into contact with a noble metal
with Φm > χe. b | Same diagram as in a for a metal with a lower work function
than the electron affinity. Due the similar quality of the induced gap states (IGS)
to surface states, the bands are bent downwards in the InAs and an electron accu-
mulation layer forms. Differences of the IGS by the various metals can lead to a
increased band bending.

as the quality of the IGS states does not change by the different metals, the
band bending will be similar and ohmic contacts are formed with lowwork
functionmetals (fig. 2.5b) as well as with noblemetals (fig. 2.5a). For exam-
ple, Bhargava et al. find that the Fermi level is pinned at Epin = 130meV
above the conduction band edge for Au on InAs [59].

So far we only discussed electron but not hole transport. e simple rea-
son that only n-type behaviour in the nanowires is observed in spite of,
that the p-type regime is in principle reachable by tuning the Fermi level
into the valence band with the help of capacitively coupled electrodes, i.e.
the gate voltages needed are still smaller than the breakdown field of the
insulator. Fig. 2.5 shows that for holes at the valence band edge EV a con-
siderable tunnel barrier to the metal ϕSh = Epin + Eg/2 forms at the
interface. e barrier can only be overcome by large bias voltages. ese
two experimental conditions, large bias and p-type regime are rarely met
at the same time.

Effects of different interface properties could be observed by Sourribes
and coworkers [38]. ey investigated two different surface treatment for
removal of the native oxide for contact fabrication and found that the Ar
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plasma bombardment gives lower ohmic contacts compared to the wide
spread sulphur passivation technique (see chapter 4 for details). However,
this result is surprising as the band bending for sulphur terminated sur-
faces is known to be increased [54] which should lead to lower resistance
contacts.

2.5. Properties

is section summarizes material properties of InAs and InAs nanowires
which are important for the experiments with quantum electronic devices.

Bandgap As most III-V semiconductors, bulk InAs crystallizes in the
zinc-blence (zb) crystal sturture. Measurements as well as cal-
culations give a small direct bandgap of size Eg = 0.36 eV at
300K. e zero temperature value is only accessible by calculation
(Eg = 0.42 eV) [60, 61]. e wz crystal phase has been only ob-
served in nanowires so far and much less is known about this phase.
Whereas some photoluminesence measurements on wz nanowires
find no significant difference to the bulk zb gap[62], Möller et al. [63]
could reproduce the theoretical predictions [64, 65, 66]. us, the
bandgap of the wurtzite crystal structure is generally believed to be
55meV larger than the zb bandgap. Further increase is expected
from quantum confinement effects.

Fermi wavelength Confinement effects are already visible in nanowires
with diameter smaller than 60 nm [62]. is scale is also in agree-
ment with the estimated Fermi wavelength between 15 nm and
33 nm [67] which is obtained via the electron density. Different
studies either counted the electrons in a SET device [68] or esti-
mated the gate capacitance [67]. Recently, Hall measurements could
be performed on InAs nanowires yielding 4 times lower densities
[69, 70]. e discrepancy is attributed to the large density of surface
states, which trap the major part of the charge induced by a gate
voltage and is not probed in the Hall measurements.

Mobility Because of the small effective massm∗ = 0.023me, the electron
mobility is expected to be large and bulk values of up to
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40’000 cm²/(Vs) were found [71]. However, much smaller values
are obtained for InAs nanowires ranging from 200 cm²/(Vs) up to
6600 cm²/(Vs) [32]. e extracted mobilities are field effect mobili-
ties where the gate capacitance which has to be estimated indepen-
dently as well. Simulation in finite element Poisson solvers are con-
sidered to be accurate, however, charge traps of surface states cannot
be included easily.
A dependence of the mobility on the wire diameter is found [72, 73].
e small mobility in small diameter nanowires can be explained by
surface scattering. e effective scattering potential should then be
correlated to the surface roughness recently confirmed in an AFM
study [74]. Another effect reducing the mobility can stem from the
polytypism in InAs nanowires. Band bending at the wz to zb inter-
faces can induce barriers of several meV [42]. Hence, the mobility
can be enhanced by reducing polytypism, e.g by incorporation of Sb
[41] or by growth of pure crystal phase wires [42]. e surface scat-
tering is well reduced by radial shell growth. Latest core-shell InAs
nanowires exhibit mobilities up to 15’000 cm²/(Vs) [46, 75].

Mean free path e elastic mean free path can be obtained form the mo-
bility and the Fermi wavelength in the Drude formalism. Values are
in the range of 10 nm to 100 nm.

Phase coherence length e electronic phase coherence is usually ex-
tracted from universal conductance fluctuation (UCF) measure-
ments. Upon lowering the temperature the root mean square (rms)
amplitude saturates for a given device length. At the saturation the
phase coherence length becomes larger than the channel length and
thus can be determined by varying the channel length. e reported
values of lϕ ≈ 300 nm by different research groups agree quite well
[76, 77, 55].

Spin-orbit interaction e spin-orbit interaction (SOI) in bulk InAs is
quite large due to high nuclear charge of the involved elements. e
main manifestation in the band structure is the spin-orbit split-off
bandwhich is lowered by∆SO = 0.38 eV form the conduction band
edge. Further, the inversion symmetry is broken in InAs which leads
in principle to a Dresselhaus contribution to the SOI. However, the
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Dresselhaus coupling strength βD is much smaller than the Rashba
coupling αR.

Landé g-factor e spin-orbit interaction also affects the energy splitting
in a external fieldB. e g-factor is renormalized from the free elec-
tron value g = 2 to an effective value g∗ = −14.9 in InAs [71]. It
depends inversely on the energy gapEg and the split-off band energy
∆SO [48].

Spin relaxation length Spin relaxation in InAs nanowires is usually as-
sumed to occur via the Elliot-Yafet mechanism [76]. e corre-
sponding spin-orbit length lSO can be extracted in weak anti-local-
ization measurements [76, 78, 55]. Other works extract lSO from
Pauli spin blockade measurements [79] or by direct measurement
of the spin-orbit interaction energy [80]. e different studies all
report relaxation length on the order of lSO ≈ 200 nm which is sur-
prisingly small. When spin-orbit interaction is the only mechanism
to relax the spin, large electrical fields across the wires are needed.
As seen in section 2.3, the surface dipole could provide such a large
field. We use average electric field value of E = 7.3 · 106 Vm-1 from
Estévez Hernández et al. and Rashba spin-orbit coupling constant
of α0 = 117Å in the 1D equation [76]

lSO,R =
~2

m⋆eEα0
(2.3)

to estimate the value of lSO,R = 388 nm which is of the order of the
measured values.

e spin-orbit interaction is an important property of InAs nanowires,
e.g. it is required for the formation of Majorana bound states [23, 81] and
for the detection of entanglement [24]. We emphasize again that most of
the physics treated throughout the thesis is happening at the surface of the
InAsnanowire. erefore electron conduction is very susceptible to surface
roughness and defects.
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3. Theoretical Background

is chapter introduces the specific theoretical concepts for the experi-
ments presented in the later chapters. e hybrid devices in this thesis
combine different topics of solid state physics. e semiconductor part
was covered in the last chapter, where in following quantum dots and su-
perconductivity are presented. With these two topics inmind, we approach
the working principles of the Cooper pair splitter (CPS) device and iden-
tify the important parameters to improve the splitting efficiency in such
devices.

3.1. Quantum Dots

A quantum dot (QD) is a small volume of matter in which quantum me-
chanics allows only certain standing wave solutions for the electron wave
function. erefore, a quantumdot possesses discrete energy levels, similar
to atoms and molecules, hence the term artificial atoms is also used. QDs
were realized in various material systems including two-dimensional elec-
tron gases (2DEGs) in semiconductor heterostructures (lateral and vertical
geometries), carbon nanotubes (CNTs), metallic particles, self-assembled
semiconductor islands and nanowires. A common property shared among
QDs is the charging energy e2/C . Due to the small size and the related
small capacitance of the island adding an electron requires a considerable
amount of energy. e discrete energy levels of a QD have a characteris-
tic shell-filling and level spacing δE that depend on the material and the
geometry of the small volume of matter. e great advantage of QDs over
single atoms is that they can be rather easily connected to electrodes and
their properties can be investigated by electron transport spectroscopy. e
electrons can hop on and off the QD through tunnel barriers separating the
QD and the electrodes, also referred to as leads or contacts.
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3.1.1. Coulomb Blockade and Single Electron Tunneling

In the ideal QD, the electron wave function is confined in all three spatial
direction which is why QDs are also called zero-dimensional (0D) objects.
e wave function amplitude depends on the exact confinement potential
but also on the number of electrons on the QD. Because of the small size of
the island the electron-electron interaction cannot be neglected or treated
pertubatively. e Coulomb interaction becomes even the dominant en-
ergy scale when temperature and the coupling strength are small. Only a
single electron at the time will be able to tunnel on and off the island.

e effects of Coulomb interactions in QDs are usually treated within
the constant interaction model (CIM) [82, 83]. e model makes two ma-
jor assumptions. First, it assumes that the energy spectrum of the quantum
dot is independent of the charge state, i.e. the number of electrons on the
dot. Second, it assigns a single total capacitance C to the island also in-
dependent of the charge state. Despite this conceptual simplicity, the CIM
describes the physics quite well for quantumdots with larger electron num-
bers, N & 20. e total capacitance’s (C) major contribution are due to
the source, drain and gate electrodes, butC also contains also capacitances
from further gates or surrounding dielectrics: C = CS +CD +CG+CR.
e capacitor model is schematically depicted in fig. 3.1.

CS, ΓS CD, ΓD

CG CR

 G

S D

Figure 3.1.: Capacitor model of a quan-
tum dot (QD). Different electrodes sur-
rounding the QD have different capaci-
tances. In contrast to the gate (G), the
source (S) and drain (D) leads are mod-
elled by an additional a tunnel coupling
ΓS/D in parallel to CS and CD .

e total internal energy of a quantum dot withN electrons can be writ-
ten as

U(N) =
Q2

tot

2C
+

N∑
n=1

En, (3.1)

with Qtot = −|e|(N − N0) +
∑

i CiVi being the total charge on the
QD.e first term in eq. 3.1 is the electrostatic energy,N0 is the number of
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electrons when the quantum dot is uncharged, i.e. all gate voltages are zero.
e second term sums up the quanutm mechanical level energiesEn oen
called orbital energy of the n-th electron in analogy to the atomic orbital.
e electrochemical potential is defined as µN = U(N)− U(N − 1), i.e.
energy for adding the N th electron to the dot and calculates to

µN = EN +
e2

C

(
N −N0 −

1

2

)
− |e|

C

∑
i

CiVi. (3.2)

Evaluating all chemical potentials for the electrons on the dot describes a
’ladder’ as drawn in fig. 3.2 which can be moved up and down in energy by
a gate voltage Vi. e difference between the chemical potentials does not

μN+2

ΓS ΓD

μN+1

μN

μN-1

eαVG

EC δE

G

a b

c

EC

EC

ΓS ΓD
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μN+1
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Figure 3.2.: a | Energy diargram with the electrochemical potentials of the QD
(µN−1 to µN+2) and of the source (µS) and the drain (µD) lead. e pale bars
stand for potential barriers characterized by the tunnel rates ΓS/D . µN and µN+1

are away fromµS/D , thus the electron number is fixed and transport is not possible.
b |µN+1 is aligned to µS/D by a gate potential. Single electrons can tunnel on and
off the QD making transport possible. c | Exemplary conductanceG as function of
a gate voltage in units of energy (eαVG).

change by doing so and depends on the level energy En and the charging
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energy EC = e2/C . In the situation in fig. 3.2a, the µN is below the elec-
trochemical potential µS and µD of the metal leads, respectively. e elec-
tron cannot tunnel out of the dot because all the states in the leads are filled
up to the Fermi energy. Similarly, electrons in the leads have not enough
energy to excite the µN+1 level. is situation is called Coulomb blockade
and the electron number on the QD is fixed. e electrochemical poten-
tials (ladder) can bemoved in energy by a gate voltageVi by amount eα∆Vi

according to the gate’s lever arm α = Ci/C . In fig. 3.2b the µN+1 level is
aligned with the lead’s electrochemical potentials µN+1 = µS = µD . If
there is a small thermal broadening in the leads, there are electrons with
enough energy to fill quantum dot as well as empty states to take up an
electron from the QD. us, the QD will fluctuate between theN -electron
ground state U(N) and the N + 1-electron ground state U(N + 1).

If a small bias voltage VSD = VS − VD is applied to the source, the
electric field across theQDdirects the charge fluctuations into ameasurable
current whenever a level µN is inside the opened bias window µS −µD =
−|e|VSD , i.e µS ≥ µN ≥ µD . us, when the conductanceG is plotted as
function of the gate voltage Vi one observes Coulomb resonances spaced by
the addition energy

Eadd = µN+1 − µN = EC + δE. (3.3)

δE is the quantum mechanical level spacing and depends on the electron
number on the dot. e exact size of δE depends on the precise shape of
the confinement potential. δE can be zero when two consecutive electrons
are added to the same spin-degenerate orbital, or when there are orbital de-
generacies as oen observed in CNT QDs. In InAs QDs a 2-fold pattern of
the conductance peaks is expected due to spin-degeneracy, as schematically
drawn in fig. 3.2c.

3.1.2. Coulomb Peak Line Shape

e magnitude of the conductance peaks is given by the tunnel barriers
which are characterized by the tunnel rates ΓS and ΓD indicated in fig.
3.2a. Using Landauer-Büttiker theory, the transmission through such a the
double barrier structure can be calculated. e energy dependence of the
transmission is approximated by a Lorentzian [48] and the conductance
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given by

G (Vi) =
2e2

h

ΓSΓD

ΓS + ΓD

Γ

(eαVi)
2
+ (Γ/2)

2 , (3.4)

where Γ = ΓS + ΓD in units of energy. is level broadening Γ can be
understood by the uncertainty relation for energy∆E∆t & h. For a trans-
port process through a quantum dot this means that the classical energy
conservation may be violated up to ∆E ∼ h/τ when the electron is re-
siding on the dot only for the short time τ . is allows electrons to tunnel
through the structure even if the level is not exactly aligned with the lead’s
Fermi energy. e transmission is one at zero energy when the source and
the drain coupling are equal, i.e. ΓS = ΓD . One says that the QD is in
resonance in analogy to a Fabry-Pérot resonator. e lifetime broadening
Γ corresponds to the width of the resonance at half maximum (FWHM).
is regime is called strong coupling or lifetime broadened regime .

Above we assumed that the thermal broadening of the leads is small, i.e.
kBT ≪ hΓ. For larger temperatures (kBT & hΓ) the width of the Fermi
distribution of the electrons in the contact metal results in thermal broad-
ening of the Coulomb peaks. e theoretical treatment involves Hamilto-
nian with the tunnelling as perturbation but includes the electron-electron
interaction. Beenakker gives for the line shape [84]

G(Vi) =
e2

h

1

4kBT

ΓSΓD

ΓS + ΓD
cosh−2

(
eαVi

2kBT

)
. (3.5)

With increasing temperature the peak height scales with 1/T whereas the
peak width (FWHM) is proportional to temperature with a factor 3.5:
eα∆V FWHM

i ≈ 3.5kBT . e analysis of the peak shape(s) allows us to
determine the transport regime and the peak height allows the extraction
of the ratio ΓS/ΓD . Eq. 3.5 describes the thermal-broadened / weak
coupling regime. Both presented equation in this section allow to extract
two absolute values for ΓS and ΓD but they cannot be assigned to the
respective leads.

3.1.3. Coulomb Diamonds

So far, the linear response limit was assumed (Vsd ≪ kBT ) and Coulomb
blockade (CB) was only lied by gate tuning. However, when larger bias
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voltages are applied CB can also be overcome as sketched in fig. 3.3. In
situation I the QD is in blockade at Vsd = 0. By increasing the bias, a level
enters the bias window and the current is increased step-like. Because the
differential conductance is measured this leads to a peak marked by a color
change. e whole plot of conductance versus gate voltage and bias voltage
is known as charge stability diagram of the QD. e measured pattern in
one of our device is enhanced and completed by dashed lines. ey form
diamond shaped areas inwhich current is suppressed and are oen referred
as Coulomb diamonds. Inside the diamonds the number of electrons on
the QD is fixed whereas outside it is fluctuating because at least one level
lies within the opened bias window. e diamond shape in particular can
be understood by inspecting the situations I-III in fig. 3.3 and considering
the source and drain capacitances CS and CD

1.
Starting form a resonant position at Vsd = 0 and increasing bias voltage

at the source contact, the level µN is pulled along due to the capacitance
of the source contact and is shied by an amount of ∆µN = −|e|Vsd

CS

C .
In order to keep the resonance aligned with the drain µD , the shi can be
compensated by the gate voltage by +|e|∆VG

CG

C corresponding to situa-
tion I in fig. 3.3. Along this negative slope the level µN stays aligned with
the drain chemical potential µD . e value of the slope is obtained by eval-
uating ∆Vsd

∆VG
= m− = −CG

CS
. By similar considerations the positive slope

m+ = CG

C−CS
is obtained for the case when the level µN is in resonance

with the source µS . e slopes m+ and m− are useful for obtaining the
gate lever arm. A little bit of math gives αG = |m+||m−|

|m+|+|m−| . With knowl-
edge of the gate lever arm αG the charging energy and the addition energy
are determined from the spacing the Coulomb peaks in gate voltage. An-
other possibility to obtainEadd andEC is to apply such a large bias voltage
that an additional level µN+1 is just inside the bias window as shown in the
diagram II in fig.3.3. In this specific case not the charging energy is read
off but the addition energy (eq. 3.3) which includes the level spacing. e
estimation of the lever arm via the slopes is usually more precise since the
diamond tips (sit. II) are oen smeared.

e stability diagram contains more information. For example, it allows

1We treat the case of asymmetric biasing, i.e. the voltage is only applied to the source con-
tact, while the drain side stays at the ground potential. It is the relevant case for all the
measurements performed throughout the thesis
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Figure 3.3.: Schematic illustrations of Coulomb diamonds with a underlay of a real
measurement performed on one of the quantum dots. Inside the diamond the elec-
tron number is fixed and labelled according to fig. 3.2. e different biasing situa-
tions I-III are presented in small energy diagrams.

to determine of the level spacing δE. An electron on the quantum dot
can also occupy an excited state instead of the ground state. e excited
state is just the next orbital δE away in energy. In situation III in fig. 3.3,
the bias voltage is just large enough that the excited level µN∗ is accessi-
ble by the electrons form the leads. In the Landauer-Büttiker picture this
corresponds to an additional conductance channel, thus the current will
increase. Other transport processes can occur. Higher order tunnelling
processes allow transport and li the Coulomb blockade.

3.1.4. Quantum Dot States in Magnetic Field

e spins in quantum dot align parallel or anti-parallel to an external mag-
netic field. e spin degeneracy is lied and the corresponding resonances
separate linearly in energy with field according to ∆EZ,n = g∗nµBB,
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where g∗n is the effective g-factor of nth quantum level and µB is the Bohr
magneton. is is known from atomic physics as the Zeeman effect [85].
e large electron g-factor of InAs nanowires is inherited from bulk InAs
and leads to energetically separated spin states already in relatively small
magnetic fields.

e g-factor of a quantum dot level can deviate from the bulk value
g∗ = −14.9 [86, 87]. It depends on the electron wave function in the
confinement potential and has been shown to be reduced towards the free
electron value 2 in very small QDs [88], sometimes called quenching of the
orbital angular momentum.[89]. In a distorted confinement potential, the
orbital angular momentum is direction dependent what also renders the
g-factor anisotropic (into a g tensor).

In addition to the linear Zeeman splitting, the energy of a quantum dot
state with spin s = ±1/2 [48]

ϵN , s = γB2 + sg∗NµBB, (3.6)

has a quadratic dependence on the magnetic field. is effect known as
diamagnetic shi is here introducted with an experimentally determined
proportionality constant γ, reflecting the coupling of the inducedmagnetic
moment of the QD to the external field.

In themeasurement of the linear conductance as function of gate voltage
and magnetic field, the Coulomb peak position shis according to eq. 3.6
until the Zeeman energy ∆EZ is as large as the level spacing δE. At this
field a ground state transition happens and the electrochemical potential
of the nth electron will evolve according to another quantum state. If the
level spacing is too small the Zeeman splitting is obscured. Here we only
discuss the case δE ≫ Γ, kBT .

Also the peak height depends on B. In larger chaotic quantum dots
mesoscopic fluctuations lead to different wave function overlaps of the
QD states with the source and drain electrodes. In random matrix theory
(RMT) it was found that the peak height modification by the magnetic
field is universal and happens on the characteristic scale [82]

BC ∼ φ0

Adot
(δE/κET )

1/2

whereφ0 is themagnetic flux quantum,Adot the dot area,ET theouless
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energy and κ a geometrical factor of order 1. is leaves us with a charac-
teristic scale of ∼ 250mT assuming a dot size of 80 nm.

e large g-factor of InAs is advantageous for our investigation. A Zee-
man splitting larger than the commonly observed level broadening of Γ =
200µeV (sec. 5.2 & 5.3) is readily achievedwith fields smaller than 230mT.
is leaves the influence of the diamagnetic shi and the varying amplitude
small.

3.2. Kondo Correlations in Quantum Dots

For the investigation of the g-factor a peculiar electron correlation mecha-
nism called Kondo effect is useful. erefore a short introduction is given
in the following. More complete introductions can be found in references
[90, 91].

Already in the 1930ies an anomalous increase in the low temperature re-
sistivity of certain metals was observed. At the time the it was understood
that the scattering on lattice vibration gives temperature dependence∝ T 5

along with a saturation at low temperture due to lattice defects and impu-
rities. Only by 1964 Jun Kondo explained the effect satisfactory, aer it
became evident from experiments that magnetic impurities play a crucial
role [92]. By summing up higher order spin-flip processes at a magnetic
impurity he obtained a logarithmic increase for the scattering probability,
in agreement with the experiments. e Kondo effect in quantum dots is
insofar different as transmitted electrons instead of scattered electrons are
considered.

Insight into the Kondo effect can be gained when it is regarded fromAn-
derson impurity model. An impurity site is embedded into a metallic host
material and occupied by a single spin. Its energy is ϵN below the Fermi
energy. Further, double occupancy is forbidden by the Coulomb interac-
tion energyEC . e full Hamiltonian andmathematical treatment is given
elsewhere [93]. Additional interaction terms in the Hamiltonian allow the
electron on the impurity site to exchangewith electrons at the Fermi energy
thereby flipping its spin. Figure 3.4a-c summarizes the lowest order spin
flip process. e highest energetic electron with spin up hops to the right
lead occupying an empty spin-up state at the Fermi energy. In fig. 3.4b the
impurity level is refilled by a spin-down electron from the le lead. Fig.
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3.4c shows the state aer the co-tunnelling process. Many of these pro-
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Figure 3.4.: a | A quantum dot containing an odd number of electrons in Coulomb
blockade (CB). A single electron can hop to the Fermi edge of a lead leaving the
QD in energetically forbidden (virtual) state as in (b). b and c | An electron with
opposite spin may tunnel from the leads into the QD. d | Successive of these co-
tunnelling events generate a additional tunnel density of states at the Fermi level of
the leads. e | Schematic stability diagram. e Kondo ridge is visible as black bar at
zero bias in the odd Coulomb diamonds.

cesses effectively screen the localized impurity spin. e electrons taking
part in the vicinity of the spin form the so called Kondo cloud. Crucial for
energy gain of this effect is the exchange interaction mediating a spin sin-
glet formation between the localized impurity spin and the electrons spins
at the Fermi edge.

In order to form this correlated many-particle state, the electrons in the
Fermi sea have to localize around the impurity; a process which costs en-
ergy. erefore, a competition between energy gain of the delocalization of
the impurity spin and the energy loss of the localization of the free electron
spins is on. At low temperature the delocalization dominates. e transi-
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tion temperature is known as the Kondo temperature TK and given by [94]

kBTK =
1

2

√
ΓECe

πϵN (ϵ+EC)/ΓEC . (3.7)

Here, ϵN = µS/D − µN is the energy separation between the Fermi level
in the leads and electrochemical potential of the Nth electron and EC and
Γ = ΓS+ΓD are the charging energy and tunnel couplings of the impurity
site, respectively. eKondo temperature can be seen as the binding energy
of the new many-body ground state.

Galzman Raikh, predicted 1988 that a fully transmissive channel devel-
ops (G = 2e2/h) when the temperature is lowered towards zero [95]. Of-
ten, this is depicted as an additional density of states (DOS) pinned at the
Fermi level of the leads (fig. 3.4d). Obviously, the Kondo effect occurs
only if a spin-degenerate QD state is occupied by a single unpaired elec-
tron. Hence, it should be observed at zero bias in the odd electron number
diamonds as it was indeed ten years later [96, 97]. Figure 3.4e shows a
schematic representation of such a Kondo ridge in a InAs nanowire QD.
e width of the resonance in energy is proportional to kBTK .

From eq. 3.7 it is evident that the strength of the Kondo effect is varied
by the QD parameters charging energy EC , level broadening Γ and level
position ϵN . e amplitude of the Kondo peak decreases dramatically with
increasing temperature. In order to still observe the Kondo effect at acces-
sible temperatures, the coupling Γ needs to be large with the condition to
be still smaller thanmean level spacing δE as found in small quantum dots
in the strong coupling regime.

For our purpose the magnetic field evolution of the Kondo resonance
is important since we want to observe the Zeeman splitting. Figure 3.5a
shows such a situation where the spin degeneracy is lied and the spin-
down level has become an excited state (marked by a dashed line). e QD
is still in Coulomb blockade and only co-tunneling events are possible. A
spin flip can still occur, but will leave the QD in an excited state (fig. 3.5b).
is is an inelastic co-tunneling process with the energy provided from
the bias. us, the source-drain bias voltage must be equal to the Zeeman
energy eVsd = g∗µBB and the Kondo resonance splits by

δ = 2EZ = 2g∗µBB (3.8)

Meir et al. calculated the tunneling DOS for such a non-equilibrium sit-
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uation with a finite magnetic field [98]. ey found the Kondo effect still
present with decreasing strength at large bias voltages Vsd. e schematic
stability diagram in fig. 3.5c depicts the expected measurement. e two
thick bars correspond to an increased conductance pinned at the bias volt-
ages Vsd = ±EZ/e.

ΓS ΓD

μN

μN+1

μN*

ΓS ΓD

μN

μN+1

μN*eVsd

EZ

a b

N+1
N (even) N+2

Vsd

Vg

c

2EZ

Figure 3.5.: a | Energy diagram for the lowest order spin flip process at finite mag-
netic field through a QD. e QD is in Coulomb blockade and occupied by a single
spin in the ground state. e excited stateµ∗

N is byEZ = g∗µBB higher in energy.
e electron in the ground state tunnels out to the drain lead, while an electronwith
opposite spin tunnels from the source lead into the QD. b | Aer this process the
QD is in an excited state. c | Schematic stability diagram displaying two horizontal
Kondo resonances split by 2EZ arising due a magnetic field (see text).

3.3. Superconductivity

Here we provide a short introduction of the BCS theory of superconduc-
tivity and then focus on processes occurring at interface between a QD and
superconductor. For an extended introduction the reader is referred to the
two books [99, 100].

Two basic phenomena define superconductivity. e first is known since
1911 when Kamerlingh Onnes found that the electrical resistance of mer-
cury drops to an unmeasurable, small value at a critical temperature TC

[101]. Soon, many other elements were discovered that showed the same
effect with TC in the range from a few mK to 10K.

e second phenomenon is the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect named aer
its discoverers [102]. A magnetic field is completely expelled from super-
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conductor independent of the history. A feature called as well perfect dia-
magnetism. From thermodynamic considerations follows the existence of
a critical fieldBC above which the superconductivity breaks down. A short
reasoning for the two phenomena will be given as soon as the microscopic
explanation of superconductivity has been presented.

3.3.1. Cooper Pairs

Only 46 years later aer the the discovery of Onnes, 1957, Bardeen, Cooper
and Schrieffer presented a satisfying theory explaining the phenomena of
superconductivity. At the heart of the theory lies a fundamental theorem
worked out earlier by Leon Cooper [103].

In the presence of a weak attractive interaction, two electrons in a Fermi
sea can bind together forming a so called Cooper pair. e weak attraction
has to overcome the Coulomb repulsion of the two electrons. In a simple
picture the attractive interaction ismediated by lattice deformations caused
by a passing electron. e ion cores get an impulse by the electric field of the
passing electron and start to move towards each other polarizing the vol-
ume. is lattice polarisation attracts the second electron. e motion of
the ion cores lags behind the passing electron. Comparing the Fermi veloc-
ity with the phonon oscillation period yields that the electron has travelled
about 100 nm before the ion cores reach themaximal displacement. At this
distance the Coulomb repulsion is effectively screened by other electrons
and the attraction is present.

In a quantummechanical derivation the attractive interaction is ascribed
to the exchange of virtual phonons2 between the electrons. For the argu-
ment only two electrons with wave vectors k1, k2 and total momentum
K = k1 + k2 are considered to experience the attractive interaction. Aer
the exchange of a virtual phonon with vector q, the electrons have the new
wave vectors k′1 = k1 + q and k′2 = k2 − q. e available phonon energies
limit the energy transfer of the scattering event and are cut off at the Debye
frequency ωD. At low temperature the Fermi distribution has very small
width around the Fermi energy EF , so that all the interactions happen in

2Due to energy conservation the emitted phonon of one electron is only allowed to exist
with a timescale given by the uncertainty relation before it is ’captured’ again by another
electron. Hence the term virtual phonon is oen used [100]. We emphasize that the a real
phonon state has to exist.
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Figure 3.6.: a | Illustration of an electron pair scattering event in the momentum
space. e blue circles show the allowed initial and final states around the magni-
tude of the Fermi wavevector kF . Upon the exchange of a virtual phonon the total
momentum is conserved (K = const.). Only states in the intersection of the two
circles fulfill this condition. e number of possible scattering events is maximized
for K = 0 and with it the energy gain of the Cooper pair formation. b |e need
for the empty states for the scattering events leads to an occupation of states higher
than kF even at zero temperature similar to the Fermi distribution. A single elec-
tron state at k1 is excited into quasi-particle having mainly electron but also hole
character due to the diminished occupation at −k1. Adapted from ref. [100]

a small energy range around the Fermi energy EF ± ~ωD. In reciprocal
space this corresponds to a narrow shell around the Fermi sphere. Figure
3.6 illustrates the possible events for a total momentum K ̸= 0 which are
restricted to the small area where both shells overlap. e probability of
a phonon exchange is maximised when the two shells are congruent, i.e.
K = 0. It is the number of all these scattering events in the shell around
EF that give the energy gain of the Cooper pair formation. e scattering
probability has strong dependence on K and drops drastically for small in-
creases inK. ismeans that the two electrons of the Cooper pair will have
a opposite momenta k1 = −k2 = k. Hence, the orbital wave function of a
Cooper pair can be written as product state of two plane waves [100]

Ψ(r1, r2) =
∑
k

gke
ik·r1e−ik·r2 (3.9)

where |gk|2 gives the occupation probability of the state (k,−k). Because
we only consider electrons with opposite momenta, gk is symmetric with
respect to k. us the orbital wave function Ψ is symmetric with respect
to the exchange of the electrons. In order to restore the antisymmetry re-
quested by the Pauli exclusion principle the electrons are in a singlet state
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|Ψ⟩ = 1√
2
(| ↑↓⟩ − | ↓↑⟩) (3.10)

in which the spins of the two electrons form a maximally entangled state.
is insight is of great importance for our motivation of the experiments
performed in chapter 7.

3.3.2. The BCS Ground State

e argument by Cooper also implies that Fermi sea becomes unstable due
to the presence of the attractive interaction. In the above reasoning, we only
considered a single pair of electrons gaining energy on the background of
the Fermi sea, but more Cooper pairs can form until an equilibrium state is
reached and further pairing provides no energy gain. e new ground state
will differ qualitatively from the Fermi sea. e one year later published
BCS theory takes into account all the electrons in the original Fermi sea.
e derivation of the ground state is mathematically lengthy. Hence, we
will only motivate the basic physics and present the most important results
relevant for our experiments.

Since the total spin of a Cooper pair is zero, the Cooper pairs obey
bosonic statistics. us, they can condense to a coherent ground state.
Usually a superconducting order parameter ∆(r) is assigned, whose am-
plitude corresponds to the Cooper pair density, but also has a macroscopic
phase.

e scattering process with a virtual phonon from state (k,−k) to a state
(k′,−k′) requires the latter state to be empty. erefore, electrons will be
excited into states above EF in order to make the some scattering possi-
ble. is means an increase in kinetic energy which is weighed against the
energy gain due the all the scattering processes. e formation of newCoo-
per pairs therefore stops at the point where the kinetic energy exceeds the
potential energy gain from Cooper pair formation. Figure 3.6b shows the
probability ωk that the state (k,−k) is occupied by a Cooper pair. us,
the Fermi surface is smeared out in the state of minimal energy and even
at zero temperature.

One of the most important results from BCS theory is the excitation
spectrum of a superconductor. An energy gap appears around EF for ex-
cited single electron states. e energy of these states can be described by
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E(k) =
√

ε(k)2 +∆2 (3.11)

where ε(k) = ~2k2

2m −EF is the energy of a single free electron with respect
to the Fermi energy EF. ∆ is superconducting gap parameter. An excita-
tion in a superconductor means that a Cooper pair in the state (k,−k) has
ceased to exist, i.e. the state −k is empty while k is still occupied. In fig.
3.6b this situation is drawn for a wave vector |k3| > kF. e pair occupa-
tion probability ωk is increased for k3 and diminished for−k3. In this case
about a major amount of electronic character is added to the system but
also some hole part due to the missing electron at −k3. In a similar man-
ner, excitations can have predominantly hole character. is is the reason
why excitations are called quasi-particles; in general they do not have full
charge. e excitation energy to break up a Cooper pair is 2∆. e spec-
trum is illustrated in fig. 3.7. e dashed lines indicate the free electron
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Figure 3.7.: Electron and hole excitation energy in the normal state (dashed line)
compared to the quasi-particle energies in the superconductor. e corresponding
density of states (DOS) of the quasi-particles is drawn schematically on the right
side in the same energy scale.

dispersion relation in the normal state. At large kinetic energies the nor-
mal full electron or hole character is restored. e density of states (DOS)
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of the quasi-particle spectrum can be obtained from eq. 3.11

DS(E) = DN (ε)
dε

dE
=

{
DN (ε) E√

E2−∆2
(E > ∆)

0 (E < ∆)
, (3.12)

and is depicted on the right side in fig. 3.7. e normal state DOS DN is
usually assumed to be constant in the small window of a few meV around
EF, i.e. DN ((ε) ≈ DN (EF). At energies close to ∆ the DOS diverges
towards the gap edge. For E < ∆ there are no quasi-particle states. is
gap is oen drawn in analogy to the band diagrams of semiconductors with
bearing inmind that the Cooper pair condensate pair exist still at the Fermi
energy.

As the temperature is increased from T = 0 quasi-particles are excited,
thereby reducing the number of Cooper pairs which is related to the su-
perconducting gap. Hence, the gap smears and reduces. e temperature
dependence of the gap can be approximated by [99]

∆(T ) ≈ ∆0

(
1− T

TC

)1/2

(3.13)

where ∆0 is the gap at T = 0. ∆0 can be set in relation to the criti-
cal temperature TC with further assumptions and approximations ∆0 ∼
1.74kBTC .

e BCS theory provides another important quantity called the BCS co-
herence length

ξBCS =
~vF

π∆0
(3.14)

related to the superconducting gap∆0 and the Fermi velocity vF. Using the
energy uncertainty∆0 ∼ ∆p p

m ∼ vF∆p an estimation by the momentum
uncertainty relation ξ∆p & ~ one can obtain the same result apart from
factor π:

ξ ∼ ~vF

∆0
, (3.15)

e coherence length ξ describes the spatial extent of a Cooper pair. e
values are generally between 10 nm and 100 nm, the same range as already
estimated by the phonon interaction. We realize that on this scale about
106 to 107 other Cooper pairs have their center of mass [100]. Also from
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the BCS theory it is clear that the Cooper pairs are not independent of each
other and occupy a collective ground state. Usually, a collective phase is
assigned by making the parameter∆ complex. e state is oen described
as a ’condensate’ of Cooper pairs.

We are now prepared to explain the vanishing resistance and the exis-
tence of a critical field. e electrical resistance arises because the momen-
tum of the charge carriers relax due to collisions with lattice defects and
vibrations. When an electrical current flows in a superconducting conden-
sate, all the electrons obtain an additional momentum in the direction of
the electric field leaving the pairing mechanism intact. In a superconduc-
tor, inelastic scattering events have to break up the Cooper pair by pro-
viding an energy 2∆ to be effective. e probability for such an event is
negligible [100]. us, the current flows without resistance due to the sup-
pressed scattering. When the center of mass momentum P equals the pair
breaking energy 2∆ superconductivity breaks down. All the energy in the
current is then dissipated. From this argument it is also reasonable that an
external magnetic field can suppress superconductivity when the induced
persistent currents reach a critical value. We will used this property in our
experiments to switch our leads between the superconducting and the nor-
mal state.

3.3.3. Andreev Reflection

e interesting question is how single electrons and holes carrying the cur-
rent in a normal conductor can cross over to a superconductor in which the
current is mediated by a collectivemomentum of the Cooper pairs. Under-
standing the process and the whole normal-superconductor (N-S) inter-
face will be important for the later experiments, e.g. Cooper pair splitting
(CPS). We look at the process on a microscopic level.

Let us consider an electron in the normalmetal (N)with an energyEF <
E < ∆, larger than the Fermi level but still smaller than the superconduct-
ing gap∆. As the electron impinges onto the superconductor (S) it cannot
just enter because there are no available quasi-particle states below∆which
could take up an electron. When we consider a fully transparent interface
the electron cannot be reflected, either. Normal reflection (dashed arrow
in fig. 3.8) requires a momentum change up to 2pF . In absence of a po-
tential barrier at the interface (transparent interface), nothing can provide
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Figure 3.8.: a | Real space schematic of the Andreev reflection process. An imping-
ing electron (full circle, solid arrow) gets reflected as a hole (empty circle) or par-
tially specular reflected (dashed arrow) in case the interface is not fully ballistic
(Z ̸= 0). b |e Andreev reflection in an energy diagram. c | Calculated differen-
tial conductance dI/dV by the BTK theory for different interface barriers strength
Z [106]

the momentum needed. A rough estimation of the momentum exerted by
the superconductor ∆p ∼ dE

dx∆t ∼ ∆
vF

gives values orders of magnitude
lower than pF [104].

e dilemma was resolved by Andreev who realized that a hole is re-
flected from the interface [105]. e hole travels backwards along the elec-
tron trajectory carrying a positive charge, illustrated as empty circle in fig.
3.8. Upon the reflection process, the charge is therefore changed from −e
to +e. e Cooper pair condensate in S must be involved in the process
and has to take up the total charge −2e impinging at the interface. It does
this by simply forming an additional Cooper pair.

e whole process is known as Andreev reflection and can theoretically
be described by the popular Blonder-Tinkham-Klabwjik (BTK) model
[106]. In this model, a two component wave function approach is made
to solve the problem of a barrier at the interface. e scattering poten-
tial is modelled as delta function. e boundary condition are such that
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the wave functions are matched. e treatment is not very difficult but
would expand the section unnecessarily. We constrict ourselves to the
most important results. In the model a dimensionless barrier strength Z is
introduced to describe the interface. When elastic scattering is absent at
the interface, i.e. Z = 0, the only process possible is Andreev reflection
and the current is increased by a factor of 2 at energies |E| < ∆ compared
to both sides being normal. However, the condition Z = 0 is never met in
reality because is requires dissimilarmaterials with the same Fermi velocity
vF . Fig. 3.8c shows the calculated differential conductance through an
N-S interface for several values of Z . With increased Z , normal reflection
at the interface becomes partially possible and a washed out gap starts to
appear. In the full tunnel barrier limit Z ≫ 1 (Z = 5 in fig. 3.8), Andreev
reflection is fully suppressed at |E| < ∆ and the I-V characteristics of a N-
S junction reflect the quasi-particle density of states of the superconductor.
e transport through the interface at energies |E| > ∆ is governed by
quasi-particles.

For a more complete understanding of the N-S interface consider again
an ideal interface with Z=0. e time reversed process of fig. 3.8 is also pos-
sible. An incoming hole is retro-reflected as an electronwhile aCooper pair
is removed from the condensate. is process is oen referred as leaking of
Cooper pairs into N. e Cooper pairs can be viewed to gradually evolve
into a quasi-particle as it passes over the interface. e quasi-particle con-
sisting of an electron and a hole part slowly looses its phase relation on the
length scale of phase coherence length in N. However the process depends
also the energy of quasi-particle. e nice insight of T.M. Klapwijk [107]

In absence of any attractive interaction there is still a finite
probability of finding a Cooper pair in N which is equivalent to
stating that the Andreev reflected electrons and holes maintain
phase-coherent over certain length [...]

relates the Andreev reflection also to the superconducting proximity effect.
e phase coherence of the Andreev reflection is proven with the ob-

servations of reduced superconducting gaps in inherently normal metal
adjacent to a superconductor [108] or by phase dependent Josephson
current in superconducting junctions [109]. However more important
for our motivation - a source of entangled electrons - is the spin coher-
ence across the interface. Although the spin is not directly considered in
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the above described Andreev picture and BTK model, experiments with
superconductor-ferromagnet junctions shown that the spin indeed plays a
role and is conserved across the interface. When the electron and hole are
spatially separated one would have source of entangled electrons for a test
of entanglement. We will see in the next section that a non-local version
of Andreev reflection indeed exists.

3.4. Cooper Pair Splitter Devices

3.4.1. Crossed Andreev Reflection

e Andreev reflection discussed in section 3.3.3 was the reflection of a
hole upon an electron impinged on the N-S interface. From momentum
and charge conservation it became clear that the hole moves back along
electron trajectory and a Cooper pair is formed. Since the Cooper pairs
have a spatial extent of the superconducting coherence length ξ, the hole
does not need to be reflected from the same position, but up to l . ξ apart.
In devices with multiple terminals, electron and hole can even go into dif-
ferent leads giving rise to cross conductances. In the simplest case two nor-
mal leads, N1 and N2, are connected to a superconductor S within a small
distance. A schematic of the device and the process is shown in fig. 3.9a
where an incoming hole in lead N1 is reflected as electron into lead N2.
is non-local analogue of the Andreev process in known as crossed An-
dreev reflection (CAR). Since the spin is conserved in the process, CAR
triggered a lot of attention as potential source for spin entangled electrons.

In metallic structures first hints to a CAR process were found [110, 111,
112]. However, other processes tend mask or cancel the CAR signal. For
example, an incoming electron in N1 can also be transmitted to N2 via a
higher order process involving a quasi-particle state above ∆. is non-
local process is called elastic co-tunnelling (EC) and analogous to the co-
tunnelling discussed through quantum dots (section: 3.2). e exact con-
tributions of EC and CAR to the current can be modelled, for example by
the scattering matrix approach. However, it turns out that EC and CAR
have same order of magnitude and both depend and decay exponentially
over ξ [113].
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a b
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Figure 3.9.: a | Illustration of the non-local Andreev reflection (CAR) in a three ter-
minal device. If two normal leads (N1,N2) are connected to a superconductor S
within ξ, CAR is possible b | Illustration of the non-local analogue of the specular
reflection known as elastic co-tunneling (EC). Electrons in the normal leads can be
transmitted into the other lead via higher order processes involving quasi-particle
states in S.

3.4.2. Cooper Pair Splitter with Quantum Dots

In purely metallic N-S-N junctions it is difficult to enhance CAR over EC
since these structures provide very little control over the individual trans-
port processes. In a influential paper form 2001, Recher et al. proposed
to li this drawback by inserting tunable quantum dots between N and S.
Figure 3.10a shows a schematic of the proposed device which we shall call
Cooper pair splitter (CPS). Ideally all the listed parameters in fig. 3.10a
would be tunable to improve the Cooper pair splitting efficiency: e cou-
plings of the QDs to the normal leads (ΓN1, ΓN2) and to S (ΓS1, ΓS2) as
well as the level positions ε1, ε2 and the charging energies EC,1, EC,2 of
each QD could be tuned for example by local gate voltages. e chemical
potentials of the leads, µN1, µN2 and µS, are controlled by the applied bias
voltage and superconducting gap ∆ by an external magnetic field. δr de-
notes the distance between the two tunnelling points of the Cooper pair
electrons and is an important quantity for the calculation of the splitting
efficiency (see below). e ingenious part of the idea by Recher et al. is
that the quantum dots by themselves ideally suppress tunnelling of a Coo-
per pair into the same lead thereby enhancing the CAR process. is lo-
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Figure 3.10.: a | Schematic of the the Cooper pair splitter device with all relevant
energies and couplings. Adapted form [114] b |e same device in an energy dia-
gram. Adapted from [115, 116]

cal pair tunnelling (LPT) has two possible routes: a pair directly tunnels
to a quantum dot corresponding to local Andreev reflection (LAR) or the
electrons of a pair tunnel one-by-one through a QD. e former process,
LAR, is suppressed by 1/EC (for the theoretical discussion we will assume
EC,1 = EC,2 = EC). Due to the Coulomb interaction on the quantum
dots (EC,1, EC,2) double occupancy is unlikely. e second electron of a
Cooper pair can only tunnel onto the QD at an energy cost ofEC and then
leave to the normal lead. In the second process, the Cooper pair breaks
up and the electrons tunnel sequentially through the QD (sequential pair
tunnelling, SPT). While the first electron tunnels, the second is excited to
an electron like quasi-particle state above ∆. If the first electron tunnels
out to the lead the second electron can follow aer it, without double oc-
cupancy of the QD. e process is suppressed by 1/∆, the energy of the
quasi-particle excitation.

Cooper Pair Splitting and Local Pair Tunnelling Current

Quantitative expression for the Cooper pair splitting current and the local
pair tunnelling current were obtained by Recher et al.. e Cooper pair
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splitting current contains three terms

ICPS =
eΓ2

SΓ̂

(ε1 + ε2)
2
+ Γ̂2/4

exp
(
−2δr

πξ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

T2(δr)

[
sin (kF δr)

kF δr

]2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

T3(δr)

. (3.16)

e first term is a double Breit-Wigner resonance around the energy lev-
els ε1, ε2 of theQDswhereas the broadenings are defined as Γ̂ = ΓN1+ΓN2
and ΓS = ΓS1 = ΓS2. e second term in eq. 3.16 includes the spatial sep-
aration of the two tunnelling points δr as illustrated in fig. 3.10a. e CPS
current decays exponentially with the extent of the Cooper pairs what is a
plausible since the coherence length ξ reflects the spatial extent of the Coo-
per pairs. e last term is a geometry dependent factor which is discussed
separately further below. For now, we assume the last two terms constant.

e double Breit Wigner resonance takes its maximal value at ε1 = −ε2
and we obtain for the maximal Cooper pair splitting current

ICPS =
4e2ΓS2

Γ̂
P (δr), (3.17)

e local pair tunnelling current includes both local processes, LAR and
SPT, and its maximum is given by

ILPT,i =
2eΓ2

SΓNi

E2
,

1

E
=

1

π∆
+

1

EC
, (3.18)

where i ∈ {1, 2} is a label for the respective QD.
For the suppression to work in both cases the energy should be provided

neither by the temperature nor by a bias voltage3. We therefore require
kBT ≪ EC ,∆ and |eVsd| ≪ EC ,∆ what makes large ∆ and EC advan-
tageous for the CPS. Disregarding the geometrical factor P (δr) , a 100%
efficient device could be achieved with EC and ∆ being large enough.

Assumptions

Recher et al. states that it is ”most efficient” to work in a regime where
the QDs are empty on average. e best way to support this is by requir-

3In section we will give experimental evidence that the bias voltage actually can be larger
than ∆.
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ing ΓN ≫ ΓS. e electrons tunnel much faster to normal lead than they
are refilled from S. is assumption simplified also their model calculation
because the QD population does not need to be accounted for. Two more
conditions are identified ensuring negligible occupation of the QDs. When
|eVsd| > kBT,Γ is fulfilled the quantum dot will indeed by empty all time
because the thermal occupation of the QD can be neglected. e small bias
voltage prevents the backward processes of the electrons. In general, a fi-
nite occupation of the QDs leads to a competition of the different transport
processes.

Additional processes can arise if we take into account an inter-dot cou-
pling Γ12. e electrons can always hop between the QDs by elastic co-
tunnelling (EC) or possibly by a direct tunnel barrier if the QDs are close,
giving rise to an effective tunnel coupling between QDs. Obviously, an
inter-dot coupling can spoil the Cooper splitting process. Both electrons
can end up in the same lead although originally split. For example, aer
a Cooper pair has split, the electron in QD1 leaves to N1. en the elec-
tron in QD2 has a finite chance to tunnel into QD1 and leave also to lead
N1. is would increase the current in lead N1 and decrease it in lead N2.
With a semi-classical rate equation model co-workers could show that the
currents to each lead can indeed be different [19]. For optimal splitting ef-
ficiency we therefore require as well ΓN ≫ Γ12 making the electron leave
to the leads much more likely.

ere is a trick how to lower the elastic co-tunnelling probability. e
extracted Cooper pairs have to obey energy conservation, meaning that
ε1 = −ε2 if µS = 0 for simplicity. By further setting ε1 ̸= ε2 elastic
processes are suppressed and the co-tunnelling has a reduced probability
because the tunnelling needs an additional relaxation process. ereby, the
CAR current stays large as long as ε1 = −ε2.

Spatial Decay of the Crossed Andreev reflection

e last term in eq. 3.16 is a geometry dependent factor which is ambigu-
ously discussed in literature. Recher et al. consider a 3-dimensional ballis-
tic superconductor and find [114]

T3(δr) =

[
sin (kF δr)

kF δr

]2
, (3.19)
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where kF is the Fermi wave vector of the superconductor. e term proves
problematic because for any separation δr > λF the efficiency of a CPS
device would be severely suppressed. If one assumed a typical separation
δr = 150 nm and takes λF = 3.8Å from aluminium a factor ∼ 10−7

is obtained. In reference [117], the superconductor was considered in the
diffusive limit, where the mean free path l is shorter than the coherence
length. e modification to T3 = sin (kF δr)2/(lkF )(kF δr) is marginal:
the suppression changes only by one order of magnitude. Interestingly,
no indications of a such a algebraic suppression has been found in the ex-
periments performed in either CNT [17, 19] or InAs nanowires [16, 18].
erefore, it seems that the the factor T3(δr) is not active. For exam-
ple, one can consider 2-dimensional or 1-dimensional superconductors in-
stead of 3-dimensional. T3(δr) is then proportional to 1/(kF δr) and to
| sin (kF δr) |, respectively [118, 119]. For 1-d only the exponential decay
with the coherence length is le (T2(δr)). A 1-dimensional superconduc-
tor is for example obtained by virtue of the proximity effect when a 1-d
conductor is coupled to a superconductor. Indeed, it was speculated that
in CNT and InAs nanowire devices, the Cooper pairs are actually split in
the 1-dimensional wire segment below the S lead and not from the bulk su-
perconductor [16, 115]. Another reason could be that δr is actually small
and the Cooper pairs tunnel always from a single point in S.

Efficiency and Regime of Interest

To arrive at the regime of interest, we define a splitting efficiency

s =
2ICPS

Itot,1 + Itot,2
=

2ICPS

2ICPS + ILPT,1 + ILPT,2
. (3.20)

Using the expression form eq. 3.17 and eq. 3.18 one arrives at

s =
T2 · T3

Γ̂2/E2 + T2 · T3
, (3.21)

where we note that ΓS has actually cancelled in the limit ΓS < ΓN . If we
consider T2 · T3 a constant of order 1 but not larger, eq. 3.21 is simple
function of Γ̂/E that is maximized when the ratio Γ̂/E is minimal. For
the regime of interest, we require therefore ∆ and EC as large as possible
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and Γ̂ as small as possible. e condition ΓS < ΓN implies that also the
individual Γi = ΓN , i + ΓS , i of the QDs should small as possible what
basically constitutes our design formula. Together with the discussion in
the assumptions section the ideal working conditions are summarized as
follows

∆, EC , δE > |eVsd| > Γ, kBT, ΓN > ΓS, ε1 = −ε2 ̸= 0, (3.22)

where Γ = ΓN + ΓS still applies.
ese ideal conditions are easily abandoned. If ,for example, ΓN ≪ Γ12

the splitting efficiency can not exceed 50% [17, 115]. e electrons ex-
change fast between the QDs and exit randomly into leads N1 and N2. A
large inter-dot coupling causes also hybridization of the two QD levels. In
general, as soon as the dot occupation has finite probability competition
between the transport processes starts; a problem which we try to address
in the end of chapter 7.

e regime of interest is experimentally feasible. Where earlier work
[16, 17, 19] relied basically on luckwe can show afirst tuning of the different
coupling strengths and employ Nb to improve the ratio Γ̂/E further.
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4. Fabrication andMeasurement
Techniques

is chapter describes the fabrication of the InAs NW devices and the ba-
sic experimental set-up used to measure the produced devices. We will
and can only present the concepts and techniques used and sometimes
the recipe. But like with cooking the process is learned by doing and a
recipe rarely succeeds the first time. So although this chapter is short, a
fair amount of time of a PhD student in nanoelectronics goes to work in
the clean room and to learning the trade. As in other crasmanships the
processes undergo continuous change and improvement. us, the chapter
continues aer an overview with newly developed techniques to the ones
already known in our work group and ends with an introduction to the
experimental set-up.

4.1. Fabrication Overview

e sections follows the fabrication for a Cooper pair splitter (CPS) device
as used at the end of the thesis. e overview includes most the fabrication
steps used in this thesis. Some steps are described in more detail in the
later sections or in the appendix. Other device types than CPS just stop at a
certain point or leave out some steps. A short fabrication summary is given
in the respective chapters which allows to infer the fabrication process.

Wafer cleaning All devices are fabricated on highly p-doped silicon
wafer which is capped with 400 nm silicon oxide (SiOx). e wafers are
cleaned by immersing them in acetone, deionized water and isopropyl
alcohol (IPA) and sonicating them in each solvent for 10min. Aerwards
they are exposed to an UV/ozone treatment. When unkown residues per-
sisted, the wafers are alternatively cleaned in a oxygen plasma or in a mild
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piranha solution.

Base structure fabrication In the next step, standard e-beam lithogra-
phy (EBL, see next section) is used in order to pattern the wafer withmark-
ers that help localize the nanowires and fabricate the further steps. ese
markers are arranged in a square grid with a basic spacing of 20µm and
cover an area of 0.4×0.4mm². emarker design is completedwith closely
spaced gate structures that serve later as bottom gates for the NWs. How-
ever, the fabrication of these bottom gates requires slightly refinedmethods
and is covered separately in section 4.3. e whole wafer is then covered
with SiNx in a plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition process (PE-
CVD).

Nanowire deposition is done bymicromaniulators (see section 4.4. e
NWs are placed as perpendicular as possible above the bottom gates and
aerwards localized in the dark field of a light microscope (MX51, Olym-
pus, Tokyo, Japan.) in which the NWs are visible down to a diameter of
20 nm [120]. An example image can be found in fig. 4.1a. Alternatively,
the NWs can be imaged in the SEM for more precise position information.
However, we prefer the optical method whenever possible due to its non-
invasive character. e electron beam of the SEM might damage the NWs.
e position of the nanowire relative to the marker grid is then transferred
to a GDS-II file which can be edited with the EBL writing soware Elphy
(Raith GmbH, Dortumund, Germany). In the latter the needed contact
structures are designed around the NW, too.

Electrical contacts to thebottomgates below the insulating SiNx need
to be made. For this purpose, an etch mask out of PMMA is fabricated by
EBL having opened windows close to the NW. A CHF₃ plasma with a small
oxygen content etches the SiNx selectively and stops at the SiO₂1[121, 122].
Subsequently, the etch mask is removed carefully in acetone at room tem-
perature. is step is critical because the NWs can change position or be
removed completely by the solvent. A standard lithography step with met-
allization follows in order to contact the bottom gates. e contact leads

1A recipe valid for the RIE machine PlasmaLab 80Plus (Oxford Instruments, United King-
dom) is given in Appendix A
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Figure 4.1.: a | Optical image of nanowires. In the dark field of the optical micro-
scope theNWs are very well visible. eir position is extracted relative to themark-
ers and used for the design of device. b | SEM image of a chip with a finished device
that is connected to 12 bonds. e chip is glued into a chip-carrier which can be
mounted to a chip-carrier holder. c | Optical image of the chip-carrier holder at-
tached to a measurement system. Image source: [123]

are extended to 300× 300µm large bonding pads. Aer development we
use a oxygen plasma (recipe in app. A) to remove any resist residues that
could compromise the metal-metal contacts. Also in this step, care has to
be taken that the NWs are not flushed away during li-off.

Contacts to the nanowire only work if the native oxide on the NW is
removed. Prior to metallization, we employ a sulphur passivation based
on NH₄Sx solution or physical Ar bombardement which was found to give
better contacts [38]. e Ar milling sputter the thin bottom gates away
otherwise the fabrication of the normal contacts and the bottom gate con-
tacts are combined. Usually the last step is the fabrication of the super-
conducting contact. As superconductor we use an evaporated Ti/Al bi-
layer (4 nm/100 nm) or pure Nb which is sputtered in very high vacuum
(5 × 10−9 mbar). In total four to five EBL steps are required for the fab-
rication of a CPS device, however multiple structures are processes at the
same time.

Chip connection is made in the last fabrication step. e Si wafer chips
with the fabricated devices are cleaved to 4× 4mm large pieces and glued
into a chip-carrier with silver paint. is ensures contact to the highly
doped Si substrate which acts as global back gate. e other electrical con-
nections between the chip-carrier contacts and the metallic leads are made
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by wire bonding. ereby, a thin Al wire is melted locally by a ultra sonic
power burst. Because the chip-carrier has only 20 connections we can only
bond one CPS device (out of two on a chip) at the time having 12-13 con-
nections. From the moment of bonding special care has to be taken to
proper grounding of equipment and worker in order to avoid electrostatic
discharges (ESD).eir consequences are briefly discussed in the appendix.

is concludes the fabrication and the devices are ready to be tested elec-
trically. If possible, we build the sample directly into a measurement set-up
to avoid again unnecessary handling and ESDs. e measurement setups
and cryostats are introduced in the last section of this chapter.

4.2. Basic E-Beam Lithography

e basic steps of the e-beam lithography process are illustrated in fig. 4.2.
First, an e-beam resist is applied on the wafer by spin-coating (1.). For this
purpose, a solution with resist polymer is spread onto the wafer chip which
is aerwards rotated fast. e rotations speed (being typically 4000 rpm)
and the concentration determine the resulting layer thickness. e resist is
then hardened for 5min on a hotplate at 180°C. As resist polymer, we use
either polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) or ZEP 520K (Zeon Chemicals)
[124]. e resist thickness varies between 60 nm and 400 nmdepending on
the EBL step, but is 350 nm for the standard steps like contact fabrication.

In the second step in fig. 4.2 the desired pattern is written into the re-
sist by a highly focused electron beam. In our lab we use a normal scanning
electronmicroscope (SEM)which is equippedwith aRAITH (RaithGmbh,
Dortmund, Germany) writing system. During the electron beam exposure
the long chains of the polymer break up into smaller segments rendering
the exposed parts more soluble. With the right solvent the lighter frag-
ments can be selectively dissolved leaving the unexposed resist intact (3.).
e slightly angled profile (undercut) in the resist drawn in fig. 4.2 is due
to electron scattering in the resist and in the substrate but is also wanted for
the subsequent metallization process. In the fourth step (4.) the chips are
placed into a high vacuumchamber and the desiredmetals are deposited on
the polymer by e-beam or thermal evaporation or sublimation or by sput-
tering. For the base structure we use Ti/Au (5 nm/45 nm) bilayer or Ti/Pt
(4 nm/18 nm) bilayer where the Ti helps the adhesion on the SiO₂ and the
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Figure 4.2.: Illustration of a standard e-beam lithography process. e SiO₂ sub-
strate is covered with an e-beam resist (1.) and patterned with a highly focused
electron beam (2.). e exposed areas are dissolved in adequate solvent (3.) leaving
a profile which is subsequently covered with an evaporated metal layer (4.). Li-off
in warm solvent removes the resist and leaves the desired pattern as metal film.
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heavy elements improve the SEM contrast. e latter property is needed
because the so fabricated makers are used for alignment of the additional
lithography steps on top of each other. In the last step called li-off, the
resist and the covering metal is removed in warm solvent (5.) while the
written pattern stays as metal on the wafer. e undercut profile helps to
break the metal layer and lets the solvent creep below it. Regardless, we
need to help sometimes the li-off process by creating a turbulent environ-
ment in the solvent with a syringe. e chips are rinsed and blown dry,
what finishes the basic EBL step.

4.3. Bottom Gate Fabrication

Bottom gates offer optimal tunability for quantum dots in InAs nanowires
and are currently preferred gate architecture in research devices. Our fab-
rication methods follow ref. [125]. Bottom gates should be on the size of
the nanowire and thus are on the limit of our EBL resolution. e reso-
lution can e.g. be increased by using higher acceleration voltages of the
electron beam. erefore, we collaborated with Vitaliy Guzenko from Paul
Scherrer Institute PSI (Villigen, Switzerland) to gain access to a dedicated
e-beam writing system with 100 kV acceleration voltage. At high accelera-
tion voltages the undercut is reduced due to the large penetration depth of
the electrons. To still obtain a pronounced undercut, a bilayer resist system
is used, where the lower layer is more sensitive to the energetic electrons
and is exposed in a wider area than the top layer. Aer development, evap-
oration of a Ti/Pt film was done in house and SiNx deposition again at PSI.
e li-off and the edge quality of the metal strips could be improved by
O₂ plasma before evaporation, but this also yieldedwider gates. Reasonable
structures with a 100 nm pitch and a line width of 40 nm were eventually
achieved in an optimized process.

It is also possible to fabricate the bottom gate resist mask with the in
house e-beam machines with lower acceleration voltage. ZEP 520K resist
with a layer thickness of 60 nm is applied on the well-cleaned SiO₂ wafer
surface. An acceleration voltage of 10 kV makes the undercut larger and
improves the li-off process. However, the undercut angle and the resist
thickness limit the possible center-to-center pitch. In fig. 4.3a the resist
thickness was only increased from 60 nm to 70 nm by accidental evapora-
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Figure 4.3.: a | SEM image illustrating different issues of the in house fabricated bot-
tom gates. e resist ridges detach from the wafer due to too thick resist and a too
large undercut (red ellipse) although the e-beam dose is still below a good clear-
ing value and causes interruptions in the metal strips (yellow ellipse). b |e large
exposed areas lead to li-off errors (blue ellipse) due to the SEM proximity effect
(polymer chain scission outside of the e-beam exposed area) c | SEM image of bot-
tom gates with the lowest achieved pitch of 85 nm d | Successfully in house fabri-
cated bottom gates.
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tion of solvent from the diluted resist solution. It is visible that the resist
ridges start to move (red ellipse) because the undercut gets too large in the
cleared area and the ridges detach from the surface. Using a lower dose
to prevent this, can lead to interruptions of the metal as hardly visible in
the yellow ellipse in the same figure. If the line dose is increased to have
less faults in the lines, the large exposed areas create additional dose to the
nearby bottom gates (proximity effect). In this case li-off fails (fig. 4.3b)
or the dose in the areas has to be lowered below a value for good clearing.
erefore, the fabrication requires a well optimized recipe where different
parts of the structure are exposed with a different dose. Successfully fabri-
cated bottom gates with 85 nm center-to-center pitch are shown in fig. 4.3c
what is better than the 100 nm pitch achieved in collaboration with PSI.
An example of a elaborated bottom gate design used for CPSs is displayed
in fig. 4.3d. e large scale integration over several base structures proves
however still demanding.

4.4. Nanowire Placement

ree different techniqueswere used to deposit nanowires on thewafer sur-
face. In the beginning of the thesis, trials were made with dry clean room
wipes. As the growth substrate is touched by a wipe, nanowires are picked
up mechanically. en the nanowires are deposited randomly as the wipe
is wiped over the base structure. e disadvantages of this method are that
the nanowires tend to break into shorter pieces and deposition is very im-
precise. In a second method, the nanowires are suspended in IPA by soni-
cation and tiny droplets of the suspension are spotted to the base structure.
en the solvent is le to evaporate. Here the amount of nanowires is not
very well controlled. e third technique relies on thin glass or In tips used
to manipulate single NWs.

Bottom gates arrays have to fabricated before the nanowire deposition
whichmakes it desirable to place the nanowiresmore precisely than by ran-
dom droplet deposition. Although it is possible to rely on a random distri-
bution of nanowires overmany bottom gate structures and themethod was
also explored, obtaining good position and angle stayed a rare coincidence.
Here, we present a technique by which one can place individual NWs with
micrometer precision and angular precision of a few degrees. Indium (In)
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or glass tips are used in combination with mechanical micromanipulators
(3D) to pick up, move and deposit single NWs. e technique was rec-
ommended to us by members of the group of L.P. Kouwenhoven2 and is
discussed in detail in reference [126]. e set-up used is dedicated to mul-
tiple purposes and provided by the group of M. Poggio3.

A photograph of the setup is shown in fig. 4.4a. An optical bright
field microscope is used to monitor the NWs during manipulation. It is
equipped with two objectives with a large working distance (WD) with
focal lengths of 23.5mm and 17mm leading to a magnification of 100×
and 1000×, respectively. Two manipulators with pneumatic translation
are attached to the movable table of the microscope.

Glass tips are pulled from glass rods with a commercial device (Model
PC-10, Narshige, Tokyo, Japan). e rods are locally heated and their
two ends are pulled apart with weights what yields highly reproducible tip
shapes. In contrast the In tips are produced manually with the help of a
micrometer screw. A droplet of In is placed on a glass slide and heated with
a soldering tool to 160-180°C. en, tungsten carbide (WC) tips attached
to the micrometer screw are dipped into the liquid droplet and slowly
removed so that a thin In tip is formed. e shape of the tips depends on
the temperature of the In and the pulling velocity and presumably also the
wetting properties of In on WC which are not ideal, but the WC tips were
readily available. e resulting tip radii are for both materials ∼ 150 nm,
however the In tips are very ductile and deform easily duringmanipulation
whereas the glass tips are stiffer and more elastic.

Manipulating the nanowires requires patience and practice which let us
in end pick up single nanowires from the growth substrate. For this pur-
pose a glass tip is preferentially used and placed next to a NW standing up-
right on the wafer. e tip is then pushed against the NWuntil it breaks off.
Generally, the wire sticks to the tip and it can moved to the base structure.
With the help of a second tip the NW is arranged and brought into contact
with the surface where it usually sticks quite well. However, the nanowires
do not always lie flat on the wafer or are aligned the intended way. We can
correct the the position of the NW by pushing them slightly with the tips.
Eventually, a lateral accuracy below 1µm and a angular accuracy of ∼ 10°

2TU Del, e Netherlands
3University of Basel, Switzerland
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is reached.
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Figure 4.4.: a | Photograph of the micromanipulation set-up in use. b | Close-up on
the wafer with the nanowires. A glass needle is approached to the surface and used
for nanowire manipulation. c | View through the microscope of the manipulation
set-up. A single NW adheres to the glass tip of which large parts out of focus but is
surrounded by a dashed line as guide to the eye.

e technique is not ideal for the manipulation of very thin wires. On
the one hand, nanowires with diameters below 60 nm are hardly visible in
the large WD objectives and the placement has to be cross-checked in the
dark field of a smallWD optical microscope. On the other hand, thin wires
bend and break very easily. If the nanowire needs to be thin and be placed
precisely, we suggest to etch a thicker wire thinner. e technique provided
a reasonable yield for the CPS device on bottom gates.

4.5. Experimental Set-up

e observation of quantum dots requires that the temperature is suffi-
ciently lower than the charging energy EC , the orbital level spacing δE
or the superconducting gap ∆ of an attached lead. Most of these energies
are in the meV range or lower, so that most of the experiments were done
below 1K.
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To cool a sample down to so low temperature can be quite elaborate.
at is why we test the NW devices before at room temperature (RT) for
leakage currents between the gates themselves and measure 2-terminal de-
vice resistances. If the latter is of more than 500 kΩ, it indicates ’bad’ ohmic
contact formation and oen the device does not conduct at low tempera-
ture even at large gate voltages.

Several cryogenic systems are available in our lab to cool the samples
down to the required temperatures. ey all rely on the light gases ⁴He and
³He or on mixtures of them. A cryostat with the sample inside is usually
lowered into a liquefied ⁴He bath having a temperature of 4.2 K , the boiling
point of ⁴He. e simplest cryostat immerses the sample as well into ⁴He
and keeps it 4.2 K. Such a dipstick is ideal for short tests at low temperature
as it can be cooled and warmed up within an hour. Lower temperatures
are reached by pumping on the ⁴He. e increased evaporation cools the
remaining liquid to a minimal value of 1.2 K where the vapour pressure
decreases drastically. e same principle can be used with ³He, the lighter
but rare (and expensive) isotope of helium. Its vapour pressure stays large
to lower temperatures and allows to reach 230mK in our system. In such
³He cryostats the sample is thermally isolated by a vacuum from the ⁴He
bath.

Even lower temperatures are reached in dilution refrigerators which rely
on a ⁴He/³He mixture. Below ∼ 870mK the mixture separates into a ³He-
rich and a ³He-poor phase. e phase transition of ³He from the rich into
the poor phase takes up a certain latent heat which exists down to very low
temperatures [127]. By driving the phase transition with a smart pump-
ing scheme, temperatures below 10mK can be reached. All these cryostat
systems are these days commercially available. ey also provide large field
superconductingmagnets to put the sample into amagnetic field. emea-
surements recorded in Budapest were done in the newly available cryo-free
systems which replace the ⁴He bath with a (fancy) heat pump.

e chip-carrier holder with the sample is connected by thin wire in
twisted pairs to a break-out box at room temperature (RT) and from there
with BNC cables to the measurement electronics. Since the electron and
phonon temperature decouple at low temperature the phonon bath cannot
take up all the heat transported through the measurement lines. erefore,
the lines are well filtered for high frequency radiation and the filters are
thermally anchored at low temperature as good as possible. A so-called
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tape worm filter with cut-off frequency ∼ 10MHz [128] is placed at the
entrance to a Faraday cage which encloses the sample and shields it from
thermal radiation. Additionally we filter most of the lines at RT with com-
mercial π-filters which have a cut-off at 1MHz.

Since the measured QDs have usually resistances between 10 kΩ and
basically infinite when they are in blockade, we voltage bias the devices
and measure the current. e voltage bias consists of a dc part supplied
by a YK7651 (Yokogawa Electronic Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and an ac
part which is provided by a lock-in amplifier (SR830, Stanford Research
Systems, Sunnyvale, USA) and superimposed with a transformer. e bias
is then attenuated to usually 10µV by a voltage divider just before the
break-out box of the cryostat. e ac measurement frequency is chosen
at typically f = 133Hz limited by the line capacitances. e current
through the device is measured by homebuilt current-to-voltage ampli-
fier (IV-converter) at room temperature. ey have a transimpedance
of 107 V/A and allow changing their offset voltage . e output voltage
is fed back to the lock-in amplifier. us, the differential conductance
G = dI/dV ≈ Iac/Vac is usually plotted. Voltages to the gates are applied
by a homebuilt 8-channel digitial to analog (DAC) voltage source or, if
voltages larger than 10V are needed, by a YK7651. e whole measure-
ment instrumentation is controlled via RS232 or GPIB connections by
self-written Labview programs on a nearby computer.
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5. Tunnel Barrier Formation in
InAs Nanowire Quantum Dots

e electrodes of a quantum dot (QD) can consist of different normal met-
als or semiconductors yet even superconductors or ferromagnets. e lat-
ter we call here exotic as well as all other materials with different electron
correlation and spin ordering rendering the their interactionwith quantum
dots particularly interesting. Vice versa such bulk correlations are interest-
ing to investigate with a highly tunable single electron system. e electron
wave function of a QD adopts the properties of the exotic lead as electrons
are exchanged through the tunnel barrier. e hybridization strength is
determined by the strength of the tunnel barrier between the lead material
and the QD. Hence, we can change the properties of the quantum dot by
tuning the tunnel barrier. When the barrier is low, the wavefunction of the
QD and the lead overlapmore and the electrons in the QD correlate similar
to the exotic lead.

Different material system have different advantages for the investigation
of these exotic couplings. For example, the tunnel barrier can be well tuned
and controlled in a lateral 2DEGs. However, in these systems, the tun-
nelling is usually to the surrounding 2DEG that can hardly be replaced into
an exoticmaterial. In contrast, quantumdots formed inCNTs or nanowires
are readily connected to superconducting and ferromagnetic materials, but
the barrier is more difficult to control. Since this thesis is focused on the
InAs nanowires, finding ways to achieve tunable tunnel barriers was one of
the primary goal of the thesis. us, this chapter is devoted to the specific
ways of quantum dot formation in InAs nanowires.

e electron wave function in a InAs nanowire with sufficiently small
diameter is already confined in two dimensions. By making barriers along
the wire, confinement in the 3rd dimension is introduced leading to a dis-
crete energy spectrum. Assuming a 3-dimensional particle in a box picture
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with an electron density of

n =
N

L3
=

k3F
3π2

(5.1)

we can estimate the level spacing

δE =
(
3π2N

)−1/3 ~2π2

m⋆L2
, (5.2)

where kF is the Fermi wave vector and N the number of electrons in the
box [82]. Note that this estimation is only valid for materials with a para-
bolic dispersion relation and about equal spatial extent in all directions.
is is the case for our studied InAs nanowire quantum dots as this chap-
ter will show. Quantum dots with a 2-dimensional geometry as in 2DEGs
have a different dependence on N . In 1-dimensional CNT quantum dots
the level spacing has even a 1/L length scaling due to the linear dispersion
relation.

e question arises, how to confine the wave function along the wire
in order to induce a quantum dot. We present in the following sections
the three possibilities used in this thesis. In a first method, a global po-
tential is applied via a back gate to a short piece of nanowire. e sec-
ond method uses etchants to make constrictions in the nanowire, while
the third method applies local potential variations by closely spaced gates
which are in close proximity to the nanowire.

5.1. Quantum Dots Induced by Global Gates

Single electron transport can be observed in nanowires by using the sim-
plest device geometry of two ohmic contacts to a nanowire [86, 129, 130,
131]. Isolated electronic islands are formed at low temperature and low
electron density. e barriers to the islands (QDs) are tunable by the po-
tential applied to a global back gate [131]. e main advantage of this tech-
nique is that the quantum dots have been shown to couple to superconduc-
tors [132] or ferromagnetic leads [133].

Fabrication and measurement follow the methods described in chapter
4. An image of a typical device is shown in the inset of fig. 5.1a. For an
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Figure 5.1.: a | Differential conductance G(Vbg) measured through a nanowire
from Vbg = 0V to Vbg = −25V in blue and from Vbg = −25 ,V to Vbg = 0V
in green at 0.3 K. e conductance is hysteretic, indicating the existence of possibly
shallow charge traps. At gate voltages & −20V contacts are ’open’ and universal
conductance fluctuations (UCF) are observed. e inset shows an SEM image of
the investigated device. b | Stability diagram in region of crossover from the weak
coupling regime to the intermediate regime. emeasurement is taken undermag-
netic field (B = 0.3T) to suppress to the superconductivity in the Ti/Al leads.
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exemplary device, two contacts out of a Ti/Al bilayer1 are fabricated on
a InAs nanowire deposited on 400 nm thick SiO₂ layer. e substrate is
highly doped Si that is used as the global back gate.

In fig. 5.1a the conductance in the linear regime is plotted as function of
Vbg . In the measurement, we first deplete the nanowire following the blue
curve starting from Vbg = 0. Subsequently the gate voltage Vbg is swept in
the other direction and the green conductance curve is obtained. Around
zero gate voltage the electron density is large and reproducible. Universal
conductance fluctuations (UCF) are observed. e sweeps are especially
at large negative Vbg hysteretic and do not reproduce. We find a shi of
the threshold voltage ∆Vthres ∼ 0.6V. Below ∼ −20V the device exhibits
Coulomb blockade. is region is more closely investigated by measuring
the voltage bias Vsd dependence in addition (5.1b). At higher gate volt-
ages, we identify Coulomb blockade in the strong coupling regime, where
the peaks are broadened and Kondo features are possibly observed2. e
Coulomb diamond have different sizes and irregular shape, suggesting that
more than one quantum dot is formed along the wire. Moreover, sudden
disruptions are seen at the positions, indicated by arrows in fig. 5.1b, which
we attribute to charge rearrangements in shallow charge traps in the insu-
lators surrounding the nanowire.

e occurrence of charge traps is also consistent with the hysteresis in
the large voltage-range gate-sweeps in fig. 5.1a. We presume that shallow
traps with binding energyEb ∼ kBT screen the gate potential on the time
scale of the voltage sweep. However, the main driving of the charge rear-
rangement seems to be the large electric potential because the hysteresis
gets smaller towards higher Vbg and the measurement reproduces around
zero gate voltage. e true threshold voltage is therefore believed to be at
a higher gate voltage. Nevertheless, the threshold voltage is quite negative
indicating a strong doping in the InAs nanowire. Based on experience,
the strong doping arises oen for Ti/Al contacts as discussed in detail in
sec. 2.4.

1Al is a superconductor below 1.2K. A proximity effect is usually expected and observed
through the thin Ti layer into the nanowire.

2Most likely a few split Kondo resonances are seen in fig. 5.1(b) due to an applied magnetic
field. We discuss the Kondo effect in magnectic field in chapter 6 and 3.2. Around Vbg ∼
−23.4V the regime changes to weak coupling, i.e. the Coulomb peaks are narrower and
conductance goes to zero between them.
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We turn the attention again to the plot in fig. 5.1(b). Surprisingly, the
Coulomb diamonds are shied to the right with each charge rearrange-
ment, suggesting that the electric potential is reduced in its absolute value.
is observation supports the above interpretation of screening of the gate
potential by charge traps. e shi is also an indication that the confine-
ment potential is not significantly deformed, but only shied in potential
energy. Hence, we suspect that the charge traps are located further away in
the SiOX layer rather than in the native oxide where they would have more
effect on the shape of the confinement potential.

On the other hand, close-by localized charges could generate a disorder
potential with multiple local minima that are strong enough to allow for
electron island formation inside the nanowire. Although Jespersen et al.
have reported single dot behaviour [131] they are rarely observed in our
samples. A strong enough, random disorder potential prevents that and
can allow for the different size and couplings Γ of the observed quantum
dots. Although the coupling regime can usually be changed from strong to
weak, a local tunability of a single charge state is clearly lacking.

While charge rearrangements are a common phenomena in our group
also for people working on CNT devices, other studies find that interfa-
cial traps freeze out at 77K [72] without commenting on the location of
the charge traps. Without analysis, we find an increased frequency of the
charge rearrangements at large gate voltage.

In summary, we ascribe the irregular shaped Coulomb diamonds in
global gate induced QDs to multiple island formation in the InAs nano-
wire. Frequent charge rearrangements at large negative gate voltage com-
promise the stability for the measurements. e location of charge traps
as well as the location of the QD barriers remain unclear. Further a local
and predictable tunability is absent. us, we explored other methods for
tunnel barrier formation at defined locations.

5.2. Etched Nanowire Quantum Dots

Different publications in the field find a strong decrease of the mobility in
InAs nanowires when the wire diameter is reduced below 40 nm [72, 73].
If the diameter would be decreased locally, we suggest that a barrier could
form. e mechanism is not fully clear. Either the surface scattering is
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increased due to the reduced diameter, as elaborated in section 2.3 and 2.5,
or the nanowire is locally depleted. If depletion is the mechanism, one can
imagine a tunability of the barrier strength by local or global gates.

A constriction can be achieved by etching the nanowire locally with a
weak piranha solution following references [134, 135]. e acidic solution
called piranha is a combination of sulphuric acid (H₂SO₄) and hydrogen
peroxide (H₂O₂) in water. It is known for its strongly oxidizing properties
and oen used in wafer cleaning at high concentrations. Lower concentra-
tions can be used to etch semiconductors in a controlled way. e native
oxide on InAs is dissolved easily and fast in acidic solutions while the oxi-
dation is usually slower. Similarly, InAs nanowires can also be etched with
alkaline solutions, e.g. NH₄SX [136]. e latter is oen used in low concen-
trations for surface passivation leading to a self-terminating process. How-
ever, when employed at higher concentrations, InAs is etched at a constant
rate giving precise control on the etch depth on the nanometer scale3 In
the following, three different etch processes based on piranha and NH₄SX
solutions are presented along with a discussion of the resulting devices.

Fabrication Processes

Figure 5.2 summarizes the different fabrication protocols used to fabricate
constrictions in nanowires by chemical wet etching. e first column (pro-
tected Piranha) illustrates the processes investigated by a former co-worker
[123] who found that passivation can inhibit acidic etching what is needed
to prevent the otherwise large under etching of themask. Hence, the nano-
wires are first deposited on the SiOX substrate and sulphur passivated (see
appendixA formore details). Only aer, a PMMA-mask is definedwith the
help of e-beam lithography. e passivated layer is then locally removed
by a short exposure to an oxygen plasma, allowing to etch the nanowire
locally with a mild piranha solution in the ratio 100:3:1 H₂O/H₂SO₄/H₂O₂.
Aerwards, contact fabrication follows in the usual procedure employing
a second passivation treatment. e self-aligned process reverses the or-
der of acidic etching and contact formation, and was developed in collab-
oration with G.Fülöp4. Aer evaporation of the metal leads the sample is

3e precision is given by the liquid handling. However, with etch rates of 5 nm/min (4%
solution) the concentration variation of the etch solution rather matters.

4Budapest University of Technology and Economics
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Figure 5.2.: Overview of the etching processes. In the protected Piranha process the
nanowire is etched before the metallization process and thus thinner on the whole
length below the contact. e self-aligned process swaps the etching and metal-
lization step resulting in local constrictions just next to the contact. e best repro-
ducibility is achieved with the alkaline etching process. It uses a second lithography
mask that places the metallic contacts further away from the etched constrictions.
e details of each process can be found in the text.
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exposed to an oxygen plasma enabling the etchant (Piranha) to attack the
semiconductor in the undercut of lithography mask. at is why a well
exposed lithography mask is of importance. is method is called ’self-
aligned’ etching because no further mask is required to etch the nanowire
close to the contact. An SEM picture of a finished device can be found in
fig. 5.3b.

e alkaline process does not need a preceding sulphur passivation, but
more involved lithography. A 150 nm thick PMMA film is directly applied
on the deposited nanowires and exposed with a 30 kV beam. In a of cold
development step a line width of 40 nm is obtained. Aerwards, the nano-
wires are etched with a 4% sulphur saturated NH₄SX solution having an
etch rate ∼ 5 nm/min. In the end contacts are fabricated the usual way
further away from the etched area. For this process an SEM image of a
finished device is printed in fig. 5.4a.

Results of the Self-aligned Method

We found that the etch rate is reproducible when the nanowires are freely
lying on the substrate and were sulphur passivated beforehand. When con-
tacted by Ti/Au leads, however, the etch rate increases ten fold or more.
is reduces etch times to a few seconds; a time scale hard to control pre-
cisely by our liquid handling techniques. More diluted and control solu-
tions were employed with the result that H₂O₂ is obsolete for the etching
process. Moreover, a sulphuric acid solution with pH 2 is sufficient for the
etch process [137].

We believe that the mechanism involves a galvanic cell reaction at the
micro scale [138]. While the InAs is continuously oxidized and dissolved
by the acidic solution, protons are reduced on the metal surface. Because
ohmic contacts were already formed beforehand, the electrons can flow
from the InAs NW to the metal surface as illustrated in fig. 5.3a. In this
picture, the uncontrollable etch rate can be explained by a surface area de-
pendence of the reduction half reaction. However, experiments performed
with different metal electrode sizes remained inconclusive. We think that
imperfect and variable ohmic contacts could limit the electron current.

e self-aligned method places the leads on unetched part of the nano-
wire what should give more reliable ohmic contacts due to the larger area.
However, we found that the initial well-conducting contacts are degener-
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Figure 5.3.: a | Schematic cross-section of a ’self-aligned’ etched device. Next to it
is a schematic for clarification of the galvanic process. InAs is oxidized close to the
contact while the reduction reaction happens at the gold surface by formation of
molecular hydrogen. Adapted with permission form [137]. b | Scanning electron
micrograph of the investigated device. c |Measured backgate response exhibiting
regular Coulomb blockade over large voltage range at 4 K. e inset expands a low
conductance range showing small amplitude Coulomb peaks.
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ated in the etching step and high ohmic devices are obtained. We speculate
that the contact is either largely under etched or oxidized. Nonetheless,
a working device was obtained which exhibited Coulomb blockade over
large gate ranges as shown in fig. 5.3c. e device proved to be very stable
and charge rearrangements occurred rarely.

Results of the Alkaline Etching

Even though etched through the small opening of 40 nm, the InAs nano-
wires are etched up to 400 nm below the PMMA.e etching occurs highly
anisotropically along the nanowire axis with a flat and a steep angle to the
axis (figs. 5.4a or 5.2). Etching along lattice planes is a common phenom-
ena. Etched constrictions on the same nanowire showed all the same di-
rectionality (up to four were fabricated). Further, the narrowest constric-
tion is not at the same place as the mask opening inferred from the resist
residues sometimes seen in the SEM image (dashed lines). We attribute the
anisotropy to the absence of an inversion symmetry in the hexagonal wz
structure and conclude that the nanowires must indeed be stacking-fault
free.
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Figure 5.4.: a | SEM image of the investigated device. b | 2-terminal conductance
through the wire part as function of the backgate voltage Vbg at 4 K. Regular oscil-
lations in the whole gate range are observed and made visible by the inset.

e etching is generally very reliable and controllable on the nanome-
ter scale with etch times longer than 10min. e etch rate is determined
from SEM images by comparing the thinnest constriction size to the orig-
inal diameter of the nanowire. We find the diameter reduction to be linear
with etch time. Doubling concentration of the solution (from 2% to 4%
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(NH4)2S) doubles the etch rate. Because multiple wires are processed at
the same time the absolute constriction size still varies up to 20 nm from
wire to wire but corresponds to the diameter spread of the nanowires. An
island structure for a QD can be obtained by opening two lines with a sep-
aration larger than 500 nm in the etching mask. If they are designed more
closely, no clear QD structure is found neither in the nanowire nor in the
measurement. Instead, multiple dots are induced by the back gate as de-
scribed in the section above (5.1).

In fig. 5.4b the conductance as function of the back gate voltage Vbg is
plotted for a typical device. Very regular Coulomb blockade oscillations
are observed over the whole range, indicating that a single QD dominates
the transport. e inset points out the observed oscillations which are fully
reproducible and not due to noise. e Coulomb peak height in the mea-
surement in fig. 5.4b is modulated within several neighbouring peaks, yet
the maximal peak amplitudes are in the whole conductance range between
0 and 0.2G0. A constant charging energy ofEC ∼ 4meV is obtained from
bias spectroscopy measurements. e lever arm is with αbg ≈ 0.4 much
larger than lever arms of global gate induced quantum dots typically∼ 0.1.
Analysis of the peak spacing shows no 2-fold pattern as expected from a
spin filling. Excited states are not observed either which would allow to
extract the level spacing in a different way. us, we estimate the quantiza-
tion energy from eq. 5.2 and obtain values around 100µeV smaller than the
temperature of this measurement (4 K). A size ofL = 150 nm and electron
number of N = 50 was assumed5.

We argue now why we think the QD is indeed formed between the two
etched constrictions. e unusual large lever arm is an indication that the
quantumdot ismost likely far away from any largemetal electrodes screen-
ing the gate potential. e not resolvable level spacing in the measurement
is in agreement with its estimation for the size etched island. erefore the
QD is large and more similar to an single electron transistor (SET).

We attribute the modulation of the peak height to mesoscopic fluctua-
tions. Inside QDs the latter are usually treated theoretically with random
matrix theory (RMT) with the main publications in the 1990ties, [82, 139].
However the nearest neighbour peak positions are uncorrelated in this the-

5Although the electrons can in principle be counted in the measurement, we do not think
that the we see the first electron in the QD. e conductance is pinched off before.
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ory. Also semi-classical theories were published explaining the correlation
between the peaks by classical periodic orbits [140]. Both approaches as-
sume the full quantum regime where δE ≫ kBT what is not the case for
the presented QD in fig. 5.4. Still, an intuitive picture can be gained from
them and is given in the following, since the regime δE ≫ kBT applies in
other QDs measured in this thesis. An irregular shape of a QD gives rise
to chaotic scattering from its boundaries. erefore, the spatial structure
of the wave function varies in a chaotic way upon application of external
fields. In particular, the amplitude of the wave function in the vicinity of
the tunnel barrier determines the coupling of the QD to its leads. us,
different orbitals lead to random peak amplitudes.

Quantum interference effects known as universal conductance fluctu-
ations (UCF) depend on potential variations and are usually observed in
transparent devices (large coupling to the leads). In the here discussed de-
vice the leads are not directlymetallic reservoirs butmulti-mode nanowires
which are known to exhibit UCF [67]. It is easy to imagine that the effective
coupling depends on the interference effects at the lead side of the tunnel
barrier, too. is would also explain the variation of the peak height as well
as the correlation between neighbouring peaks, since UCF have usually a
weaker gate dependence that the Coulomb blockade oscillations.

Figure 5.5 shows the results from a second device. e QD Coulomb
diamonds in fig. 5.5a are over large ranges regular. e charging energy
is around 3meV, but no orbital level structure is observed. Peak ampli-
tudes are fluctuating, too, as discussed above. e general characteristics
are very similar to the first device in fig. 5.4 demonstrating the reproducibil-
ity of the method. As described in section 3.1.2, the coupling strength of
the quantum dot can be obtained from the FWHM of a Coulomb reso-
nance in the strong coupling regime (kBT ≪ Γ). Figure 5.5b shows the
FWHM of several neighbouring peaks as function of temperature. At low
temperature the points approach a constant value independent of temper-
ature as expected for life-time broadened resonances. A minimal coupling
of Γ = 280µeV) is obtained with the narrowest points of constrictions in
the etched structure being 49 nm.

Peak height variations not only occur by sweeping the gate voltage but
when applying an external magnetic field [82, 141]. e measurement in-
volves a two-dimensional raster since not only the height but also the peak
position depends on themagnetic field (see section 3.1.4). Here we plot the
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Figure 5.5.: Measurement results of a second device etched by the alkaline method
(fig. 5.2). a | Stability diagram of the device showing mostly regular diamonds, thus
indicating the formation of only a single QD (T=230mK) b | Extracted FWHM of
several peaks as function of temperature. At low temperatures the strong coupling
limit (Γ ≫ kBT ) is reached leading to a saturation of the broadening. c | Magnetic
field evolution of four neighbouring resonances. Mesoscopic fluctuations change
the amplitude drastically even to full suppression at very high fields.
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data of four distinct peaks (fig. 5.5c) to illustrate the variability, which can
not be neglectedwhen applying largemagnetic fields. e conductance can
even be suppressed completely.

Summary

Wehave shown that quantumdots can be formed by diameter constrictions
in InAs nanowires using different etching recipes. While acidic etching has
a rather low device yield, the alkaline method is quite promising yielding
stable quantum dots. We are not aware of any other publications report-
ing the usage of NH₄SX based solution to etch constriction into nanowires.
e method has some restriction as rather large quantum dots have to be
formed to fulfil the needed geometry for island structuring. Moreover, the
these QD were so far only coupled to a nanowire parts and not directly to
a metallic leads.

e coupling strengthΓ ≈ 200µeV is still larger than the superconduct-
ing gap∆ of aluminium. As described in sec. 3.4, a smaller Γwould be ad-
vantageous for the proposed quantum devices, e.g. Cooper-pair splitters
and Majorana Fermion state devices. We are confident that the coupling
strength could be decreased by further reducing the constriction diame-
ter. Structures with constriction sizes of 20 nm were fabricated already but
unfortunately, those were destroyed by electrostatic discharges (ESD). In
order to prove that the coupling Γ depends really on the radial constric-
tion diameter, further studies would be needed. In principle, one could
also think of combining this technique with a local gate structure similar
to the one which is presented in the next section to tune the coupling.

5.3. Bottom Gate Induced Quantum Dots

In this section, we use narrow gates below insulating layers to locally de-
plete the nanowire and thereby induce tunnel barriers. Different research
groups have already employed local gates for this purpose [125, 142, 143].
Top gates are the most straightforward method for this purpose and
promise the best tunability. in metal strips are evaporated on top of
the semiconducting nanowires (NW), insulated either by the native InAs
oxide on the NW or by an additional oxide layers grown by atomic layer
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deposition (ALD). e approach was tried in house [144], but we find that
top gates on the native oxide render the devices unstable in agreement
with other groups6. Trapped charges in the oxide rearrange frequently.
erefore that route was abandoned.

A second option is to fabricate local gates separately and cover themwith
an insulator before nanowires are placed on top. e lever arm is expected
to be smaller due to geometry but similar values have been reported [143].
e fabrication of such bottom gates is described in section 4.3 of this the-
sis. Here the measurements of a typical device are presented and the in-
duced tunnel barriers are discussed.

Quantum Dot characterization

e device discussed here as an example had two titanium / gold contacts
at a distance of 1µm. Ten bottom gates between these contacts were con-
nected but only the first eight counted from the source lead successfully. A
schematic of the device can be found in fig. 5.6a. efield-effect response of

fg2 fg4 fg6 fg8 N.C.

fg1 fg3 fg5 fg7 N.C.

S D

NW
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Figure 5.6.: a | Schematics of the presented bottom gated device. Quantum dots
can be formed by applying negative voltages to the finger gates (fg1-fg8) to induce
tunnel barriers in the nanowire (NW). b | Conductance G as function of different
gate voltages Vi at 4 K.

6Private communications with the groups of K. Ensslin (ETHZurich), L. Kouwenhoven (TU
Del) and H. Xu (Lund University)
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the device is first characterized for each bottomgate (fg1-fg8) separately. At
room temperature the local bottom gates cannot suppress the conductance
completely. is absence of a sharp pinch-off voltage at room temperature
is explained differently in literature. Nygård et al. measured the conduc-
tance as function temperature and gate voltage and found that the temper-
ature activated transport is in agreement with the Boltzmann distribution,
implying the existence of barriers which are overcome with temperature
activation [143]. On the other hand, Javey et al. employed C-V measure-
ment to characterize interfacial charge traps and found them freezing out
around 100K [72]. Moreover, their surface passivation technique yields
devices with threshold voltages independent of temperature indicating the
reduction of trapped charges [50].

Figure 5.6b shows two typical measurements of the 2-terminal conduc-
tance through the device as function of a bottom gate voltage at 4 K. e
blue and green curves are the down and up sweep, respectively. Gate fg5
shows a threshold voltage of Vfg5 ∼ −0.9V, while fg1 tunes the electron
density only little and shows no pinch-off. e threshold voltage of other
bottom gates are also varying but on average ∼ 1.5V, yet threshold volt-
ages near zero or positive are also observed. We find that bottom gates in
the vicinity of the contacts, e.g. gate fg1, have a lower lever arm and rarely
deplete within the investigated voltage range. ese bottom gates close a
contact seemed to be screened either by the metal electrode nearby or by
a locally larger electron density in the nanowire. e latter can originate
from induced gap states by the metal (see section 2.4). Dahl Nissen et al.
speculates that positive threshold voltages originate from imperfect contact
processing [143].

We use the threshold voltage as guide value for the induction of local
barriers in the nanowire. Figure 5.7a shows a charge stability diagram of
a QD formed with three bottom gates next to each other. On the outer
two gates (fg3,fg5), negative voltages close to the threshold were applied,
inducing two barriers in the NW, while the remaining gates were kept at
constant positive voltage including the central gate (fg4). e latter was
also used to tune the levels µi of the QD and therefore called tuning gate.
e gates with negative voltages are from here on referred as barrier gates,
although they also tune µi with a certain lever arm. Vice versa the induced
tunnel barriers are not independent of the tuning gate.

Fig. 5.7b shows a measurement of a differently formed QD and should
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illustrate that the function of the individual bottom gate (barrier/tuning)
can be swapped. In this second gate configuration, we use fives bottom
gates next to each other on the same NW segment to form a larger QD.
Gates fg3 and fg7 are used as barrier gates and fg4,fg5 and fg6 as tuning
gates, i.e they had a positive voltage applied to them. As expected for a
larger QD, we find a smaller charging energy of 3meV. EC and the orbital
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Figure 5.7.: a | Differential conductance versus source-drain bias Vsd and tuning
gate voltageVfg4 of a quantumdot defined by three adjacent bottomgates on an InAs
nanowire. emiddle gate is the tuning gate of the dot, while the other two gates are
kept a negative potential inducing two barriers in the NW. b | Same measurement
as in a of a QD formed using five neighbouring bottom gates, where the three inner
ones define the QD.

level spacing δE (not resolved in fig. 5.7b) are decreased with the QD size.
We first argue how to extract the QD position. First, a single QD domi-

nates the charge transport through the wire over large gate ranges as shown
in fig. 5.7a. ere are no multiple dot structures observed as in the case
of global gate induced QDs (fig. 5.1b in sec. 5.1) which would indicate a
random formation of quantum dots. Second, the gates not used for the
QD formation also couple to the quantum dot capacitively. e capacitive
coupling strength, i.e. lever arm, depends on the distance to the QD. We
can extract the ratio of the lever arms of two gates in conductance mea-
surement as function of both gates. A typical measurement is plotted in
the inset of fig. 5.8b. e results are summarized in table 5.1 for a QD in-
duced with gates fg4 and fg6 (barrier gates), where fg5 is the tuning gate.
e lever arms become smaller away from fg5, which is consistent with the
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QD formed above fg5. us, we are confident that quantum dots are where
they supposedly are.

Gate fg2 fg3 fg4 fg5 fg6 fg7 fg8
ratio to
gate fg5

0.02 ∼ 0.07 0.4 1 0.34 0.05 0.045

lever arm 0.004 0.015 0.088 0.22 0.075 0.011 0.010

Table 5.1.: Lever arm study of the quantum dot formed between gate fg4 and fg6.
e barrier gates have already significant smaller lever arm to the quantum tuned
with plunger gate fg5.

Double quantumdots are easily induced aswell, e.g, from theQD formed
with five gates and lowering the central gate voltage, thereby inducing an
additional barrier and dividing the larger QD in two. QDs formed in this
manner have good stability, i.e very few charge rearrangements happen. We
conclude that SiNx is a good gate insulator. In addition, the bottom gates
screen the back gate nearly completely (very small lever arm) and therefore
all the charge rearrangements that could occur in the SiO₂ gate dielectric
as well.

Barrier Tuning

Tunability of the tunnel barriers is shown directly by the change of the
tunnel coupling Γ = Γ1 + Γ2, which is at the same time the width of
the Coulomb resonance at low enough temperatures (see sec. 3.1.2). To
demonstrate tuning of Γ1 and Γ2, a quantum dot is formed with gates fg4,
fg5 and fg6. Fig. 5.8a shows four Coulomb resonances tuned by the tuning
gate voltage Vfg5. As the barrier potential (Vfg4) is tuned to change Γ, the
resonances shi also along theVfg5 axis due to the capacitive coupling. ey
are fitted by a Lorentzian (eq. 3.4) and the coupling is obtained using the
known lever arm extracted from a single Coulomb diamond. Additionally,
the width of the resonances can be extracted when fitted to eq. 3.5, i.e. the
temperature broadened limit. e results are shown for a single resonance
in fig. 5.8b in green (Lorenztian) and black (eq. 3.5). Γ varies from 1meV
to a saturation of Γ = 200µeV. At the saturation value the Beenakker line
shape (3.5) fits better indicating that the width is limited by the temper-
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Figure 5.8.: a |Waterfall plot ofG as function of the tuning gate at different barrier
gate voltages at 230mK. b | Extracted lifetime broadening Γ by of the central reso-
nance in a. e fit by a Lorentzian (green) yields better agreement at large coupling
values, while eq. 3.5 fits better to the smaller couplings. e inset shows a similar
measurement as in a but instead of the barrier gate voltage the potential of a dégagé
gate (Vfg8) is changed.

ature, although the corresponding temperature of T = 650mK is quite
large compared to the base temperature of the cryostat (Tbase = 230mK).

In general, the change ofΓ is notmonotonous with gate voltage although
a trend is followed from the open dot regime to the pinch-off voltage. e
barrier gate voltage changes not only the tunnel barrier, but also the con-
finement potential of the QD. ereby the wave function overlap with the
leads is changed. In addition, we suspect that the coupling can also be tuned
by interferences in the nanowire lead. e inset of figure 5.8b shows the
conductance through the quantum dot as function of the tuning gate (Vfg5)
and a remote gate (Vfg8). On the large gate range the width and height of
the Coulomb peaks are varied. Such effect are even present in most clean
CNT devices [22]. erefore, a straight forwardmonotonousΓ-tuning can
be only found on small gate voltage intervals.

Γ1 and Γ2 can extracted from the peak height and width of a lifetime
broadened resonance, but an assignment of the values the specific lead is
not possible to our knowledge. However, the assignment is important in
view of the CPS devices where would like to know if ΓN > ΓS or not. A
possible route discussed during this thesis is to assign Γ1 and Γ2 from bias
spectroscopy measurements. e observed Coulomb diamonds have oen
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asymmetric shape, an effect explained in sec. 3.1.3 by the capacitances of
lead 1 and 2. e Coulomb diamonds oen exhibit either a weak drain
or the source resonance slope, e.g. as in the measurement in fig. 5.7b or
fig. 5.9c. Wemodel themeasurement in fig. 5.9c with the single level model
by Beenakker [84] who gives for the current

I = −|e|
h

Γ1Γ1

Γ1 + Γ1
[f1(µN )− f2(µN )] . (5.3)

Expressions µN = −|e|αSVsd − |e|αgVg , µ1 = −|e|Vsd and µ2 = 0
are used for the chemical potentials giving an asymmetric biasing as in the
experiment [48]. e source lever arm is obtained form the Coulomb di-
amond slopes in the measurement αS = m+

|m+|+|m−| (sec. 3.1.3). Temper-
ature and the couplings are adapted to the conductance. e calculated
current is shown in fig. 5.9a. It has a plateau at large bias voltages and when
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Figure 5.9.: a | Calculated current of a single level connected to metallic leads ac-
cording to eq. 5.3 as function of a gate and bias voltage. b | Differential conductance
obtained from a. c |G from an examplemeasurement. e conductance of negative
diamond slope is reduced compared to the positve slope.

a level is inside the bias window seen as dark blue and red regions. In order
to obtain the differential conductance the current is derived in y-direction
corresponding to the ac-bias from the measurement setup (sec. 4.5). e
rise of the current along the positive diamond slope is steeper leading to
a larger differential conductance (fig. 5.9b). e ground state resonances
in fig. 5.9c are well reproduced. We note that if the source lever arm αS is
set to 0.5, symmetric diamonds and equal differential conductance along
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the slopes is obtained. From this discussion we conclude that the change in
current perpendicular to the resonance line is given by the Fermi functions,
but along Vsd it depends on the slope, i.e. on the capacitive couplings. Γ1

and Γ2 are not in this picture. Γ1 and Γ2 could li the symmetry when
higher order processes, relaxation or excited states are considered in more
advanced models.

5.4. Summary

Different approaches for quantum dot formation in InAs nanowires have
been investigated with emphasis on the tunability of the tunnel barriers.
e conventional global back gate induced quantum dots are prone to for-
mation of multiple quantum dot. ey also lack the tunability of a single
charge state completely. e second conventional approach employs local
gate structures. While top gates proved rather unstable, bottom gates are
much more promising. ey provide good stability and good tunability if
located not too closely to a metal lead. Monotonous control of the tun-
nel coupling is only achieved over small gate voltage ranges. Last an effort
was made to establish quantum dots formed by etched constrictions in the
nanowire. Most stable and regular Coulomb blockade were obtained. If
combined with a local gate structure this could improve tunability further.
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6. g-factor Anisotropy in InAs
Nanowires

e electron g-factor in semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) plays an
important role in modern concepts of spintronics and spin-based quan-
tum computation. A tunable g-factor is crucial for addressing single spin
qubits in an array [10]. Even though the manipulation and control of a
spin qbit has been shown in InAs nanowire double quantum dot [145],
precise knowledge of the g-factor is still important.

ere exist different possibilities for the determination of the g-factor in
InAs QDs within electron transport studies. e earliest method used is
excited state spectroscopy [146]. Other studies in few electron QDs rely
on the shi of electrochemical potential visible in a simple gate voltage
sweep [147, 148]. However, the excited states and the Coulomb resonances
might not always be that well resolved especially for large and well coupled
quantum dots. e Kondo effect provides another tool to measure the g-
factor in QDs. e method is not new [86] but has only lately been used in
extensive study of the g-factor anisotropy [149]. Nilsson et al. compared
all the above three mentioned methods on a single state and found no dis-
crepancy [150]. In addition, optical studies on single QDs exist [151].

In this work, we measure the g-factor anisotropy with the help of the
Kondo effect and from the shi of the electrochemical potential and focus
on the dependence of g-factor on the NW orientation with respect to the
applied external magnetic field. Moreover, this chapter provides results
that show that the Kondo resonance splitting can exhibit different char-
acteristics, depending on the angle of the external field. e measurement
results have also been published elsewhere in similar form [152]. Coworker
G. Fábián helped with sample fabrication and data analysis and co-worker
A. Baumgartner with analysis and writing.
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6.1. g-factor Anisotropy

Spin degeneracy of an orbital level in a quantum dot is lied by applica-
tion of an external field. e level separates linearly with field according
to ∆EZ,N = g∗NµBB. e spin-flip processes giving rise to the Kondo
effect (sec. 3.2) become inelastic with energy EZ leading to a splitting of
the Kondo resonance δ = 2EZ which is in good approximation larger by
a factor of 2 that the Zeeman energy EZ . In contrast, the electrochemical
potential in the linear conductance regime shis only by half the Zeeman
energy ∆V = 1/2g∗µBB/eα, where ∆V is the shi in gate voltage and α
is the lever arm of the gate. In general, g∗ is anisotropic and well described
by a second order tensor

g(B) = 1

|B|

√
g 2
1 B

2
1 + g 2

2 B
2
2 + g 2

3 B
2
3 (6.1)

where g1, g2 and g3 are the g values along the principle axes of the tensor
and B1, B2, B3 are the components of the magnetic field vector B. e
origin of the large g-factor in InAs is the significant spin-orbit interaction
(SOI) which couples the spin and orbital angular momentum. e SOI de-
pends on the precise nature of the wave function which in return depends
on the exact shape of the confinement potential. eoretical studies inves-
tigated the g-factor anisotropy in disk-shapedQDs [89, 153] and pyramidal
QDs [154]. If the dot size is estimated by the full lead spacing (< 250 nm)
and the nanowire diameter (∼ 100 nm) a small anisotropy is expected be-
cause the confinement potential perpendicular to the NW is slightly larger.
Since the magnetic field probes angular momentum perpendicular to the
field, the g-factor along the NW is expected to be reduced.

A typical device is shown in fig. 6.1: the InAs nanowire is connected to
two Ti(5 nm) / Al(100 nm) superconducting contacts ∼ 250 nm apart. As
back gate serves a highly doped Si substrate which is separated from the
NW by 400 nm SiO2. More details about fabrication and measurements
can be found in sections 4.1 and 4.5. e sample is loaded into a dilution
refrigerator at ∼ 60mK base temperature. A 2-axis vector magnet and
the rotatable insert allow us to apply an external magnetic field B in any
direction relative to the NW axis.

In fig. 6.1b, the conductance G is plotted as a function of Vbg and Vsd.
A magnetic field of B = 200mT suppresses the superconductivity (not
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Figure 6.1.: a | SEM image a device and simplified schematic of the measurement
setup. b | Differential conductance G as a function of the backgate (Vbg) and the
bias voltage (Vsd). e dashed line indicates the gate voltage of the measurement in
figure (c). c |G vs. Vsd and magnetic field B at angles φ1 = −25◦ and θ = 72◦.
Yellow crosses indicate the extracted peak positions of the split Kondo resonance.

shown) which allows us to identify a Kondo resonance in the odd charge
state labelled ”O”. e corresponding features in the superconducting state
in fig. 6.1b are consistent with Kondo modulated Andreev transport dis-
cussed in ref. [155, 156]. Here we focus on the splitting δ of the Kondo
resonance in an external magnetic field. In fig. 1c, G is plotted as a func-
tion ofB andVsd forVbg = −37.95V(dashed line in fig. 6.1b . At lowfields
the contacts are superconducting and the field evolution of G is given by
the suppression of the superconductivity. At B > 150mT the supercon-
ductor is in the normal state and a clear Kondo resonance develops, which
splits linearly with increasing fieldB. We use the position of the peakmax-
imum (marked yellow) to measure the energy splitting δ. from which we
extract the effective g-factor g∗ using eq. 3.8. Linear fits for the interval
250mT < B < 500mT improve the accuracy of the results. We repeat
such measurements and the procedure for different directions of the mag-
netic field.

In our coordinate system the substrate plane is in the xz-plane. Since
the nanowire was placed by liquid deposition, it lies in an arbitrary angle,
θNW = 47°. e direction of the magnetic field is described by the two
angles θ andφwhere θ is the polar angle from the z-axis andφ the azimuth.
e arrangement is illustrated in fig. 6.2a. enanowire position ismarked
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by black line in the grey φ = 0° plane. Two measurement series were
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Figure 6.2.: a |e defined coordinate system for the experiment. e nanowire
lies in the xz-plane (grey). b and c | g-factor extracted from the Kondo splitting s as
a function of the polar angle θ at the settings φ1 = −25◦ and φ2 = +20◦, respec-
tively. e radial postion corresponds to the value of the g-factor. e continuous
curves stem from the fit explained in the text.

performed at fixed azimuths φ1 = −25◦ and φ2 = 20◦, while the polar
angle θ is varied. e resulting g∗ values in the two planes are plotted as
dots in figs. 6.2b and 6.2c.

e g-factor is found to be anisotropic. It takes a minimal value of
|gmin| = 5.2 at θ = 288◦ and φ = 25◦ for the extracted values. e
maximal measured value |gmax| = 15.3 at θ = 288◦ and φ = 20◦ exceeds
the bulk value only slightly. e data is fitted to eq. 6.1. by rotation of
the tensor in the coordinate system. e fit parameters are the principle
g-factors gi and the Euler angles of the rotation. e results are shown as
pale curves in fig. 6.2. e fit is in good agreement with the data for gi
between 5 and 15.

In a similar way, we extract the g-tensor from gate dependent measure-
ment in the linear conductance regime. Figure 6.3a shows a single reso-
nance from a different charge state than above as function of gate voltage
and magnetic field. e superconducting gap suppresses the conductance
at low magnetic fields. As soon as the superconductivity has vanished, we
extract the peak position (marked yellow in the figure) and perform a lin-
ear regression on the points. e g value is obtained from the fitted slope.
e lever armneeded for the energy conversion is extracted frombias spec-
troscopy measurements (not shown).
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Figure 6.3.: g-factor extraction from the Zeeman shi of a Coulomb blockade res-
onance. a | Differential conductance of a single QD resonance as function of back
gate voltage Vbg and magnetic field B. Yellow crosses indicate again the peak posi-
tion. b and c | g-factor extracted from the slope of peak shi in a as function of the
magnetic field direction θ at the same settings φ1 (blue) and φ2 (green) as in fig.
6.2

e measurement and extraction procedure is repeated for the same an-
gles of the magnetic field as in the Kondo study above (fig. 6.2). e data
points for the two azimuths φ1 and φ2 are plotted in fig. 6.3b and c. A g-
tensor is again fitted to the points and shown as light curves. e obtained
maximal |gmax| = 14.6 and minimal values |gmin| = 5.63 are only in a
marginally smaller range than the values extracted by help of the Kondo ef-
fect. Precisely because the anisotropy is completely different in this charge
state, we assess that the principal axes of g tensor not congruent with the
principal axes of the nanowire and that the anisotropy is random.

Discussion

In the following, the obtained values and anisotropies are discussed. In
contrast to previous work [86, 87], we do not observe g-factors signifi-
cantly larger than the bulk value (|g∗| = 14.7). e one value observed
to be larger than the bulk value lies within the error range of the linear fit.
e latter might be further compromised by anomalies in the Kondo split-
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ting which are separately discussed in the next section. On the other hand,
the values from the gate dependent study might suffer from inaccuracies
of the lever arm extraction. In addition, we cannot observe the spin pair
at smaller occupation number because of charge instabilities. erefore,
additional shis of higher order in B can not be excluded.

Björk et al. studied g-factors in InAs QD with fixed size [146]. Two InP
tunnel barriers defined a quantum well inside a InAs nanowire. e depth
of the quantum well was varied by the growth process. In agreement with
corresponding calculations [89], it could be shown that only sizes below
20 nm would reduce g-factor down to values of 5. Moreover, theoretical
studies of InAs QDs found that the quenching of the angular momentum
should be negligible for crystals exceeding 50 nm [88]. is is an indication
that our induced quantum dot is not spanning the whole distance between
the leads. Note that the calculations aremainly valid for the zb crystal struc-
ture, yet our nanowires are grown in the wz phase and theoretical g-factor
calculations are rare [153]. e larger band gap of the wz phase could be
indication of a smaller g-factor.

Takahashi et al. has shown that even in highly symmetric pyramidal
self assembled QDs the spin-orbit interaction can deviate from principal
axes just by the presence of the lead electrodes [157]. In a later study,
the same authors could conclude the same by measurement of the g-
factor [149]. Small changes in the confinement potential will therefore
change the anisotropy of SOI and g-factor. Other groups showed that
the g-factor is the tunable with electric field applied by a side or bottom
gate [87, 148]. Early studies of the g-factor in metallic QD found level-
dependent and anisotropic g-factors [158]. In this case the anisotropy
is ascribed to mesoscopic fluctuations of the SOI. erefore, we found
support for the conclusion in section 5.1 and the one from previous work
in our group [86] that the gate induced quantum dots states are largely
defined by mesoscopic details.

6.2. Anomalies of Kondo Effect in Magnetic
Field

In our experiments, we find rather different field evolution characteristics
of theKondo splitting for different field orientations. Figure 6.4 shows three
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examples in addition to fig. 6.1c. For the setting (φ1, θ = 0, g∗ ≈ 12) in
fig. 6.4a the splitting is linear in B, but with an offset of ∆B ≈ 150mT,
while for the setting (φ1, θ = −72◦, g∗ ≈ 5.5) in fig. 6.4b the evolution
is not linear in B. In the last configuration (φ2, θ = 72◦, g∗ ≈ 11) in
fig. 6.4c, the amplitudes of the two split Kondo resonances do not evolve
monotonously with B and are not symmetric with respect to Vsd = 0. We
find no relation between these characteristics and the extracted size of the
g values.

We tentatively attribute these observations to a modification of the
Kondo state by another transport process becoming available at finite bias.
One possibility is that the Zeeman split level starts to cross the next orbital.
Spin-orbit interaction would cause an anti-crossing of the two levels [80]
and change the spin considerably. is could interfere with the spin-flip
processes generating the Kondo effect. Another possibility is that inelastic
processes start contributing to the formation of the spin-dependent reso-
nance, whichmight also account for the bias-asymmetry in asymmetrically
biased samples.

e low-field offset of the Kondo splitting is in agreement with the the-
ory. Moore andWen [159] predict that δ < 2|g∗|µBB for allB fields, how-
ever experimental evidence points to the opposite. For example, Kogan et
al. find the Kondo splitting to be larger than expected from eq. 3.8 [160].
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We have no explanation why the offset should be direction-dependent.

6.3. Summary

We could extract the g-factor anisotropy in stacking fault free InAs NW
QDs. e angle dependence in a magnetic field is mapped either by mea-
suring the splitting of a Kondo resonance or the electrochemical potential
shi in gate voltage. We find random orientation of the principal axes of
the g tensor compared to the nanowire orientation. Mesoscopic fluctua-
tions not only vary the g-factor for each QD level, but also alter as well the
anisotropy of g-factor in a randomway due to different orbital angularmo-
mentum and spin-orbit contributions. In addition, we document different
splitting characteristics of the Kondo resonance in the external field.
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7. Tunable Cooper Pair Splitters

In this chapter we present experimental result from gate tunable Cooper
pair splitter (CPS) based on a InAs nanowire. By simultaneous charge
transport measurement in both normal leads of the CPS, we identify corre-
lated currents similar to earlier reported experiments [16, 17, 18, 19, 116]
opening up the possibility for entanglement detection between spatially
separated electrons. Inmost of these earlier devices the tunnel coupling be-
tween the QDs and the electrical contacts could not be controlled in-situ,
but were determined by the fabrication process. Here we report experi-
ments on a CPS device based on an InAs nanowire with a global back gate
and ten local gates, by which the QDs are formed and gated electrostati-
cally. We find a strong dependence of the measured non-local signals on
the gate configurations, thereby shedding light on the electron dynamics
in such systems. In particular, we tune the barriers on the normal (section
7.2) and the superconductor side (section 7.3) of the QDs, as well as the
inter-dot coupling between the dots (section 7.4), each inducing a transi-
tion from positive to negative correlations between the non-local signals.
Our results are a first step towards controlling and maximizing the CPS
efficiency required to detect prospective electron entanglement [15].

e presented work is a close collaboration between the research groups
of S. Csonka1 and C. Schönenberger2. Sample fabrications was performed
by the author and the measurements were carried out in Budapest by
G.Fülöp and the author. Text and graphics follow a manuscript pre-
pared together with G.Fülöp and A.Baumgartner for publication in a
peer-reviewed journal [161].
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Figure 7.1.: a | SEM image of a representative CPS device. e InAs nanowire on
the SiNx layer (green) is contacted by a Nb lead (S, blue) in the center and by Ti/Au
at the sides (N1 and N2, purple). e local gates below the SiNx are colored yel-
low. b | Schematic of the device and the measurement setup. Gates 1-3 are used to
form QD1 and gates 8-10 for QD2. Gates 6 and 7 are below S. Two more gates are
not shown in the schematic and held at zero potential. c and d | Differential con-
ductance of QD1 and QD2 as a function of the bias and the respective local tuning
gate.
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7.1. Sample Fabrication and Characterization

An artificially coloured SEM image of a sample is shown on fig. 7.1a. First,
using electron-beam lithography, an array of ten local gates was fabricated
on a highly doped silicon substrate that serves as a global backgate insu-
lated by ∼ 400 nm SiO2. e local gates consist of 4 nm Ti and 18 nm
Pt and are ∼ 40 nm wide with an edge to edge separation of ∼ 60 nm.
ese gates are overgrown by∼ 25 nm SiNx for electrical insulation using
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). e SiNx was re-
moved at the edges of the gate array by a reactive ion etch (RIE) CHF3/O2

mixture [121] to fabricate electrical contacts to the local gates. In the next
step we deposit a single InAs nanowire (∼ 70 nm diameter) perpendicular
to the gates using micromanipulators. e 330-nm wide and 40-nm thick
superconducting Nb source contact and the two normal metal drain elec-
trodes (7/95 nm Ti/Au) were fabricated in consecutive lithography steps,
with prior ammonium sulfide passivation to remove the native oxide on
the nanowire [136].

e experiments were carried out in a dilution refrigerator with a base
temperature T ≈ 50mK. As illustrated in fig. 7.1b, we applied a sinu-
soidal voltage Vac ≈ 10µV to the superconductor S and simultaneously
recorded the resulting variations in the two drain currents of contacts N1
and N2, I(ac)1 and I

(ac)
2 , using current-voltage (IV) converters and lock-

in amplifiers. We define the differential conductances through QDi as
Gi = I

(ac)
i /Vac. e lever arms of the different gates were found by bias

spectroscopy experiments, applying a dc voltage to S. If not stated oth-
erwise, all presented experiments were done at zero dc bias, which was
achieved by compensating offsets in the IV-converters by external voltage
sources (not shown in the schematics of fig. 7.1b).

e local gates gk are numbered consecutively, as illustrated in fig. 7.1b.
e tunnel barriers for the QDs are formed for the conduction band elec-
trons in the InAs nanowire by applying strongly negative voltages to the
local gates. For QD1, g1 and g3 are used to induce the barriers and g2
to tune the dot’s chemical potential (tuning gate). QD2 is formed simi-
larly with the local gates g8 and g10, using g9 to tune the QD resonances.

1Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary
2University of Basel, Switzerland
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e other gates are kept on ground. e exact gate voltage settings in the
presented experiments can be found in tab. C.1 in the appendix. Fig. 7.1c
shows the differential conductanceG1 as a function of Vg2 and the applied
bias, from which we estimate a charging energy for QD1 of Ec,1 ≈ 1meV.
e relative lever arms obtained from similar experiments with the other
gates suggest that QD1 is indeed formed between g1 and g3. At low bias
some resonances occur, reminiscent of Andreev bound states [162, 163],
which suggests a relatively strong coupling to S and a weaker coupling to
N1. From these states we deduce an effective superconducting energy gap
on or near QD1 on the order of ∆∗ ≈ 30µeV. As shown in fig. 7.1d, QD2
exhibits clear Coulomb blockade diamonds and a negligibly small energy
gap (< 5µeV). QD2 forms between g8 and g10, as expected, with a charg-
ing energy of Ec,2 ≈ 1.5meV. In bias-spectroscopy experiments in which
the nanowire is gated to the more open multi-channel regime, we find a
larger energy gap of ∼ 300µeV, but still smaller than the bulk Nb gap of
∼ 1.45meV [164], possibly related to a ’so gap’ [165].

7.2. Tuning of a Drain Tunnel Barrier

Cooper pair splitting results in a non-local signal, which, for simplicity, we
take here as a change of the conductance in one of the QDs when the other
QD is brought to resonance. All competing processes (discussed in more
detail below) are local in nature and therefore depend intrinsically only on
the settings of one QD. e aim of this work is to investigate the evolution
of the non-local signal in a CPS device while one tunnel barrier of a QD is
varied. In this section we tune the local gate g1 to change the coupling of
QD1 to lead N1. Due to the close proximity of g1 to the center of QD1, this
also leads to a change in the chemical potential of QD1, which we compen-
sate using the local gate g2, which allows us to compare signals of the same
Coulomb blockade (CB) resonance. e conductance G1 as a function of
the two gates g1 and g2 is plotted in fig. 7.2a. e modulation of the CB
resonance widths and amplitudes suggests a variation of the involved tun-
nel barrier strengths. Intuitively, g1 tunesΓ1, i.e., the single electron tunnel
coupling to N1 (drain contact to QD1). We expect that Γ1 decreases when
Vg1 is made more negative, i.e., Γ1 increases from position I in fig. 7.2a to
position IV. We note, however, that the modulation of the resonance am-
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plitude exhibits more than a single maximum on a larger gate voltage scale,
in contrast to what one might expect from tuning a simple tunnel barrier
in a transport broadened QD. We attribute this experimental finding to the
fact that the gates also tune other parts of the device, though by a consid-
erably smaller lever arm and thus on a larger voltage scale.

We now investigate the crossings of the resonances L1 and L2 of QD1
(labelled in fig. 7.2a) with the three resonances R1-R3 of QD2. is we do
for the four different g1-settings I-IV indicated in fig. 7.2a, for which we ex-
pect a consecutive reduction of the tunnel coupling of QD1 toN1. Fig. 7.2b
shows the differential conductances G1 and G2, respectively, measured si-
multaneously as a function of the local gates g2 and g9 at zero magnetic
field and zero bias. While g2 tunes QD1 trough the two resonances L1
and L2, g9 tunes QD2 through three resonances labelled R1, R2 and R3.
e resonances of the two QDs run basically perpendicular in these plots,
which shows that the capacitive cross talk between the QDs is very small.
ough not shown, we note that the conductance through QD1 and QD2
in series does not exhibit anti-crossings, which suggests that the inter-dot
tunnel coupling is considerably smaller than the life-time broadening of
the CB resonances.

e amplitude of one QD resonance is independent of the gate voltage
applied to the other QD, except where both QDs become resonant with
the Fermi energy in the leads. In fig. 7.2b both conductances increase at
the resonance crossings,3 for which we use the term positive correlation be-
tween the conductance variations in the QDs. is positive correlation is
characteristic for CPS [19], as we discuss in more detail below. Similar gate
sweeps over the same resonances in configuration IV are plotted in fig. 7.2c.
Here the amplitudes of the QD1 resonances are reduced at the resonance
crossings, while theQD2 resonances still exhibit an increased conductance.
is means that, in contrast to configuration I, we find a negative non-local
conductance correlation. We note that the non-local signal on QD2 only
changes in amplitude, but not in sign. While the dips in G1 are clearly re-
lated to the resonance onQD2, the origin is not trivial andwill be discussed
below. Here we only point out that 1) the background on the QD1 con-
ductance determined by the local processes changes significantly between
these gate configurations, and 2) different neighbouring QD states of sim-

3For resonance L2 this difficult to discriminate because of the conductance scale.
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Figure 7.2.: a |G1 as a function of the gate voltages Vg1 and Vg2, which shows the
tuning of the tunnel coupling to the normal lead of QD1. e dashed lines in-
dicate the settings for the following experiments. b |G1 and G2 as a function of
Vg2 and Vg9, measured at Vg1 = −3.475V (setting I in fig. a). c | Conductance
maps similar to b for the same QD states for Vg1 = −3.596V (setting IV in
fig. a.) d and e | Evolution of the resonance maxima of G1 and G2 along reso-
nances L1 and R1, respectively, for the g1-settings indicated in fig. a (from I to IV
Vg1 = −3.475V,−3.500,V,−3.540,V and −3.596,V. In d curve IV is multi-
plied by 5 and in e all curves are offset vertically for clarity and centred to the L2
resonance.
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ilar amplitudes and widths can exhibit different correlations (not shown),
excluding electrostatic effects. Also resistive cross talk [16] can be excluded
as the origin of the observed effects because it would lead to a dip in both
conductances at a resonance crossing.

e evolution from a positive to a negative non-local conductance corre-
lationwith the voltage on the local gate g1 can be followed better in fig. 7.2d,
where the amplitude of theQD1 resonance L1 is plotted as a function of the
voltage on the local QD2 gate g9, Vg9, for the four g1-settings indicated in
fig. 7.2a. We observe three peaks where g9 tunes QD2 through the res-
onances R1-R3. e conductance variation on these crossings, ∆G1, are
similar for the settings I and II, but decrease significantly for setting III.
For the configuration IV, we find a dip instead of a peak at the resonance
crossings. For all four curves the local conductance background and the
non-local conductance variations both decrease with more negative Vg1.
We note that no offsets are subtracted in fig. 7.2d and curve IV ismultiplied
by 5. is evolution of the non-local signal on QD1 has to be compared to
the one on QD2. In fig. 7.2e the amplitude of the QD2 resonance R1 is
plotted for the same g1-settings I-IV. Because the local conductance back-
ground is almost identical for all curves, II-IV are offset for clarity. Here
we find a peak in the conductance for all four g1-settings as R1 crosses L1
and L2. e non-local conductance variation increases in amplitude with
decreasing Vg1 by almost a factor of 2 between I and IV.

As a measure for the CPS efficiency we use s = 2GCPS
G1+G2

, which essen-
tially compares the fraction of currents due to CPS to the total current in
the system [19]. We will see in the simple model presented below that if
the non-local conductance variations are the same in both QDs, we obtain
a conservative estimate for s by setting ∆GCPS = ∆G1 = ∆G2). is
is applicable for the g1-setting I, for which we find, for example for the
resonance crossing (L1,R2), an efficiency of s ≈17%. Clearly, we cannot
use this approximation for the cases II-IV. Another useful number is the
visibility of the non-local signal in one branch of the CPS device given by
ηi = ∆Gi/Gi [19]. For this purely experimental number we find for the
resonance (L1,R2) and for the g1-settings I-IV η1 = 29.4%, 27.6%, 14.7%
and −40.6%, and η2 = 8.5%, 12.8%, 23.1% and 28.7%, respectively. We
note, however, that in the visibility parameters relevant in a Bell inequality
test, ηi = ∆GCPS/Gi, one can set only∆GCPS = ∆G1 = ∆G2, in config-
uration I[19]. We discuss possible origins of the evolution from a positive
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to a negative correlation between the non-local signals below.

7.3. Tuning of a Source Tunnel Barrier

In this section we investigate the evolution of the non-local signals in the
CPS device when tuning gate g8, which forms the barrier of QD2 to the
superconductor S, see fig. 7.1b. e exact gate voltages used to form the
QDs are given in Table C.1 in the appendix. For simplicity, we only focus
on a single QD2 resonance, whose differential conductance, G2, is plotted
in fig. 7.3a as a function of the voltages applied to the localQD2 gates g8 and
g94. With a more negative voltage Vg8 the resonance amplitude and width
decrease markedly. Similarly as discussed for ΓN1 in the previous section,
this probably corresponds to a stronger barrier and a weaker coupling ΓS2
to S. e two vertical lines labelled V and VI are the two g8-settings for
which we now investigate the non-local signals.

e QD1 and QD2 conductances, G1 and G2, are plotted in fig. 7.3b as
a function of Vg2 (QD1) and Vg9 (QD2) for setting V of g8 (see fig. 7.3a).
While g2 tunes QD1 through two resonances, g9 tunes through the QD2
resonance shown in fig. 7.3a. We do not find significant capacitive or tun-
nel couplings (compared to the life time broadening) between the QDs.
On the resonance crossings, we observe small peaks in G1 (e.g. visibility
η1 ≈ 2.8%) and more pronounced peaks in G2, see fig. 7.3b (η2 ≈ 48%).
Again we take this positive correlation between the non-local conductance
variations as an indication for CPS. However, we could not tune these res-
onances to a g8-setting for which∆G1 = ∆G2. e amplitude of the QD2
resonance is plotted in fig. 7.3c, curve V, as a function of the QD1 gate g2,
which shows the peaks at the crossings. e main finding in this section
is that the same experiment for configuration VI, i.e. for a more positive
voltage on g8 leads to dips in the amplitude of G2 at the resonance cross-
ings, see curve VI in fig. 7.3c (visibilities of resonance crossing η1 ≈ 16.5%,
η2 ≈ −23.2%). Because the non-local signals on G1 are still positive (not
shown), this corresponds to a negative correlation between the non-local
conductance variations. is is remarkable since this evolution of the non-
local signals from a positive to a negative correlationwas induced in section

4Due to a charge rearrangement we were not able to exactly identify the same resonances as
used in section 7.2.
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7.2 by tuning g2 to more negative voltages. We discuss a possible explana-
tion in section 7.5.
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Figure 7.3.: a | Differential conductance of QD2, G2 as a function of the two local
gates g8 and g9. Two gate configurations, V and VI, are indicated by colored lines.
b |G1 and G2 as a function of the QD1-gate g2 and QD2-gate g9 showing two
resonance crossings in the gate configurationV. c | Amplitude of theQD2 resonance
for g8-settings V and VI whenQD1 is tuned through the two respective resonances
shown in b.

7.4. Tuning of the Inter-dot Coupling

In a third experiment, we defined the QDs using only two gates, namely g4
and g5 for QD1 and g8 and g9 for QD2, see Table C.1 in appendix C. For
this reasonwe use a barrier-defining gate, g8, to tune the chemical potential
of QD2. e aim is to investigate the effect of the gates g6 and g7 below the
superconducting contact S on the non-local signals. Because of the finite
size of the nanowire and despite the screening by the superconductor, we
expect that the electron density below S is reduced when the gates are set
to more negative potentials, which should lead to a reduction of the single
electron tunnelling rate between the QDs. In fig. 7.4a the amplitude of a
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QD1 resonance (G1) is plotted as a function of Vg8, i.e. the gate defining
QD2, while the amplitude of a QD2 resonance (G2) as a function of V2, i.e.
a gate of QD1, is shown in fig. 7.4b. e curves have the same background
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Figure 7.4.: a |G1 as a function of the voltage on gate g8 (Vg8), which tunes QD2
though a resonance for a series of voltages Vg6 = Vg7 applied to the gates below S.
e curves are shied vertically for clarity and horizontally such that the resonance
crossings occur at∆Vg8 = 0. b |G2 as a function of Vg5, which tunes QD1 though
a resonance. e curves are shied similarly as in (a).

(local) conductance within experimental error and are shied vertically for
clarity. is suggests that the tunnel barriers to the source and drain con-
tacts are not significantly altered by the gates g6 and g7. In addition, the
curves are shied horizontally so that the resonance crossings are centred
at ∆Vg8 = 0 and ∆Vg4 = 0, respectively. is is necessary because these
gates affect the resonance position of both QDs by a small capacitive cou-
pling. In all experimentswe setVg6 = Vg7. ForVg6 = Vg7 = 0 the non-local
signal on QD1 is positive, but negative on QD2, so that we find a negative
correlation between the non-local conductance variations at the resonance
crossing. When we continuously tune both gate voltages to more nega-
tive values, the non-local signal at the resonance crossing on QD2 evolves
from negative to positive values, while the non-local signal on QD1 is only
slightly reduced. At Vg6 = Vg7 = −4V we find a positive correlation of
the non-local signals with similar amplitudes. e visibilities in the two
arms evolve with decreasing voltage from η1 = 0.42 and η2 = −0.23 at
Vg6 = Vg7 = 0 to η1 = 0.26 and η2 = 0.17 at Vg6 = Vg7 = −4V. In
the next section we present a simple model that qualitatively explains these
and the above findings.
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7.5. Simple Model

In the experiments presented above we find large qualitatively and quanti-
tatively differences in the conductance variations at resonance crossings of
the twoQDs. ese ‘non-local’ signals are surprisingly simple to tune from
a positive to a negative correlation. In fact, we can induce such transitions
by using any single local gate. In this section we present a simple toy model
(similar to the one in Ref. [19]), which qualitatively describes the experi-
mental findings and allows to identify the physical mechanisms that could
lead to the observed transitions in the conductance correlations. e two
basic ideas are that 1) the different local and non-local processes compete
for theQDoccupation, which lets these processes interfere with each other,
and 2) a finite inter-dot coupling can lead to currents between the QDs that
are not related directly to tunnel processes involving the superconductor S.

We first describe the model in some detail. Because of the large charging
energy, each QD can only be empty or occupied by a single electron at a
time, i.e., the system occupies the states (0,0), (1,0), (0,1) or (1,1), which
correspond to no electrons in the system, one in QD1 or in QD2, or an
electron in both QDs, respectively. As illustrated in fig. 5, we consider sev-
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Figure 7.5.: a | Schematic of the device and transition probabilities. b | Schematics
of transitions between the allowed system states.

eral processes that lead to transitions between the system states with rates
determined by the tunnel couplings of the QDs to the three contacts, see
Table 1. ΓN1 and ΓN2 are the couplings to the normal metal contacts, ΓS1

and ΓS2 to S, and Γ12 is the direct coupling between the QDs. e steady
state QD occupations P(i,j) can be calculated in a classical rate equation.
e processes we consider here are 1) tunnelling of an electron from a QD
to the respective normal electrode with the rates ΓN1 and ΓN2 (denoted
by SET, single electron tunnelling). is process leads to a current in the
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respective contact. 2) local pair tunnelling (LPT), where the electrons of
a Cooper pair (CP) are transmitted sequentially through the same QD i.
is requires the QD to be empty initially and leads to an electron emit-
ted to lead Ni and to the occupation of the QD i by the second electron.
e probability of this process scales with Γ2

SiΓNi. 3) Cooper pair splitting,
where the electrons of a Cooper pair tunnel into two empty QDs. CPS
scales as ΓS1ΓS2 and leads to two full QDs, but not directly to a current
in the normal leads. 4) Here we also investigate in more detail the effect
of a direct single electron tunnel coupling between the QDs (SET between
QDs), which scales directly with Γ12. 5) Because of a possibly large inter-
dot coupling, we also consider the processes where Cooper pair electrons
sequentially tunnel to one QD and the first leaves the dot by tunnelling to
the other QD. We call these processes sequential CPS (SCPS), stressing that
they lead to a transition of two empty dots to two filled dots, similar to the
direct CPS considered above. Sequential CPS scales as Γ2

SiΓ12 and do not
lead directly to a current in the normal leads. 6) As a last process we also
consider the tunnelling of a single electron from S to one of the QDs, which
scales with ΓSi. We assume that electrons tunnel effectively only from S to
N1 or N2.

Each process should be weighted in addition with individual prefactors
accounting for the density of states, differing effects of the superconductor
energy gap (e.g., a ”so gap” due to the breaking of Cooper pairs at material
interfaces, which allows the injection of single electrons) and the inverse
scaling of the CPS probability with the separation between the emission
positions of the two Cooper pair electrons [114]. Since we only aim for
a qualitative picture, we simply set the prefactors for CPS and SET from
S to k = 0.1 and all other prefactors to 1. We note that these prefactors
are crucial for the determination of the CPS efficiency which is beyond the
scope of the simple model, and that a fixed resonance width independent
of the tunnel couplings is used.

We calculate the conductance into N1 from the average system state oc-
cupation, P(i,j), and the probability for local SET and LPT to N1:

GN1/G0 = ΓN1

[
P(1,0) + P(1,1)

]
+ Γ2

S1ΓN1

[
P(0,1) + P(0,0)

]
. (7.1)

Similar expressions can easily derived for the other currents in the system.
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Figure 7.6.: Results of the model calculation showing the transition between pos-
itive and negative correlations between the conductance variations on a resonance
crossing. If not stated otherwise in the subfigures, the tunnel couplings are set to
ΓS1 = 0.01, ΓN1 = 0.001, ΓS2 = 0.005, ΓN2 = 0.05 and Γ12 = 0.001. a and
b | Transition induced by tuning ΓN1, c and d | transition induced by tuning ΓS2,
and e and f | transition induced by tuning Γ12, for fixed to ΓS2 = 0.5.
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Process diagram rate transitions

SET to N1 ΓN1 (ΓN2)
(1, 0) → (0, 0)
(1, 1) → (0, 1)

LPT
into lead N1

Γ2
S1ΓN1

(0, 0) → (1, 0)
(0, 1) → (1, 1)

CPS ΓS1ΓS2 (0, 0) → (1, 1)

SET
between
QDs

Γ12
(1, 0) → (0, 1)
(0, 1) → (1, 0)

SCPS
via QD 1

Γ2
S1Γ12 (0, 0) → (1, 1)

SET from S
to QD1 ΓS1 (ΓS2)

(0, 0) → (1, 0)
(0, 1) → (1, 1)

Table 7.1.: Single electron and Cooper pair transport processes taken into account
in the model: acronym, rate and transition in QD occupancies.

In particular, the ratio of CPS can be found as

GCPS/G0 = kΓS1ΓS2P(0,0). (7.2)

In this model we only find a positive correlation between the conduc-
tance variations on the two QDs on a resonance crossing if the CPS rate is
non-zero. In other words: even with many other processes involved, CPS
can be identified qualitatively by a positive correlation of the non-local sig-
nals. A negative correlation between the non-local signals, however, can
have different mechanisms: A) with a finite inter-dot coupling the current
through oneQD can be partially diverted to the other QD, thereby decreas-
ing the current to the one drain contact and increasing the current to the
other. No non-local process is involved in this scenario for negative corre-
lations. B) On each QD the local processes and CPS compete for the dot
occupation. For example switching on CPS, by bringing QD2 into reso-
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nance, leads to an increase of the average QD1 occupation, which reduces
the frequency of the local processes. For this mechanism no inter-dot cou-
pling is required.

In fig. 7.6 the resulting conductances through theQD1 (le column) and
QD2 (right column) into the respective normal metal contacts are plotted
for a series of systematic changes of a single tunnel coupling, with all other
parameters held constant (the values are given in the caption to fig. 7.6).
Figs. 7.6a and fig. 7.6b show the evolution from a positive to a negative con-
ductance correlation in the non-local signals when reducing ΓN1, similar
to the experiments in section 7.2. In our model we can trace this transi-
tion to an increased population of QD1 when the barrier to N1 is made
more opaque, so that the tunnel coupling to QD2 becomes more relevant
as a path to emit electrons from QD1. We point out that the inter-dot cou-
pling is not necessarily a direct single electron process, but could also be
due to higher order processes mediated by the superconductor, i.e. elas-
tic co-tunnelling. It is interesting to note that in our simple model we were
able to generate strong negative conductance correlations similar to the ex-
periments only if we included quasi particle tunnelling from S.

Figures. 7.6c and 7.6d show the effect of tuning the coupling of QD2 to
the superconductor S. Here the increased coupling to S leads to an increase
of the QD2 population (‘stronger filling rate’) and a transition from a pos-
itive to a negative conductance correlation. In particular, a weaker barrier
to S has a similar effect as a stronger barrier to the normal metal contact, in
qualitative agreement with the experiments in sections 7.2 and 7.3.

In figs. 7.6e and fig. 7.6f the effect of tuning the inter-dot coupling is
investigated, which should be compared to the experiments in section 7.4.
Herewe start with a negative conductance correlation by settingΓS2 = 0.5,
i.e., QD2 has a relatively large population (all other rates are the same as
above). When the inter-dot coupling Γ12 is reduced, we find a transition
from the negative to the positive conductance correlation. e relation to
the gates g6 and g7 in Section 7.4 is quite intuitive, since they probably tune
the electron density below S and thusmight pinch-off the coupling between
the QDs.
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7.6. Summary

In summary, we report the tuning of the non-local signals by local bottom
gates in a Cooper pair splitter device with a Nb contact. We find strong
systematic transitions between positive and negative conductance correla-
tions on resonance crossings, which can be explained qualitatively by the
electron dynamics on the double dot system and Cooper pair splitting. In
the presented simulations it is clear that the CPS part is modulated strongly
by tuning the local gates. However, in the experiments the different con-
tributions to the conductances are difficult to disentangle. e recovery of
the positive correlations with all relevant gates strongly suggests that the
CPS signal can be optimized using local gating techniques, which is an im-
portant step towards a reproducibly working source of entangled electron
pairs.
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8. High-Bias Cooper Pair
splitting

In the previous chapter, measurements of current correlations as function
of QD level position and coupling in a Cooper pair splitter device have
been presented. However, additional device parameters are accessible. In
particular the electrochemical potential of the leads can be controlled by
the applied bias voltage which was kept at zero in the last chapter. e
bias voltage can tune the relative weight of the different transport pro-
cesses, crossed Andreev reflection (CAR), elastic co-tunnelling (EC) and
local pair tunnelling (LPT). For example, symmetric biasing allows no net
current contribution from EC. When the bias voltage is larger than the su-
perconducting gap, additionally, quasi-particle tunnelling (QPT) processes
become available.

In this chapter we present preliminary results of a similar Cooper pair
splitter device as in chapter 7, where the two normal leads are individually
biased. Similar early experiments in biased metallic NSN structures en-
hance the CAR over the EC by excitation of modes in the electrostatic en-
vironment [110, 112, 166] which is experimentally difficult to control. By
inserting QDs between the N and S lead the CAR process is enhanced by
the electron-electron interaction on the QD instead [114]. e bias voltage
is now used to put the QDs most of the time in an empty state (sec. 3.4.2).
A CPS device based on InAs was investigated at finite bias by Hofstetter et
al. but lacked a clear quantum dot in the one of the arms [116]. Moreover,
they did not observe an increase in splitting efficiency as suggested by the-
ory [114, 167]. Here we present an improved device with quantum dots in
both arms operated in the closed dot regime and find indications that CPS
is possible at bias voltages larger than the superconducting gap (hence the
term high-bias). However, the measurements have been performed rather
recently in Basel and they should be considered preliminary together with
the analysis.
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8.1. Device andMeasurement Set-up

An SEM image of the sample is shown in fig. 8.1a. e fabrication fol-
lowed the description in chapter 4: First, bottom gate arrays of nine gates
were fabricated on a SiO₂ layer covering a highly doped Si substrate. e
bottom gates consist of 4 nm Ti and 18 nm Pt and have different widths
depending on their position. e outer most gates and the central one are
wide and located below the nanowire contact in order to increase the lo-
cal electron density and improve the ohmic contacts. In between are three
thin gates (∼ 40 nm wide) on each side to form the QDs. e bottom
gates are overgrown by 25 nm SiNx in a plasma-enhanced chemical vapour
deposition (PECVD). Aer the deposition of individual nanowires by mi-
cromanipulators, the SiNx is locally removed by reactive ion etching (RIE).
Contacts to the bottom gates and to the nanowire are then fabricated in
subsequent electron beam lithography (EBL) steps whereas the native ox-
ide on the nanowires is removed by Ar sputtering. We evaporated a Ti/Pd
(5/105 nm) bilayer as normal leads and a Ti/Al (4.5/120 nm) bilayer as su-
perconducting contact.

Measurements are performed in a dilution refrigerator operating at
50mK. A magnetic field can be applied perpendicular to the sample plane.
e differential conductances are measured in a voltage bias set-up which
is shown schematically in figs. 8.1b. An ac voltage of Vac ≈ 10µV is
applied to the central superconducting (S) lead at a typical frequency of
f = 133Hz. e resulting current modulations in the normal leads (N1,
N2) are translated to voltages by homebuilt current-voltage (IV) converters
and demodulated by two phase-locked lock-in amplifiers. A symmetric
dc biasing scheme is used where the dc voltage VS is applied on the S lead.
e dc offset of one IV-converter is adjusted by a constant voltage Vcomp
to match the dc offset of the other IV-converter, thus the electrochemical
potential in the normal leads stay the same but have a constant offset of
VS = 0.15mV corresponding to a real zero bias setting.

e bottom gates fgi are numbered consecutively from lead N1 to N2
as illustrated in fig. 8.1c. Before forming QDs in each arm of the nano-
wire we characterize each gate response at 4 K with a large-range voltage
sweep while measuring the conductance. e resulting curves are plotted
in fig. D.1 in the appendix. Not all gates allow to deplete the wire within a
reasonable gate voltage range that does not risk electrical breakdown of the
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Figure 8.1.: a | Artifically coloured SEM image of the investigated device. e su-
perconducting lead S (Ti/Al) is blue, the normal leads are red (Ti/Pd), bottom gates
yellow and the SiNx is green. b |e measurement set-up intergrated in a device
schematic with colours corresponding to a. An ac bias Vac and a dc bias VS is ap-
plied symmetrcially to the device on the central S lead. e offsets of the ammeter
(IV-converter) are compensated by Vcomp to keep the lead N1 and N2 at the same
potential. c | Differential conductance G1 = dI/dVac as function of the bias volt-
age VS and the local gate voltages Vfg3 through the le arm of the CPS. e different
markings I-V around the resonance illustrates themeasurements in fig. 8.3d | Same
measurement as in c but through the right arm and as function of Vfg8.
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insulator (SiNx). ese gates can only partially be used to induce a tunnel
barrier in the NW. Unfortunately, QD formation is not as straight forward
as in devices without superconducting contact (see chapter 5). Neverthe-
less, QD1 can be formed by applying negative voltages to gates fg2 and fg3,
while the other gates on this side are kept at positive potential. On the other
hand QD2 is mainly induced by the single gate fg8, although the fg6 and
fg7 have large negative potentials.

We investigate a single resonance of QD1 and two resonances of QD2.
e resonances are shown in 8.1c for QD1 and fig. 8.1d for QD2 as func-
tion of VS. As plunger gates we use fg3 and fg8 which have the largest lever
arm on the corresponding QDs indicating the QDs are formed above the
respective gate. From measurements over a larger gate and bias range, we
estimate the charging energies EC,1 ≈ 2meV and EC,2 ≈ 4.5meV. e
tunnel couplings for all resonances are ∼ 100µeV, which is of the same
order of magnitude as the effective superconducting gap ∆ ≈ 120µeV
observed more clearly in both arms of the CPS in the open dot regime. By
similar bias-spectroscopy measurements, we find a critical field of 20mT
also in agreement with field dependence of the resistance of the supercon-
ducting contact strip. e gap is very ’so’ and hardly visible in the closed
dot regime. Andreev and quasi-particle processes dominate the low-bias 2-
terminal conductance. We emphasize that all measurement and numbers
related to the bias voltage are offset by 150µV. e gap edges are therefore
found at 30µV and 270µV.

8.2. Non-local Signals at Large Bias Voltages

We find significant non-local signals at a finite bias voltages. In fig. 8.2a,
QD1 set to a fixed off resonant position by gate fg3 and QDs are symmet-
rically biased by increasing VS to 0.27meV leading to a small background
conductance of G1 ≈ 0.018G0 through QD1, where G0 = 2e2/h. en,
two resonances of QD2 are tuned through the opened bias window by gate
fg8 and G1 and G2 are simultaneously recorded. G2 is shown as red con-
ductance curve in fig. 8.2a and exhibits two broadened peaks being actually
two resonances due to the applied finite bias. G1 (in black) shows peaks at
the same fg8 voltages asG2 on top of a background. e background con-
ductance is only changingmarginally due to a lever arm of gate fg8 onQD1
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Figure 8.2.: a | Differential conductanceG1 (black) andG2 (red) as function of Vfg8

at finite dc bias VS = 0.27meV and fixed Vfg3. G1 shows a clear positive non-local
signal ∆G1 whenever QD2 is on resonance. b |e same measurement as in a at
larger dc bias voltage VS = 0.41meV. G1 exhibits in this case a negative ∆G1 c
and d | G1 addtionally as function of magnetic field. e non-local signals vanish
around 20mT in accordance with the suppression of the superconductivity in the S
lead.

(cross capacitance) which is about 500 times smaller than the lever arm of
fg3. erefore, we fit the backgroundwith a linear regression and subtract it
to obtain the change in differential conductance∆G1 = G1−Gbackground

and extract ∆G1 = 0.011G0 exemplary for the le resonance of QD2 in
fig. 8.2a. Since G1 depends on QD2, we call this the non-local signal.

e same procedure is repeated at a larger bias VS = 0.41mV (fig. 8.2b
top). Due to the large bias, the local resonances inG2 (red) are split into two
peaks corresponding to the QD level aligned with source or drain chemical
potential. In contrast to the lower bias, we find a decreased differential
conductanceG1 when the levels of QD2 are in the bias window and extract
an negative ∆G1 = −0.0273G0 again for the le resonance. At even
larger bias voltages the non-local signals vanish.

e bottom graphs in fig. 8.2 (c,d) show the magnetic field dependence
of the corresponding signals above it. e positive as well as the negative
∆Gi disappear at the same field scale as the superconducting gap. is
confirms that the effect is related to superconductivity. In contrast to earlier
work [16] no resistive cross talk is observed when the superconductivity is
suppressed.
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8.3. Gate and Bias Dependence of the
Non-local Signals

e separate tunability of each QD allows us to investigate the dependence
of the non-local signal on the energy level position of QD1. For this pur-
pose, we fix the gate voltage Vfg3 at different values and record G1 and G2

as function of Vfg8. At the same time, we measure the bias dependence by
varying VS. us, in such a measurement G2 reproduces basically the plot
in fig. 8.1d, whereas G1 is plotted in fig. 8.3. e fixed voltages Vfg3 are in-
dicated in fig. 8.1c for the situations I-V. Situation I & II are on le of the
Coulomb resonance, situation III is right on it and situation IV&V are on
the right side, i.e. at a larger occupation number of QD1.

Positive and negative non-local signals (∆G1) are observed in differ-
ent gate and bias settings. In the following we describe the pattern of the
appearing non-local signals. In settings I and II non-local signals occur
at negative bias voltage while in setting IV and V the small indications of
non-local conductance change can be found at positive VS. Opposite bi-
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asing reveals no non-local signal in these situations. When the resonance
of QD1 is at zero bias (situation III) no conductance change in G1 can be
made out either. Further, any observed non-local signal is either found at
Vfg8 = −0.56V or Vfg8 = −0.595V corresponding to a resonant situation
of QD2. e positive and negative non-local signal follow a pattern along
the bias axis in fig. 8.3. At low conductance of QD1 and at small absolute
bias voltages the non-local signal∆G1 is positive. As the bias voltage is in-
creased ∆G1 vanishes before turning negative. e largest negative ∆G1

is generally found at the maximal G1 along the bias axis. At very large
bias voltages the non-local signal disappears. From considerations of a QD
level as function of gate voltage and chemical potentials of the lead, it be-
comes clear that the non-local signals are only observed when the QD level
is aligned with chemical potential of the source lead, which is in our case
the S contact.

We note that in situation I and V the non-local signal arises at bias volt-
ages clearly larger than the superconducting gap whose edges are at 30µeV
and 270µeV due to the IV-converter offsets. However, there is generally no
non-local variation of G2. We tentatively explain this by electron dynam-
ics of the two QDs modelled with a rate equation ansatz as in the previous
chapter [19, 161].

For a better understanding, the current rather than the differential con-
ductance is considered. As an example, we take the measurement from
fig. 8.3 in situation I and integrate G1 numerically along the bias axes,
thereby obtaining the current I1. We employ a trapezoidal algorithm
starting from VS = 0.15mV towards both positive and negative bias. e
current-voltage characteristics is shown in fig. 8.4 for two different gate
voltages Vfg8. e blue curve I1,blue is obtained when QD2 is in Coulomb
blockade (Vfg8 = −0.57) the red one I1,red when QD2 is on resonance
(Vfg8 = −0.562)). e values of Vfg8 are also marked in the right inset in
fig. 8.4 with blue and red arrows.

We find that the absolute current through QD1 I1 is larger when QD2
is resonant. In fig. 8.4 the bias interval VS = [−0.17, 0.02]mV is coloured
red and green where the current I1,red is more negative than I1,blue. is
is also the interval where we observe positive and negative ∆G1. At bias
voltages outside of this interval the current through QD1 is approximately
equal but asymmetric in bias voltage.

e additional current, when QD2 is on resonance, is ascribed to Coo-
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per pair splitting and crossed Andreev reflection (CAR), respectively. e
difference ICAR = I1,red − I1,blue is shown in dark blue in the right inset
of fig.8.4 together with the visibility in green defined as ν = ICAR

I1,red
. In do-

ing so, we assume that the local processes giving rise to current I1,blue do
not change when QD2 becomes resonant. e maximal non-local current
ICAR,max is found at a bias voltage of −0.1mV and with value of 0.1 nA.
e maximal visibility is however shied towards larger bias voltages. We
find a maximal visibility of ν = 48% at VS = −0.07mV.

8.4. Discussion

e extraction of tunnel couplings of the quantum dots with the super-
conductivity present in S is critical. However, the conductance is hardly
suppressed inside the gap, what we attribute to single particle processes.
erefore, we think that the extracted Γ reflect quite well the intrinsic tun-
nel coupling. ey are found much improved (smaller) over earlier exper-
iments [116] and of the size of ∆.

In the following, we argue that CAR can still be possible at bias voltages
larger than superconducting gap |eVS| > ∆ just because of the small tun-
nel coupling of the QDs. e discussion assumes that δE, EC > |eVS|
and thus only a single level contributes to the transport. e energy space
diagram in fig. 8.5a corresponds schematically to situation I at negative
VS = −0.06mV. e resonant level of QD1 is approximately aligned with
the electrochemical potential of S, µS. e lifetime broadening of the level
is depicted as tunnelling density of states (TDOS) as (green dashed line).
e electrochemical potentials of N1 and N2, µN1 and µN2, are equal be-
cause the device is symmetrically biased. erefore, no net current from
EC processes is expected. In themeasurement a level of QD2 is nowmoved
through the bias window making the CAR process possible as the level is
aligned with the tunnelling density of states of QD1. e CAR process is
marked by orange arrows indicating the two electrons originating form the
Cooper pair condenstate at µS. e black arrow in fig. 8.5a symbolizes a
single electron originating from a quasi-particle states below−∆ and tun-
nelling through QD1. However, at energies smaller than −∆ there is only
very little TDOS and the quasi-particle tunnelling (QPT) is filtered by the
position of the QD level.
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Figure 8.5.: a | Energy diagram illustrating the situation in the green coloured re-
gion in fig. 8.4 . e broadening of QD1 level is indicated as dashed green line.
Quasi-paritcle transport from below the gap is energetically filtered by the small
broadening of the QD and CAR is the dominant process. b | Same energy diagram
as in (a) but the bias is more negative. e QD1 resonance is aligned to the lower
edge of the superconducting gap −∆ thereby allowing quasi-particle processes to
take over and suppressing CAR. c | Energy diagram in with inverted bias with the
according processes.

In fig. 8.5b, VS is further lowered opening a larger bias window. In the
energy diagram this means that µS is higher in energy. e QD1 level is
slightly dragged along due to the source capacitance and marked by the
red position and red TDOS.is situation corresponds to the voltage range
also marked red in fig. 8.4 where we observe a negative ∆G1. e current
I1 through QD1 is in fig. 8.5b generally increased because the QPT from
below −∆ are possible (black arrow). e current leads to an increased
occupation of the dot compromising the ideal CAR condition that the QDs
should be empty on average. is means that CAR is suppressed as the
bias is increased further and only quasi-particle and local processes occur
leading to equal current I1,red and I1,blue.

At positive bias voltage but same gate setting I, the QD1 level is aligned
with the normal lead chemical potential as depicted in fig. 8.5c. Again local
quasi-particle processes dominate the transport. is time the electrons
tunnel from theN1 throughQD1 into quasi-particle density of states above
∆ (black arrow). e TDOS favours processes above the gap and CAR (in
this case Cooper pair formation) is suppressed too.

We are aware that QD2 is basically neglected in this discussion. Never-
theless, we expect a clear dependence of the CAR signal on the energy of
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the QD2 level according to the double Breit-Wigner resonance (eq. 3.16).
However, this is not what we observe. Instead it seems sufficient that a
transport channel through QD2 exists. Further measurements are needed
to clarify this. As the analysis suggests, it is important to measure the dc
current too, as soon as CPS devices are biased.

8.5. Summary

In summary, we present preliminary results and interpretation on bias de-
pendent measurements of tunable Cooper pair splitter device based on
InAs nanowires with two well defined quantum dots. e lifetime broad-
ening of the QDs is smaller than the superconducting gap what fulfills a
prerequisite for a large Cooper pair splitting efficiency. Strong indications
are found that crossed Andreev reflection is possible at bias voltages larger
than the superconducting gap. By integration of the measured differential
conductancewe obtain 48%visibility of Cooper pair splitting current. Elas-
tic co-tunnelling process in this specific case can be excluded because the
device is biased symmetrically. e domination of the CAR process is mo-
tivated by the strong energy filtration effect of the clean QDs. On the other
hand, no double Breit-Wigner resonance is observed questioning the ob-
tained results. Further measurements, including the absolute dc currents,
are needed to clarify the results.
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is thesis focused on the Cooper pair splitting devices made from InAs
nanowires. In such devices, two quantumdots (QDs) are coupled to a com-
mon superconducting electrode S. Each of the QDs is further connected to
a normal leads N1 and N2. e electron-electron interaction in the QDs
enhances the splitting of the Cooper pairs, however the exact splitting ef-
ficiency depends on the couplings ΓS to S and ΓN1,N2 to N1 and N2 elec-
trodes, but also other parameters as the coupling between the dots Γ12, the
superconducting gap ∆ and the bias voltage.

In chapter 5 we explore quantum dot formation in InAs nanowires and
showed, that tuning of the coupling strengths is best possible with multiple
gate structures below the nanowire. Such bottom gate structures provide
less noisy measurements than top gated devices used in earlier device de-
signs [16, 144]. CPS devices with integrated bottom gates were investigated
in chapters 7 and 8. Tuning the local gate voltages we found non-local sig-
nals that systematically cross over from positive to negative correlation and
show that the CPS signal can be optimized. e electron dynamics on the
double dot system provide a qualitative explanation for the results.

A bias voltage can increase the splitting signal as well [114]. In chapter 8
we addressed this question with a second CPS device. Preliminary results
indicate that Cooper pair splitting is indeed increased and even possible
at bias voltages larger than the superconducting gap what is motivated by
the strong energy filtration effect of small QD level broadenings that could
be achieved with the bottom gates. Extended measurements are needed to
confirm the results in preferably even cleaner and better devices.

Different ways are suggested to further improve the ”cleanliness” of the
InAs CPS. eoretical work has shown that the transport at the InAs-S
interface can be dominated by additional states inside the superconduct-
ing gap [165]. Lately, InAs nanowires could be epitaxially overgrown by
an Al layer providing more pronounce gap features [168]. Better tunabil-
ity might be achieved by reducing the surface defects and scattering. For
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this purpose, the surface of the InAs nanowire is passivated by long alkane
molecules with a linker group [169, 170] or radial heterostructure shell, e.g.
out of InP [46].

A high splitting efficiency is ultimately needed for entanglement detec-
tion no matter which proposal is implemented. e proposals suggest a
beam-mixer set-up with noise measurements [171] or non-collinear spin
projection measurements with the help of ferromagnetic contacts. e
InAs nanowire system provides no easy means to reconnect both arms of
the splitter and ferromagnetic contacts are hard to control [124] and do
not have the polarisation needed [15]. e best scheme for entanglement
detection has yet to be found. Nevertheless, the SOI interaction and the g
factor could play an important role for entanglement detection.

In view of this, we characterize in chapter 6 the g-factor of single in InAs
nanowire quantum dots states by mapping g-factor anisotropy. A random
orientation of the anisotropy is found with a wide span of g values between
5 and 15. e anisotropy is attributed to a varying orbital contribution to
the spin-orbit interaction due to mesoscopic fluctuations what implies a
tunability of the anisotropy that could be confirmed by others [87, 149].
is paves a possible way to detect entanglement of continuous stream of
electrons without ferromagnetic contacts but with two different spin-orbit
fields in the two QDs of Cooper pair splitter [171, 12, 24].

In a wider prospect, the control of the coupling between a common or
topological superconductor is also important for the detection ofMajorana
fermions [172, 23], for splitting of a Cooper pair from Majorana Bound
states [173, 174] or for the coupling of spin qubits via a superconduc-
tor[118]. When the superconductor is strongly coupled Andreev Bound
states (ABS) arise that can be probed non-locally [163]. e non-local
correlation could also induce a new state. Consider a double quantum dot
(DQD) with a normal tunnel coupling in-between the dots that couples
the (1,0) and (0,1) charge state of the DQD. A molecular state will form
as consequence of this hybridization. If the individual dots are coupled
by CAR the charge states (1,1) to (0,0) hybridize leading to a new kind of
molecular state that has been nicknamedAndreev molecule [115]. Our CPS
devices are still being investigated for such non-local molecular states and
our collaborators F. Dominguez and A. Levy Yeyati from UAM, Madrid
work on the theoretical models. Altogether, the presented devices provide
a playground for the investigation of non-local correlations.
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A. Fabrication Recipes

A.1. Wafer Characteristics

• Susbstrate material Si
• Dopant p, boron
• Resistivity 0.003 - 0.005Ωm
• Capping layer 400 nm silicon oxide

A.2. Wafer Cleaning

1. Sonicate in acetone for 10min, rinse and blow dry
2. Sonicate in deionized water for 10min, rinse and blow dry
3. Sonicate in IPA, rinse and blow dry
4. UV/ozone treatment for 30min (Model 42-220, Jelight Company,

USA)

If dirt persisted we used more harsh methods which are highly oxidizing
and included an O₂ plasma exposure for 1min (recipe see below)or im-
mersing the wafer for 5min in mild Piranha (3ml H₂O 5ml H₂SO₄ 2.5M,
2ml H₂O₂ 30%), rinsing it with deionized water and blowing dry. Even
then some particles sometimes remained which are likely to be Si debris
from the wafer cutting. erefore care should be taken when the wafers
are scratched and cut that the little debris is generated or it is taken up in
liquid. e aqueous sonication steps tends to remove them, though.

A.3. EBL Process for Contacts

• Resist PMMA 950K dissolved in
Chlorobenzene
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• Spin coating 4000 rpm yielding a thickness of
350 nm

• Hardening 5min on the hotplate at 180°C
• Exposure parameters 220µC/cm2 at 20 kV and 17mm

working distance
• Developper 3:1 Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) /

Methylisobutyl ketone (MIBK) for
80 s

• Li-off warm acetone

A.4. EBL Process for Bottom gates

• Resist ZEP 520K (ZEON chemicals) dis-
solved

• Spin coating 4000 rpm yielding a thickness of
60 nm

• Hardening 5min on the hotplate at 180°C
• Exposure parameters 53 µC/cm2 10 kVand 9mmworking

distance
• Developer pure Pentylacetate for 60 s at 0°C,

rinse with Isopropyl alcohol (IPA)
• Li-off warm N-methylpyrolidione (NMP)

rinse with acetone and IPA

A.5. O₂ Plasma cleaning

• Base pressure 5× 10−5 mbar
• O₂ flow 16%
• Process pressure 250mTorr
• RF Power 30W
• Exposure time 20 - 40 s for resist removal up to 2min

for general cleaning
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A.6. Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) of SiNX

• Base pressure 5× 10−5 mbar
• O₂ flow 4%
• CHF₃ flow 50%
• Process pressure 50mTorr
• RF Power 50W
• Exposure time 105 s (etches 25 - 30 nm)

A.7. Argon Ion BeamMilling

e Ar ion milling could be done in-situ inside two different evaporation
systems
For the Balzers system:

• Base pressure 2× 10−6 mbar
• Ar flow 3.2 sccm
• Process background pressure 1× 10−4 mbar
• Ar Plasma recipe 2
• Ar Beam Current 20mA
• Ar Beam Voltage 500V
• Exposure time 10 - 20 s

For the Bestec system:

• Base pressure 7× 10−6 mbar
• Ar flow needle valve adjusted to give steady

process pressure
• Process pressure 5× 10−5 mbar
• Plasma Power (Magnetron) adjust voltage that output current is at

20mA
• Extraction voltage 0.6 kV
• Anode voltage 1 kV
• Exposure time 60-210 s
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Very recently the neutralizer was also used with an extractor current of
6A to reduce the risk of ESD on the sample (see appendix B).

A.8. Sulphur passivation and etching

2% Stock solution:

• Sulfur reagent grade 0.19 g (6mmol)
• (NH4)2S 20% solution 2ml
• H2O 18ml

4% Stock solution:

• Sulphur, reagent grade 0.38 g (12mmol)
• (NH4)2S 20% solution 4ml
• H2O, deionized 16ml

Both solution were stirred for 1 h. Aer two days the sulphur is completely
dissolved.
Etch:

• Time 5min for passivation (otherwise ac-
cording to etch rate)

• Temperature 40°C
• Rinse H2O, deionized
• Etch rate 2% 2.5 nm/min
• Etch rate 4% 5 nm/min

e liquid and the chips should be handled gently because any PMMA
etch mask can come off. ZEP masks have even worse adhesion.

A.9. Piranha Etching

Solution:

• H2SO4 2.5M 4ml
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• H2O, deionized 16ml
• H2O2 30 wt% 0.4ml

e solution needs to be mixed freshly before each use.

A.10. Citric acid etching

Citric acid stock solution:

• C6H8O7 ·H2O 1.207g
• DI H2O 1ml

Etching:

• DI H2O 2ml
• Citric acid stock solution 0.5ml
• H2O2 30 wt% 1ml
• Time 10 s
• Etch rate InAs ∼ 33Å/s
• Etch rate InGaAs ∼ 53Å/s

e etching solution is always mixed fresh before use.
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B. Electrostatic discharges

Electrostatic discharges (ESD) are one of the main causes for the low fabri-
cation yield and the nanowire devices seemed to be very sensitive to them.
ESDs can happen at various points during fabrication and measurement.
We mainly speculate about three main types and there consequences.

Classical In the scanning electron micrograph in fig. B.1a the nanowire
is probably melted by an ESD driving a significant current through
the device what is inferred from two rounded off ends between to
the contacts. Most of these classical blows occur during bonding
or building in the cryostat. e yield improved when we started to
used ESD safe sample boxes and a high resistive grounding scheme
at the wire bonder. Some nanowires show only some corrugation
and larger grooves. e cause for that are unclear and can be man-
ifold however we generally favour electrical reasons occurring aer
fabrication, too.

Gate leak Fig. B.1b shows a specific example of a nanowire blown inside a
cryostat during leak testing the bottom gates. A larger current could
flow through the leaking gate just below the residual blob.

Plasma induced More recently issues happened for sure during Ar sput-
tering done for oxide removal. Images of the failed devices can be
found in figs. B.1c and B.1d. Because the Ar treatment is in-situ
with themetal evaporation, the destroyed areas (arbitrary shaped ar-
eas most whitish in all images) are covered with additional material.
Nevertheless residual blobs can be seen indicating that a electric dis-
charge melt resist and metal leads. Strikingly, these errors appear
always in proximity to the nanowire and extend towards the prefab-
ricated bottom gate contact if there. Also, they happen in both our
evaporation machines (Balzers & Bestec), what supports the thesis
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200 nm200 nm

a b

c d

Figure B.1.: Different images (a-c: SEM, d: optical microscope) of nanowires de-
stroyed by electrostatic discharges (ESD). a | Typical device burned through by an
ESD during handling or bonding. b | A leaking bottom gate caused a large current
and melted the nanowire. A residual blob stayed above leaking gate. c | Destroyed
device during Ar ion milling. Additional metal is evaporated aer the discharge
and li-off performed. d | Same fabrication error as in (c) but on devices without
bottom gates.
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that this is not a random effect caused by malfunction of the equip-
ment but inherent to the nanowire or the wafer.
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C. Appendix to Chapter 7

C.1. Gate voltages to form the QDs

Table C.1 lists the voltages applied on the local gates to form the experi-
ments presented in figs. 1-4. e voltages defining the barriers of QD1 are
given in blue, the ones defining the barriers of QD2 in red. Gates below S
are colored in green. e backgate was set to zero potential in all exper-
iments. e QDs in the last experiments were defined by only two gates
near S, while the gates near N1 and N2 were set to large positive voltages to
increase the coupling to the normal contacts. Gate voltages varied during
the experiments are labeled ‘(t)’
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Vgi (V) Fig. 7.1 and 7.2 Fig. 7.3 Fig. 7.4
Vg1 -3.5 -3.475 +4
Vg2 -0.8 (t) -1.47 (t) 0
Vg3 -6.5 -6.5 0
Vg4 0 0 -4.13
Vg5 0 0 -4.3
Vg6 0 0 (t)
Vg7 0 0 (t)
Vg8 -4.5 -4.5 -4.33 (t)
Vg9 -0.38 (t) -0.9 (t) -4.53
Vg10 -4.7 -4.7 +4

Table C.1.: Gate configurations in the different experiments.
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D. Additional Data to Chapter 8

D.1. Gate characterization and doping effects

e effects of different interface properties can be observed in our inves-
tigated devices. Figure D.1 shows the differential conductance as function
of gate voltage in the linear regime at 4 K for different gates fg1-fg9 below a
single nanowire. Above the gates fg1, fg5 and fg9 a metallic electrode was
put in electrical contact with the InAs nanowire. ewidth of the gates and
the the electrode placement can be seen in the central inset which shows a
SEM image of the device. 2-terminal resistance between one outer and the
central electrode exhibit different threshold voltages, decreasing towards
the central lead which consist of a Ti/Al bilayer compared with the outer
electrodes being a Ti/Pd bilayer. We suspect that the Ti adhesion layer 1 is
incomplete allowing the top metal to get into contact with the nanowire.
is could give rise to a inhomogeneous doping profile in the nanowire
and therefore different threshold voltages.

In fig. D.1 the conductance curves in blue being the down sweep are dif-
ferent from the up sweep direction in green. eobserved shi is attributed
to relaxing trap states either in the native oxide, at themetal-semiconductor
interface or in the gate insulator. Assuming traps in the native oxide the
surface scattering can be increased by the pure disorder potential.

1For fabrication details see chapter 4
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Figure D.1.: Gate voltage characteristics at a temperature of 4 K for different gates
fg1-fg9 below the nanowire shown in the central inset of the figure. e curves in
blue and green are the down and up gate voltage sweeps showing significant hystere-
sis effects due trap states in the oxides. e gates threshold voltages of the central
gates indicate that the central lead made from Ti/Al bilayer has surprisingly differ-
ent metal contact interface properties than the outer Ti/Pd leads.
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